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Summary 

The thesis aims to explain the determination of 
employment'at-the industry level - in particular, the 
S. I. C. Orders of. the U. 'K. engineering industry. The 
traditional*demand-orientated approach is examined 
theoretically and empirically. Many developments are 
made to the models, but implausible and unstable estimates 
are generally found, More major developments are 4 
attemptedr modelling desired output and the relationship 
between investment and employment with some success, but 
without a generally acceptable model of aggregate 
employment emerging. 

The view is taken that a major reason for this is 
likely to be the neglect of supply factors. Initial 
attempts to allow for the tightness of the labour market 
indicate some effectr though incorrectly specified. 
The second half of the thesis undertakes a more rigorous 
and original analysis, involving the specification of an 
industry labour supplyýfunction, to be analysed in 
conjunction with the demand function. The apptopriate 
methods of analysis and estimation depend upon 
assumptions about the interaction of demand and supply 
and the role of wages. 

Three stages of development are considered with 
increasing realism of assumptions, but increasing 
complexity of analysis and difficulty of estimation. 
The first assumes flexibility of wages, equilibrating 
sectors of the labour market and enabling simultaneous 
estimation of aggregate demand and supply. The second 
assumes a degree of inflexibiliE-yof wages, but 
homogeneity of the sectors, so that aggregate demand or 
supply is observed and 'regime' estimation is possible. 
The third. stage allows for non-homogeneity-of sectors 
so that neither. aggregate demand nor supply may be 
observed. Constrained estimation, via programming 
methods, results. Exogenous data is used to assess 
the extent of excess demand and supply in the labour 
market... 

Whilst the empirical results are. limited, they do 
indicate the need for supply factors to''bý'ý6delled 
and included in the analysis of employment. 
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1. 
.. The. Theory of Employment Functions 

Introduction 

The importance of being able to 'explain the level 

of employment, for a sector or industry aggregate is 

illustrated by the large amount of work whIch has been done 

on this subject over the last decade. This work, whilst 

generally theoretically based, has been essentially 

empirically-orientated. 
_ 

As a consequence, the approach 

can be used not only to explain past levels of employment but 

also to predict the future path. Derivations are now used 

as integral parts of macroeconomic forecasting models. 
(') 

However, for an area of economic study to be widely 

accepted as fully developedf it must be shown to be solidly 

based on acceptable theory and to yield plausible and 

stable empirical results. This, as will be seen, is not 

the case for the 'employment functions' area. The 

empirical consideration will be fully studied in the 

following two chapters. In this chapter the theoretical 

grounding of the models is considered. Section 1.2 

develops a theoretically 'ideal' employment function and 

this serves as a benchmark with which to assess the merits 

or shortcomings of major works in the area. This 

assessment is carried out in section 1.3. 

1.2 An 'ideal' employment function, 

A full specification of the theoretical determination 

of employment is an exceedingly complex matter and, in a 

practical 

(1) For examplep see McLean (1974) and Shepherd et al 
(1974) for its use in the Treasury Model. 
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practical situation, many simplifications have to be made. 

However, it would be a useful exercise to try to postulate 

a theoretically adequate model'of employment-determination 

before proceeding to look at the various'simplifying theories 

which have been put forward. The aim of--. these is to capture 

the essentials of the determination process whilst keeping 

a form which can be empirically estimated and tested. The 

'pure' theory will serve as a benchmark to illustrate 

what assumptions and simplifications are being made and to 

assess their importance. Even within this theoretical 

framework several assumptions will be made, the validity 

of whic. h may be questioned. 

Before proceeding to the theory, consideration should 

be given to the 'aggregation problem'. This problem 

derives from the fact that, whilst the theory is formulated 

at the microeconomic level of the firm, empirical analysis 

is generally carried out at the industry or sector level 

of aggregation. Much has been written, particularly with 

reference to production functions(2), about the validity 

of aggregate versions of microeconomic relationships. 

The conditions under which aggregate specification and 

estimation is consistent with micro formulation have been 

shown to be very restrictive indeed. The general 

requirement is that the determinants of each microeconomic 

relationship be additively separable. 
(3) 

Many of the studies in the employment functions area 

formulate / 

(2) Seer for-example, Fisher (1969) 

(3) See Green (1964) for a survey of 'aggregation'. 
However, if efficient allocation between firms can 
be assumed, then the conditions for aggregation are 
much less severe,. 
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formulate an expression, to be estimated in aggregater 

which is linear in logarithmic form. -At first sight 

these would-appear-to be-additively separable. However, 

for this to be the' case it-would be necessary for each 

aggregate variable to be measured as the sum of the logs 

of the equivalent micro variable., In fact, data is 

usually available in aggregate form as the-sum of, the 

(uplogged) micro variables. The usual practice, then, 

is to take the log of the aggregate variable which is 

not equivalent to the aggregate of the logs. Consequentlyr 

such aggregate estimation will contain measurement-or 

specification errors and will be biased and inef icient 

because of them. (4) 
- 

Howeverf whilst the theoretical inadequacy of such 

formulations is undeniable, the relative merits of macro 

and micro level application-is much less definite in 

actual empirical use. Grunfeld and Griliches (1960) 

have shown that aggregate estimation can provide a 

greater degree of_1explanatory power' than a composite 

of micro estimations. This apparent contradiction to 

the theoretical findings can be easily explained. The 

theoretical derivations assume that the micro relationships 

are perfectly specified. In empirical work-this implies 

that all important variables are included and that 

available data accurately measures the required concepts. 

This is seldom true in practice. Microeconomic 

relationships are frequently formulated for the, itypicall 

micro /- 

(4) See Theil (1954) 
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micro unit neglecting individual differences and inter- 

dependencies. In this sense,. the theory may be more 

macroecoriomic than'it first appears.. Als'o 'the*quali'ty of 

disaggregated data is often doubtful with inaccuracy 

due to human errors of collection. Thus microrelationships 

are likely to contain mis-specification'and measurement errors 

which will lead to biased estimates if they are estimated. 

On summing'the microrelationships to obtain a macrorelation 

these biases are unlikelyto cancel each otlier out. On 

the other hand, if the'data is aggregated before estimation 

then measurement errors are likely to cancel each other out 

to a large extent. reducing the degree of errors in variables. 

Furthermore, micro interdependencies may be captured by the 

corresponding aggregate variable and so the macro relation 

may not suffer from this particular mis-specification. 

In conclusion, the practical superiority of macro or 

micro estimation depends on the relative magnitude of 

aggregation errors and specification errors., The optimal 

answer to this dilemma may well be to use better 

specification and data' in disaggregated studies. Howevers, 

aggregate'studies based on theories of typical'microeconomic 

behaviour have a valuable and-potentially reliable role 

to play, where it is the behaviour of the aggregate dependent 

v=iable which is of interest, for policy or forecasting 

purposes. 

In proceeding with the development of the theory the 

following path is pursued. First, the relationship 

between desired output anddesired inputs is examinedt i. e. 

the / 
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the production function. This is the relationship which 

would be observed if the firm were in long-run'steady state 

or equilibrium with all'its outside-infldences constant. 

Then the determination of the desired level of output is 

considered, with particular reference to product demand. 

Finally, actual levels of inputs and output are determined 

in relation to the desired levels and in the face of 

changing product demand, by a cost minimising process. 

(a) The. production. function 

Firstly, desired inputs and output are related by 

means of a production function. This represents the 

maximum output which can be achieved with different 

combinations of inputs, given the present state of 

technology. As such it represents the most efficient 

means of production and the firm will aim to move towards 

the production function. In the long-run, if-exogenous 

factors remain constant, it will operate on the production 

function, so the production function can be said to 

represent the relationship between desired output and 

desired iýputs- In the short-run there is no hecessity 

for producers to operate on the production function. As 

we will see shortly, such behaviour does not-necessarily 

indicate bad management but may be perfectly rational in 

a situation where outside influences are not steady over 

time. Consequently, a production function does. not 

represent the relationship between actual output and 

actual inputs. At bestr it represents the most efficient 

frontier of such observations and it may be that no'actual 

observations are fully efficient in the long-run sense. 

The / 
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The level of aggregation at which a production 

function is meaningful is a much debated question. 

Ideally,, the" functi. ori relates the output of'one-type. of 

good to the different types of labour, capital and 

material inputs which are used in its production. Thus 

a consideration of just one firm would involve a large 

number of these production functions and empirical 

investigation would require an intricate mass of data to 

explain how employment is determined. For exposition 

purposes and in keeping with most of the 'employment 

functions' literature, it is assumed that a. meaningful 

production function can be postulated at the firm level of 

aggregation and that within this function different productsy 

labour skills and types of capital can be added together 

and referred to as output, labour and capital respectively. 

Consequentlyr the relationship between desired 

output and desired inputs can be specified but analysis of 

how these desired levels are determined, i. e. at what- 

level the production function should be operated, is now 

required. 

(b) The determination. of, desired output' 

The main determinant-of desired'output will be the 

market-demand for the product. As this is influenced by the 

price of the product and as price will also influence the 

amount of the good which the I firm desires to produce, it 

follows that the price of I the good is important to the 

determination of desired output. The extent to which the 

firm can influence its selling price depends on the 

structure 
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structure of the market. If it is perfectly competitive 

then the firm has to accept-the price determined by the 

market-and so 'price-is exogenous to its desired output 

- decision. But if the market is oligopolistic or even 

monopolistic then the'firm, will have some discretion to 

determine a target'selling price as well as a production 

target. Consequently, desired price and desired output" 

will be jointly determined. 

From the point of view of explaining employment, 

it may be reasonable to assume that desired price is 

fixed independently of existing input-stocks or of the 

costs involved in changing these stocks to meet the demand 

which corresponds to the desired price. This would 

reduce the connection between the product and labour 

markets, implying that desired 'prices, and hence desired 

output, was'exogenous to the determination of desired 

inputs, and simplifying the'analysis considerably. The 

rationale for this assumption could be that prices are 

set on a rigid', Icost-plus markup' basis, where costs are 

some measure of production costs, not including adjustment 
11 

costsi, or that separation of decision-making in large firms 

between sales and production departments leads to lags in 

reactions, which reduce or remove the endogeneity of 

price determination. ý, 

A profit-maximising firM should take into account 

not only potential, revenue but also the present scale of 

operation and availability of inputs since profits are 

the difference between revenue and all costs. , 
Costs, as 

will be emphasised shortlyr include the various adjustment 

costs / 
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costs involved in changing the scale of operation. 

Provided that-the demand curve facing the firm is known 

and that all the' costs involved in production-are recognised, 

it should be possible to derive the optimal level of 

desired output. 

(c) Cost. minimizing process 

Furthermorep the optimal paths of inputs, output 

(and price) over time can be derived by assuming that the 

firm is a cost minimiser. It should be noted that 

product demand is not constant or steady over time. it 

is known to have considerable - seasonal and cyclical fluctuat- 
I 

ions, in addition to its trend, and actual output and 

inputs are bound to follow these fluctuations to some 

extent. However, their paths should be determined in 

order to minimize all the costs involved. Careful 

consideration of these costs must be made. 

Some of the costs, which are necessarily involved 

in production,,. would be present even if demandcId not 

fluctuate and inputs and output had achieved a steady 

state. -On the labour input side there are all the costs 

associated withemploying a number of employees to work 

a standard number of hours per week. These payroll costs 

will be dependent-on the level of employment, the level 

of normal hours and the standard wage per hour (5)_ 
the 

latter two being considere&exogenous-to the firm. On 

the capital input side there are all the'costs associated 

with the operation of a stock of capital at a 'normal' 

ra*te. These include maintenance, depreciation and rental 

costs - the only determinant of these costs endogenous to 

the 

This assumes that the averaqe wage per hour is a mirlimlym 4. +. hp qi-AnaAra 1PVP-L-Of-hnllrS- 
--- 
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the. firm is considered to be the level of capital: stock 

at. which the firm chooses to operate.. Finally, the 

cost*of holdi*ng-a level of inventories due to lags between 

productiori and delivery or to meet 'normal" random 

fluctuations in demand would be a further-element of 

'steady-statel. costs. However, this cost may be taken 
. 

as minimal in a steady-state and inventory costs are mucý 

more relevant to the costs of fluctuating demand which is 

now considered. 

There are three 'pure' strategies which a firm 

may follow when demand, and hence desired output, changes: - 

i) It may adjust its labour force and/or capital stock 

sufficiently to meet-the new level of demand, whilst 

maintaining normal working hours and inventory levels. 

(ii) It may adjust the hours that labour and capital work 

to meet the'new level of demand, maintaining labour forcer 

capital stock and inventory levels constant. 

iii) It may adjust the level of inventories and/or the. 

backlog of orders-on-hand (negative inventories) and/or 

the product price,, whilst maintaining a constant level of 

production and hence of labour and capital inputs. 

Each of these three strategies involves its own 

particular costs: - 

To increase or decrease the labour force affects 

payroll costs but more crucially it causes 'hiring and 

firing' costs. Hiring costs include recruitment, 

personnel and training costs. Firing costs include redundancy 

payments and loss. of . worker morale. The cost of increasing 

capital / 
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capital stock are similar. New investment will incur appraisal, 

installation and training costs. The laying-up or-scrapping 

of capital stockr whiIst it-may be relatively costless in 

itself, is likely to, increase the capital cost per unit 

of output to the firm. 

ii) To increase the number of hours worked by labour 

will cause over-time costs thereby increasing the average 

wage per hour cost. To decrease the number of hours 

of, labour will also cause wage costs per hour to rise with 

guaranteed wages or salary schemes in operation. 

Similarly, greater than normal use of capital will cause 

higher maintenance and depreciation costs whilst under- 

utilization will raise the 'rental' cost per production 

hour. 

iii) To increase the level of inventories when demand 

is low incurs costs of storage, interest charges on the 

working capital tied-up etc. A reduction in the level of 

inventories below 'normal' increases the likelihood of. 

order backlog, ququelng and poor customer service which 

will incur the less tangible cost of lost custpm. 

Lowering the product price when demand is low will reduce 

the profit margin and raising the price, when demand 

(6) is high, will lose custom and goodwill. 

Thus it can be seen that. each of the strategies which 

a firm has available to it when faced with a change in demand 

incurs /, 

(6) In practice firms do not seem to use price variations 
as a strategy - perhaps suggesting that the , 
associated costs are high. See, for example, Hague (1971). 
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incurs costs. 
(7) 

. The. choice of strategy will depend 

upon the magnitude of. the demand change, whether the 

change is li: kel: V to be permanent-or tempora . ry and the 

magnitude and shape of the various cost-curves invo Ived. 

The rational firm will estimate the cost-curves of the 

various strategies and forecast theýexpected path of 
I 

demand. It will then minimize the total costs-involved 

over time subject to the demand path and then adopt the 

appropriate strategy or mix of strategies. Holt et al 

(1960) find that an unexpected change in. demand should 

be met-, initially mainly by, a change in the inventory 

level. When the costs of this strategy become too high 

and the change in demand pertists then production'should 

be altered by a change in the number of hours worked per 

week, allowing inventory costs (or lost sales) to fall. 

Finally, when the change in demand can be seen to be long- 

lasting then employment (and capital stock) take up the 

adjustment to new desired levels. 

From the account given above it can be seen that it 

is a complex matter, to explain the level of employment 

and changes in that level, involving the simultaneous 

determination of output, capital utilization, hours of 

work and inventory levels and requiring a detailed 

knowledge of all the associated costs. Few if any of 

the cost function parameters would seem to be measurable 

in aggregate and certainly no data series of adjustment 

costs are available to the author's knowledge. 

(7) Thomas and Deaton-(1977) enumerate a large number 
of possible strategies open to a firm when faced with 
a shortage and the likely costs of and constraints on 
such actions. However, it is felt that the three 
strategies detailed will provide the main options, 
whilst keeping the model viable. 
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Consequently the above formulation, though having 

much to recommend it--theoretically, -is very-unlikely to be 

operational'in*exp-ldining aggregate employment., Grossly 

simplifying assumptions will have to be made to make 

estimation possible and various attempts to do this are 

considered in the next section. Before doing so it 

should be noted that-the above formulation for all its 

complexities encompasses some possibly unrealistic 

assumptions. Firstly, as was pointed out there is a 

problem of aggregation particularly in connection with the 

production function both within the firm and between 

firms when considering production at the industry level. 

Secondly, the above discussion has centred on the 

firm's demand for-labour. No-attention has been paid to 

the supply of labourýnor,, toýthe existence of trade unions. 

The implicit assumption has been made that when a firm 

needs to make adjustments, particularly to the labour- 

input, it will-, be able to do so. When over-time is 

required it is assumed that, the firm can get as much as 

it wants and, when extra employees are required it is 

assumed that the required number can be recruited. Both 

of these actions involve costs but these are taken to be 

insufficient to deter the firm. This mayseein reasonable 

for one firm but, - if all the-firms in an-industry or in 

the whole of manufacturing wish to expand their labour- 

force, the expansion may not be possible because it is 

restricted by supply limitations. 
Little, if any, regard has been paid in the literature 

to /. 
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to the effect-of labour supply on the determination of 

employment. - Thezssumption is that-firms can obtain 

the employees they desire. To remedy thi's deficiency 

-is one of the aims-of this thesis and its importance and 

effect are analysed in Chapters 6-10. For now, we 

confine ourselves-to an analysis of what has been done 

to explain employment and the strengths and weaknesses 

of the work, within the above 'demand-orientated' 

framework. 

1.3. A., survey. of employment. functions 

It is unrealistic to expect any employment function 

formulation, capable of empirical application, to cope 

with all the complexities discussed in the previous 

section. Howeverf the most important features can be 

categorized into four headings and then the literature 

can be analysed to see how well each model formulation 

deals with these aspects. In doing this,, the approach 

of Killingsworth (1970) is followed to some extent. 

The first point to note is that the labour input, LF 

has two dimensions - the number of employeesp'El and 

the average number of hours worked per employeel H. if 

we wish to explain E then it is not sufficient to 

determine L, we must consider the choice between E and H 

as well. In particular, changes in the labour input may 

have different effects on output and costs according to 

which dimension of labour input is changed. The costs 

are discussed in the next paragraph but the effect on 

output should be noted. If E and H have different 

elasticities / 
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4 

elasticities with respect, to output then they should be 
(8) 

specified 'separately in any production function formulation 

The same reasoding. can be appli'ed to the-capital services 

input. This has the dimensions of capital stock, K, and 

its rate of utilization, U, but its treatment'in 

employment studies is limited. 

The second point to note is that there are different 

costs associated with different aspects of labour input. 

These costs were discussed fully in the previous section 

and the description need not be repeated except to 

emphasise that there are different costs associated 

with the level of employment, with the number of hours 

of work per employee and with changes in the level of 

employment. Again a similar consideration can be, but 

seldom is, given to the costs of the capital input. 

The third point to note is that these costs cause 

actual levels of labour input (and capital and output) 

to generally differ from the desired levels which would be 

achieved in a steady-state. This deviation of observations 

from the production function will take the form of an 

adjustment process towards the desired levels, and this 

adjustment process should take explicit account of the 

various costs which determine it. 

In fact, most'studies published do not attempt to 

make the adjustment process explicitly dependent on these 

costs. The main reason for this is the lack of 

statistical / 

Feldstern (1957) and Craine (1972) Justify and find 
empirical evidence for this differe; ce.. - However, more 
recent evidence frori: i Leslie -and Wise J1980) suggests 
that the elasticities may in fact be equal..,. 
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statistical information on relevant costs. The usual 

procedure. is, to acknowledge the existence of adjustment 

costs and toassume-that'they cause actual levels, in 

particular empldymeýtr to approach desired levels with 

some lag structure. This assumption seems reasonable 

but when eýstimation is undertaken the type of lag 

structure specified is Often very restrictive. The most 

common lag structure postulated is the Koyck partial 

adjustment model, which assumes that a. constant proportion 

of the desired movement between actual and desired levels 

is accomplished each period. This leads to a one-period 

lagged dependent variable in the estimation formulation. 

The implication for employment, for validity of the 

'constancy' of adjustmentý is that hiring costs are 

simildr in magnitude to firing costs, that these costs 

remain constant-relative to alternative hours costs and 

inventory costs and that in assessing these costs over 

time, firms maintain the same time rate of discount. The 

realism of these conditions is questionable. 

The final point to note is the treatment; of the 

capital services input and of output in the determination 

of employment. The previous section demonstrated that 

labourg, capital and output should be determined jointly 

to minimize costs. Hence capital and output are not 

exogenous to the labour input decision and should not be 

treated as such. 
(9) 

(9) Whilst the previous section suggested that desired 
output-is. also simultaneously determined, the 
complexity which this would entail makes estimation 
virtually impossible. 
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6 

One aspect . of. the analysis which has been neglected 

so far-is the* relatioriship-between desired output and 

desired inputs i. e.. 'the-production functiori. To be 

able to explain employment--it is clearly necessary to specify 

a production function which correctly represents the technical 

relationship between inputs and outputs and takes accoun. t 

of the effects of technical progress. Much work has been 

done on the specification of production functions with 

regard to returns to scale and the substitutability 

of input factors (10) but empirical studies have generally 

tried to relate. actual output and inputs with little 

regard to their deviation from desired levels, due to a 

lack of steady-state equilibrium. Employment function 

studies tend to concentrate on the adjustment process 

by which actual levels approach desired ones, adopting 

a particular production function without much 

justification of its validity,. 

In this reviewr the, latter approach is followed - 

the type of function used is noted without, much comment 

on its appropriateness - but it should be recOgnised 

that, a production relationship and input demand 

relationships should really be estimated and tested jointly. 

(A) The. profit-maximising model 
This type-of, model has been put forward by several 

authors, notably by Dhrymes (1969) and Nadiri (1968). 

Dhrymes assumes that, the 'desired' production relationship 

can / 

(10) See, for example Hedthfield (1971) for a survey 
of the area. 
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can be specified as a C'. E. *S. (constant-elasticity of 

substitution) production function. A profit maximiser 

will'desire tobet his labour input so that its marginal 

product is related in a specific way to the expected 

real wage i. e. 

. 
LQ-* 9690*600600060(iol) 
3L 

where Q* is desired output, L* is desired labour input 

measured in man-hours, w is the labour cost, p is the 

product price, denotes the expected value and s(t) is 

a 'market imperfections' factor. - If the product and 

labour markets are perfectly competitive then S(t) will 

take a value of unity. If either-of. the markets are 

oligopoli'stic-or monopoll stic then's(t)- will take a 

non-unitary value such that the marginalproduct will 

be proportional to the real wage. To the extent that 

the structure of the markets, changes over timer SO S(t) 

will change-. However, Dhrymes does not allow for this 

in his model, subsuming s(t) as invariant in the constant 

term. 

Taking a C. E. S. production function, with constant 

returns to scale and no allowance for factor neutral 

technical progress: - 

A[ aK*p + bL*pl 1/p (1.2) ttt 
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and differentiating it with respect-to L* t ',. yields: - 

3Q* 
le t 

aL* t 
bQ* l-P L* P-1 ............ (1.3) 

tt 

Equating (1.3) to . (1.1) and re-arranging, gives: - 

L* = A*bl/'-p Q*(W/P) 1/p-l 
............ (1.4) tt 

Dhrymes assumes that the labour parameter b is affected 

by investment in that technical progress will improve 

the efficiency of new capital. However? as 

Killingsworth points out, this type of technical progress 

effect is more appropriate to a putty-clay production 

function than to the neoclassical one that Dhrymes uses. 

The expected real wage is taken to be related to 

actual real wage by a constant factor and desired output, 

ý7hlch. ought'to. be Jointly, det-enained. in a p=fit--naximizing cmte: kt, 

is taken to be- exoýdnous and to be based m actual output, current 

and lagged,, via a stmple*lexpectations hypothesis': 

Q 
Pr 

Q,, 
V............ 1 

. 5) t t-1 

We would expect Ul and 1'2"ýb lie between zero and unity 

and their sum to be close to unity, unless outnut is growing 

or declining rapidly, 

Whilst / 
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Whilst-the specification of. (1.5) seems preferable 

to the. simple assumption that'desired output-is equal 

to actual'output*or-that actual*output is. exogenous 

to the labour input-decision, it is by no means certain 

that such a naive hypothesis will correctly capture the 

determination of firms' desired'output levels. it 

should also be noted that, in the method of derivation, 

the. level of input, of capital services, K* . has been 
t 

implicitly assumed constant. 

A Koyck lagged adjustment process is 'added to 

'explain' the adjustment of actual labour input towards 

its desired level i. e.: - 

Lt 

LtLt 
with 0 

t-1 

Whilst Dhrymes recognizes that the lag is due to costs 

in adjusting labour and capital inputs, in addition to 

uncertainty, these costs are not explicitly included in 

the model. (1.6) is a crude proxy for these costs. 

Nor does Dhrymes' model allow for the fact that the labour 

input has the two dimensionsof men and hours with 

potentially different effects on outputrdifferent costs 

and hence different'adjustment processes. Thus in terms 

of our adopted criteria, the Dhrymes model does not 

fare very well, being unsatisfactory on all four points. 

However, thý., model can be modified to take account of the 

choice between men and hours along the lines of the 

cost-minimising / 
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process, as a slightly less restrictive attempt to 

allow implicitly for-the effects of adjustment costs. 

As with the Dhrymes modelbo attempt is made. to explain how 

the labour input is determined between men and hours. 

Consequentlyr this model is also found to be unsatisfactory 

on the four criteria. 

(B) The cost-minimising-model. 

In this type of model the key feature is that the 

firm's desired employment decision is made in two stages. 

First,, theAesired labour input is determined, generally 

by inverting a production function rather than 

differentiating it. Then the desired choice between 

employment, El and hours#, H#,. is made such that L* = E*H*,, with 

wage costs at a minimum.. Thus the two dimensions of 

the labour input are recognised and a cost-minimising 

procedure is postulated which enables the split to be 

explained. 

The best, kpown of this type of employment function 

is that put forward by Ball and St. Cyr (1966). ý They 

begin with. aýCobb-Douglas production function With the 

effects of capital, stock and technology captured by an 

exponential time trend: - 

Aeyt L tt00 

I 

- This relationship is expressed in actual rather than- 

desired terms implying that firms operate. on their 

production frontiers - 'a strong assumption. (1.8) is 

inverted /, 
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inverted to yield: -- 

= 
&0 (Y/cg) t 1/a Lt Ae Qt 

0000000000000(109) 

This implies that output is exogenous*to the labour 

decision. However, the production function could have 

been specified in desired rather than actual terms. In 

this case we would have the more acceptable proposition 

that desired output is exogenous to desired labour 

input. Also the effect of capital services is assumed 

exogenous and is likely to be mis-measured as a time 

trend. In addition, men and hours are assumed to have 

equal elasticities with respect to output and this need 

not be the case. 

The second stage of determining desired employment 

is achieved by minimising the average wage per hour(13) 

wo This is postulated to be dependent on the number of 

hours worked per employeer H with a quadratic shape. 

The rationale for this is that over-time hourd have to 

be paid for at a higher than standard wage rate and that 

short-time working will raise the effective wage-rate per 

hour where guaranteed earnings, salaries etc. are in 

existence. Hence w will rise increasingly as more 

overtime or short-time working prevails and take a 

minýmum value at 'normal' hours. As normal institutional 

hours change over time we'might expect the quadratic and 

the cost-minimising level of hours to change accordingly. 

However / 

(13) For a given level of man-hours this is equivalent 
to minimizing the total wage bill. ' 
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However, Ball and St. Cyr specify a quadratic with fixed 

parameters: - 

w= a-bH + cH 

and minimize the cost function, :- 

W(EH) t+Ft 

00000000000000(10 
10 ) 

000000*0000000(ioll) 

with respect to Hr where F is fixed costs. 

They pursue a long and complex minimization and substitution 

process, which is equivalent to minimizing (1.10) with 

respect to H, to yield: - 

b/ 2c ............. 

and then obtaining desired employment, from (1.9), as :- 

0 

E* -Lt 
2cA eý 

(y/a) t Qt 
1/a 

tH*b 
t 

i. e. effectively'removing hours from the active determination 

of desired employment. 

A Koyck lagged adjustment process of actual employment 
towards its desired level is then specified due to the 

costs / 
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costs involved in changing the employment level i. e. :- 

EE*A tt 
with 0<1............. E t-1 E t-1 

I 

Actual hours worked per employee must presumably adjust 

with the 'inverse' adjustment process for Lt to be 

achieved, but this is not considered. 

The model put forward by Brechling (1965) has a 

similar approach except that his production function is 

linear (rather than iog-linear) and he explicitlY 

includes the level of normal hours and the over-time 

premia rate in the determination of desired employment 

rather than assuming them constant over time. The Ball 

and St. Cyr model can be quite easily modified to allow 

for changes in normal hours H0, by specifying desired 

hours as 4ired#ly- -related to -normal hours p i., e. -, 

HS 
ot 00000*0000**00(10 

15 ) 

We might well expect-ý to take the value of unity but if 

the elasticities of output with respect to employment 

and hours differ or if a certain amount of overtime is 

expected by labour then the true cost minimizing value 

of S may differ from unity. (1.13) becomes :- 

Aýe' -(y/a)t Q 1/a 
H-0 t ot ............. (1.16) 

The / 
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The cost-minimizing model is then an improvement 

on the profit-maximizing model. Whilst it-does not 

explicitly include adjustment-costs or J. ustify the 

treatment of actual output as exogenousr(14) it does. 

recognise the two dimensions of employment and that the 

number of employees and the number. of hours they work 

involve very different costs. It resolves their 

desired joint determination by cost-minimization. 

However, there is no reason why this second. stage of the 

decision process should not be grafted on to the profit- 

maximizing model to determine desired employment from 

desired labour input. If this is done then there is 

little to choose between the two models. Both fail in 

their treatment of actual output and actual capital 

services as exogenous to desired labour input-decisions. 

Models which aim to remedy these faults are looked at 

shortly. But first, the major defect in the cost- 

minimization and the profit-maximizing models is that 

the adjustment process, whilst acknowledged as dependent 

on employment-change costs, is not explicitly specified 

as such. 

(C) Adjustment cost. minimizing models 

However, several authors, amongst them Solow (1968) 

And Holtr Modigliani, Muth and Simon (1960) have tried 

to specify these adjustment costs explicitly and since 

adjustment can be a lengthy process lasting many periods 

they have taken the appropriate step of minimizing costs 

over / 

(14) The assumption that desired output is always 
actually achieved seems unrealistic. 
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over time rather than instantaneously. 

. 
Solow does not-explibitly specify a production 

function'but assumes that desired employmentf* E is t 
determined by the expected output schedule with 'capital 

and other factors essentially constant'. Three elements 

of cost are identified: 'normal' wage costs, wE; hirifig 

and firing costs, vi2 i. e. symmetrical and quadratic; 

over-time and short-time costs occasioned by actual 

employment deviating from desired employment and again 

quadratic in shape i. e. a(E*-E)2 + b(E * -E),. The sum 

of these costs is minimized over the planning horizon 

of T periods. 

By making several strong assumptions, notably that 

desired employment is constant over the planning period 

and that the coefficient b is equal to the wage rater 

wr Solow derives an expression for the actual change in 

employment as: - 

ja 
E -E) 090e0 of . ooo*ooo(1.17) 

This expression is the continuous time version of a 

linear first-order adjustment process and as such it-is very 

similar to the Koyck adjustment process frequently used. 

The speed of adjustment isja i. e. the square root of 7V 

the ratio of the hours cost parameter to the hiring-and 

firing cost parameter. -If these costs. remain relatively 

constant, and hiring costs areýof the same magnitude as 

firing / 
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firing costs then'the Koyck adjustment process would 

be satisfactory but if the relative costs change then 

the speed of adjustment changes and a Koyck specification 

is not valid'. Consequentlyr we need to try to measure 

the costs involved and specify the adjustment speed 

accordingly. 

Solow does not attempt to measure these costs, nor 

does he specify the determination of E*e (15) Neverthelessr 

his model, in explicitly taking account of the different 

costs of employment, hours and changes in employmentl 

does provide a basis for improvement in explaining 

employment if the associated costs can be measured. 

Holt et al., in attempting to explain optimal rather 

than actual firm behaviour, progress further than Solow 

in explicitly including adjustment costs, both 

theoretically and empirically. They pay great attention 

to the elucidation and analysis of the costs involved 

not only in the labour input but also in output i. e. 

inventories and order-backlogs. Capital costs are not 

considered; presumably the input of capital services is 

assumed exogenous, to the labour decision. Desired 

output is exogenously determined by demand, with price 

presumably exogenous, but-actual output is endogenously 

determined as part of the cost-minimizing process. 

The 

However, he does point out that if E* is assumed 
to'be a function of time rather-than constant, 
týbe resulting optimal expressions is 
E =--a/v(E*-E) + (w-b)/2v, where E* is the second 

derivative of employment-wrt. time. This is not 
similar to a Koyck process and data quality is 
unlikely to support the taking of second differences 
over time, reliably. 
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The. coats associated with the labour input are 

specified similarly to Solow's with linear 'regular 

payrpl'l: *costs' and quadratic 'hiring and layoff costs' 

and overtime costs. 
(16) 

The additional feature is the 

recognition that, -instead of changing the labour input to 

adjust outputy-a firm can change its level of inventories 

or its backlog of orders-on-hand, keeping output steady, 

The cost function for these changes is also specified 

-as a quadratic. Summing all these costs discretelyr 

rather than continuously, over time and minimising with 

respect to output and employment yields two linear decision 

rules for the paths of output and employment respectively. 

The resulting 'employment function' has employment as a 

function of last period's employment, desired output 

and last period's inventory level. (17) This again can 

be seen to resemble earlier employment functions with the 

extra inventory term. However, the parameters of this 

employment function are dependent on-the parameters of the 

various cost functions and need not be constant overýtime. 

The difficulty lies in obtaining the inf6rmation 

required to estimate the cost functions so that the paths 

of the parameters can be traced over time. Holt. et., al. 

make careful and extensive use of accounting information 

and managerial estimates, often, of a subjective nature, 

made available to them by one or two'firms. Even then 

they /. 

(16) Expressed as deviations of actual output-from the 
output achieved by the standard work week of 
employees. 

(17) i. e. Et=a+ bE t-l +cS+ dI t-l with S being a 

distributed lag process of forecast sales over the 
coming year. 
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they presumably do not have enough information to allow 

the parameters to change over-time as, -in theIr. estimation, 

they assume the' functions to be fixed over time. Their 

resulting employment function is then very little 

different from, earlier ones. 

The data-required to pursue the model set out above 

at an'aggregate level is simply not available. Data might 

be available on-some cost items but-not sufficient to 

estimate-quadratic cost functions with variable parameters 

over time. Furthermore, many of the 'costs' important to 

(18) 
a firm are barely tangible, let alone quantified and 

available in official statistics. 

Without this data, Holt et-al's model., becomes a 

flexible accelerator model(19) with desired employment 

determined by sales targets; adjustment costs in 

employmeni; and in other factors are allowed for bY 

the presence of one-period lagged values. 

The explicit inclusion of adjustment costs, whilst 

desirable, is likely to remain impractical 

in/ 

e. g. the-morale'cost of laying-off employees. 

See, for example,, Ni'ckell'(1978) for a review 

of such models. 
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in aggregate. employment functions. To specify the costs 

and then to assume them relatively constant, through lack 

of data is no 'real improvement-on, and may even be 

equivalent to, a 'naive' lagged adjustment process. 
(20) 

(D) Inter-related. adjustment. model 

As-pointed out above,, the Holt. et. al studyt whilst 

paying great attention to the-costs of employment and 

inventory, neglects the costs of the capital services 

input. This seems an odd omission as a rational 

decision by a firm must take account of. all the associated 

costs. Thus capital costs will affect employment 

behaviour and should be considered. As discussed in 

section 1.2, the costs associated with thecapital input 

are parallel to the labour input costs i. e. the cost of 

normal-usage of the level of capital stock, additional 

unit costs when the capital is over-used or under-used 

relative to 'normal' and adjustment. costs when the 

amount of capital stock, is increased or decreased. 

Nadiri and Rosen (1969) have put forward a model 

which does attempt to take into account these costs. 

However, they begin with the strong assumption that actual 

output is exogenous to input usage decisions., In their 

own words, 'we recognise that the dynamic input and output 

paths are jointly determined, contingent on future product 

price expectations. But their joint estimation requires 

a full market theory not yet available'. Consequentlyr 

firms /. 

(20) Though it may be possible, to relax the restrictiveness 
of a Koyck process by postulating a cost function which 
takes limited account of future as well as current 
desired employment. Deaton (1977) experiments along 
these lines. 
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firms are assumed always to 'produce the output, they 

require-and furthermore to always operate on'theIr 

prod'uctiori'fundtions in doing so. These elements of 

the modelare somewhat restrictive. 

Labour input is recognised as having. the two 

dimensions of employment and hours per man and capital 

input is recognised as also having two dimensions, i. e. 

capital stock and its rate of utilisation. The desired 

levels, of all these four inputs are determined by 

minimizing the associated labour and capital costs 
(1 21) 

(not including adjustment costs) subject to meeti ng desired 
I 

output. A Cobb-Douglas production function is specified 

with each, of the, four inputs allowed its own elasticitY. 

Actual inputs approach, these desired levels gradually 

but they do so. in such a. way that desired output is still 

achieved. For this to bethe case the adjustment of 

all four inputs must be related and it is, postulated that 

the, inter-relationship is controlled by the, firm so as 

to minimize the overall costs of adjustment. The 

inputs with the least costly adjustment willAnitially 

be 'over-adjusted' to compensate for shortage or 

excesses of less flexible inputs. A priori, the speed 

of adjustment ordering-is expected to be capital usage, 

hours per man, employment and, finally, -capital. stock. 

general first-order inter-related adjustment process 

is specified: 

(21) Capital costs consist of rental, maintenance and 
depreciation costs, with the last two dependent 
on the rate of utilizzation. 
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y 
it - Yit-l 21 aij 

j=j ... 00*00e00(1 Ole 
)ý 

where Yir with i =1,2,3 or 4,, are the inputs and the . 
0's 

are assumed constant. Combining expression (1.18) with 

the desired input demand expressions, Nadiri and Rosen 

derive an equation system for estimation, where each input 

is determined by outputi, relative factor prices, a time 

trend, and the levels of all four inputs in the previous 

period. 

The Nadiri-Rosen model is thus more satisfying 

theoretically than earlier models in its treatment of 

capital and also it recognises the different dimensions 

and, costs, though adjustment costs are not explicitly 

included. Its main weakness is in the treatment of 

output as exogenous and in its data requirements. 

(E) Other models. and features 

Whilst the above four categories represent major- 

types of employment function, other studies1have been 

undertaken which either do not easily, fit into these 

categories or have additional features. Often they 

improve on. one aspect, of the theoretical. requirements but 

usually at the expense of others. Several studies are 

considered worthy of mentiont firstly in the treatment of 

desired output and the endogeneity of actual output, 

then in the treatment of the production relation itself 

and 

(Y it Yj t-1) 
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and techrucal'progress, finally in the'treatment, of the 

adj'ustment-proc'ess and labou'r hda'rdizig. 

a) Both Fair-(1969) and'Tri'vedi and Stromback (1976) 

specify'their models with changes in employment dependent 

on,, -amongst, other variablds, expected changes in output. 

Trivedi and Stromback adopting a. type of inter-related 

adjustment model, then go on to assume that expectations 

about future output levels are generated by past output 
(22) levels. In estimation they include the current 

and previous. four quarters' output changes as explanatory 

variables. The formulation thus includes two hypotheses - 

their inter-related adjustment explanation of employment 

and, the hypothesis-that-firmsl-expectations about future 

output levels are based on the previous year's actual output 

with fixed parameters. The validity of either hypothesis 

cannot be, judged in isolation and so, it-is difficult'to 

assess whether such a specification does 'capture' expected 

output. 

Fair, in addition to postulating a similar 

expectations hypothesis to Trivedi and Stromback, also 

includes actual future output changes. - The hypothesis 

here is that firms have perfect foresight-and correctly 

predict future output levels., 
- 

In, addition to the 

endogeneity incurred by this information, there is strong 

evidence that firms do not-'always achieve the-outPut 

which they expect to and hence actualluture output- 

will m; Ls! -measure desired output, 
/Briscoe 

(22) Instrumental variables are used when current output 
changes are includedr recognizing the endogeneity 
of current output. 
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Briscoe and Peel*(1975). attempt-to recognize the 

jointmature of. employment'and output decisions by 

specifying systems of simultaneous equations where 

inputs and output-are endogenously determined. The 

input demand equations specified are of the profit-maximizing 

types already discussed. The output. equations are of 

the Cobb-Douglas type of production function. Briscoe 

and Peel formulate several different specifications of 

this kind. 

Howeverr the joint use of the input demand and 

output equation involves a logical inconsistency. The 

input equations recognize the d-isequilibrium state with 

actual inputs deviating from. their desired levels whereas 

pro duction functions describe an equilibr. ium state with 

inputs and output at their desired levels. The use of 

actual input'and output levels to estimate the production 

function parameters is clearly incorrect. 

Despite thisr the attempt to make the determination 

of output endogenous is valuable, particularly if firms 

adjust rapidly towards their desired input levels. A 

production function, which allows for adjustment 

'inefficiencies' would improve the specification 

considerably but such-a formulation is not known to the 

author. 

b) Most of the above studies are based on neoclassical 

production functions, such as Cobb-DoUglas and C. E. S., 

where the inputs of capital and labour-are divisible and 

substitutable and returns to scale are fixed, whether .- 
increasing / 
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increasing, decreasing. or constant, for-all. levels of 

operation, Lack. pf. substitutability and its implications 

are cori: ýidered at-length in Chapter-5 where a putty-clay or 

vintage model of production is pursued. Hazeldine (1974) 

postulates that capital plant is designed for an optimal 

level of employment,, E Any over-manning or under- 

manning will reduce the productivity of man-hours of 

labour with returns to hours per man assumed to be unity. 

The effect is assumed to be quadratic in shape: ý- 

+2 Yt /E t Ht a+ b(E t-Et. ) 

where E+, a and b may we'll not'be constant over time. 

Desired hours per man are taken to be normal hours, H 
of 

where cost per hour is minimized. Where output, Yt. -is 

not equal to E H,,, the firm has to tradeý-off overtime or t0 

shor t-ii-me '66's ts' (i. e. H#H against over or under- 

manning costs in terms of lower'productivity (i. e. EyIE 

The resulting desired level of employmenti, E 
t- 

will be 

positively'dependent, on thd level-'of output but Hazeldine 

claims that the shape of the relationship is uncertain 

and should not be interpreted as, the, production parameter, 

returns, to labour. Thus an estimate greater or less than 

I 
one is quite possible. - .- He assumes a linear relation 

between E* ý-and Y for simplicity and-adds a time trend to 

proxy changes in capital stock. and technology. 

Hazeldine (19,78) develops the idea of varying returns 

toscale. further with different elasticities of output with 

respect / 
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respect to labour according to whether production is 

above or below optimum. - The principle remains that the 

estimated elasticities whilst dependent-on the production 

parameters, will*also be'affected by cost trade-off 

considerations. Whilst-the rationale for the model is 

quite plausible, its usefulness would be increased if the 

underlying production parameters could be identified. 

Another aspect of the production relationships used 

worth considering is that of technical progress. Most 

of the studies follow the original production functions 

in proxying the effects of technical progress by a time 

trend. -often with the trend proxying increases in capital 

stock as well. This is not an ideal means of capturing 

the effect of technology on employment levelst, particularly 

where firms can influence their rate of technical progress 

both by their rate of adoption of new techniques and the 

amount of resources they devote to research and 

development. The former aspect is considered to some 

extent in a putty-clay context in Chapter -"* but the latter 

can be considered in the present context. 

Schott (1978). extends the Nadiri-Rosen inter-related 

factor demand model to allow the stock of technical 

knowledge, A, to influence, 
_and 

be influenced byr production and factor 

demands, A becomes a factor in the Cobb-Douglas production 

function, as with employmenthours, capital stock and its 

rate of utilization. The cost function to be minimized 

includes the additional term Ab where b is defined aýs the user 

cost of technical knowledge. Desired levels of the five 

factor /' 
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factor. -demandscan thenbe derived with the desired-stouk of 

technical'knowlddge-dependent-on output'and relati. ve factor 

pricesr including b,, as'are the stocks of'labour'-and 

capital. An inter-related adjustment-process is then 

added to'give-a 5 x, 5 matrix of adjustment coefficients. 

Conceptually, this-approach, is appealing in its 

consistency of treatment but-., ptoblems lie in the 

measurement of A and its user cost, b. The stock of 

knowledge is assumed to depreciate at a constant rate, d, 

and be-added to by expenditure on research and developmentj RI, 

where the-effects of--basic, and applied research expenditure 

areýdistinguished and assumed to be-distributed over time, 

W(L): - 

, %ý ýi - AA+ YW(L)R dA Clo-20) t t-1 t t-1 

where Y'is the success rate of the research activitY.. 

R is measured at constant prices but the assumption that 

each unit, of expenditure adds equally to the, stock of 

knowledge is unrealisticy though I perhaps preferable to a 

time trend proxy. The user cost, b., is analogous to the 

cost of capital reflecting the unit purchasing price or 

cost of researchr interest rate, rate of depreciationr tax 

allowances, investment grants etc. In additiont patents 

are allowed for in terms of a monopoly rent, declining 

in value over time as the patent life expires. 

The success of this model will depend crucially on 

the validity of the assumption''s about A. ' In particular,, 

if / 
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if new techniques are developed by the'capital goods 

industry,, they may be adopted by a user-industry without- 

any research or-development-ori'their part. - Therefore, 

the uise of this model at-an industry levelmay cause 

several difficulties, ib the allocation of research costst 

to be meaningful. In addition, there are the substantýal 

data requirements and difficulties of the basic Nadiri- 

Rosen model. 

C) The adjustment process of actual employment 

towards its desired level"is meant to be the result of 

cost minimization over time by firms, tradeing-off 

over-time and short-time costs against hiring and firing 

costs. Section (C) of this chapter has shown that the 

assumption of a Koyck process, -. whilst populart is quite 

restrictive. Amongst other things, it-implies that 

hiring and firing costs are of equal importancesuch that 

adjustment is the same speed in both directionsithat these 

costs have remained constant relative to other costs 

over time, so that - the adjustment-speed has'not-changedi, 
I and that firms are not influenced by the availability of 

labour. 

Severalestudies have attempted to relax aspects of 

thesý restrictive assumptions whilst-remaining within the 

Koyck process framework. Knight and Wilson (1974) 

postulate that a major change in the costs, occurred with 

new legislation in 19 66, causing firms'to shed labour 

which was being hoarded and paid for during recessions and-to 

rely more on over-time and short-time working to meet 
I 

fluctuating / 
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fluctuating. demand. They estimate employment functions 

for'both'the nUmberbf. empl6yees and the number of. man-hours 

worked beforb-and after'the changes,, expecting the 

adjustment. -speed of employment to have increased, but 

not necessarily. that of man-hours. Thus, where a once- 

for-all change in costs can be identified, -then it is 
. 

relatively simple to allow for such changes. Where changes 

are--gradual or less advertised, such a procedure is less 

viable. 

Peel and Walker (1978) postulate that the supply of 

labour is likely to constrain demand at certain times within 

an estimation period. They expect employment to adjust 

more quickly when supp]ýI-is not restricted than when supply 

is a constraining factor on demand. Whilst this seems 

reasonable when firms wish to increase employment, it is 

less obvious why the shedding of labour should be affected 

in a similar way. To discover which periods are supply- 

constrained, Peel and Walker postulate a neoclassical 

!. wage change'equation where an increase in the expected 

real wage signifies excess demand for labour 'i. e. a supply 

constraint and vv. - Observations can then be divided 

into demand and supply 'regimes' and estimated separately. 

The effect of supply on the labour market and its 

interaction with demand will be considered at great length in 

Chapters6 to, 10. Also, an attempt to allow different 

adjustment speeds for increasing or decreasing employment 

is made in Chapter-3. 

Finally / 
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Finally, pther studies, in particular the study by 

Fair already referred to, treat the hoarding of labour more 

explicitly. Fair Is model postulates that employment 

changes will be a negative function of 'excess labour' 

in the previous period. Excess labour is equal to actual 

employment minus desired employment where the latter is 

given by actual man-hours worked divided by normal or 

standard hours of work. The novelty of Fair's approach 

lies in the measurement of actual man hours worked. Data 

on numbers of employees and average hours worked refer to 

the man-hours which are being paid for by firms and not 

the numbers which are actually being worked. Fair assumes 

that only when output per man-hour is at a peak will actual 

and paid for man-hours coincide. At other times labour 

is hoarded to avoid adjustment costs. By use of the 

Wharton School method a series for actual man-hours worked 

can be derived and Fair's excess labour variable can then 

be calculated. 

Whilst it does seem preferable to use a measure 

of actual hours of work rather than an hours paid-for 

series, the formulation of Fair's employment function 

is somewhat ad hoc and does not provide a theoretical 

improvement over earlier models. The production function 

used is very restrictive -a fixed coefficient relation- 

ship between output-and man-hours labour input. No cost 

function is explicitly included in the firm's decision 

process and the level of labour hoarding is included as 

an explanatory variable rather than 'explained' by the 

model. 

1.4 / 
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1.4, Conclusions 

The. last section did not attempt to cover fully 

all the work which has been done on 'employment functions' 

but it-did cover the major developments in the area. 

The four elements considered to be essential for the 

theoretical acceptance of an employment function were the 

separation of labour input into men and hours, a 

recognition of the different costs involved in the labour 

input, an adjustment process dependent on the adjustment 

costs and recognition that output and capital services 

input are not exogenously determined. In fact, section 

1.2 indicated that ideally the requirements would be 

even more rigorous. 

However, a combination of these four elements is a 

sufficiently demanding 'goal' for a practical employment 

function and 'the world still awaits a fully-specified 

theory of the labour input' (23) 
which can be applied 

empirically. None of the studies looked at have managed 

to satisfactorily capture all four of the features we 

desire. Rather, they have concentrated their attention 

on one or two elements and perhaps specified them 

adequately to the neglect of the other elements. 

Furthermore, the treatments are seldom compatible so that 

the best features of each model cannot simply be added 

together to obtain the 'best model'. 

Finallyr we'are not yet in a position to say which 

model does treat which feature best or even to say which 

of / 

(23) Killingsworth (1970) 
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of the four-elements are important and which are not. 

We have so far made our assessments on such theoretical 

grounds as cost-Minimizing and profit-maximizing. What 

is needed is a thorough confrontation of the theory with 

empirical data to try to discover which studies give the 

most plausible explanation of actual behaviour. Hopefully 

from this, we can ascertain which of the four elements 

are most important, how they are best specified and where 

there is need of improvement. To this task,, we turn 

our attention in the next two chapters. 

f 
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Oth-dr. -Rdse'archers-1,. Empirical 
Employment Function's 

2.1,. - -Introduction 

Aication of 

The purpose of this chapter and the following one 

is to determine whether the various employment functions 

are capable of explaining the behaviour of actual 

employment levels. To do this we can first look at the 

empirical results of the original papers in which the 

employment functions were postulated and assess their 

(1) (2) 'explanatory power', plausibility and stability 

However, these studies have been carried out in different 

countries, for different time spans and at varying levels 

of aggregation. Comparison of these results is thus 

very difficult and unsatisfactory. 

What is needed is to be able to test all the 

important employment models on consistent sets of data. 

In this way we should be able to make comparisons more 

readily. Such a comparison exercise has been carried 

out in an admirably thorough paper by Briscoe and Peel 

(1975) for the U. K. Manufacturing Sector, 1955-72. 
(3) 

This 

(1) In particular. the plausibility of the returns- 
to-labour parameter. 

(2) i. e. whether the. parameter values remain constant 
over time, as is normally assumed; an important 
quality for any model which is to be useful for 
forecasting or policy purposes. 

(3) One important consideration when using quarterly data 
is how to deal with seasonal variations. Ideallyr 
an employment function should explain how firms cope 
with seasonal as well as cyclical fluctuations. 
However, employment statistics do not always 
represent the number of people actually working. In 

particular those employees on holiday are included 
in the number employed and so we cannot expect an 
accurate relation between output and employment in 
holiday / 
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Thi's chapter draws 

the interpretation 

adopted in this ch 

one by one, in the 

and to analyse the 

Briscoe and Peel. 

heavily on their results though 

of them may differ. The procedure 

apter is to take the different models 

same order as the previous chapter, 

original results and then those of 

The following chapter proceeds to apply the models 

(and developments of them) at a somewhat less aggregate 

level and to more than one set of dataf by considering 

separately the three S. I. C. Orders Which make up the 

engineering industry. 

2.2 The Profit-maximizing model 

The two main-works on this type of employment 

function are those of Dhgymes (1969) and Nadiri (1968). 

Both are formulated in terms of man-hours rather than 

employment. Dhrymes' original formulation is a complex 

one incorporating investment terms, to allow for technical 

progress, and current and lagged values of output and 

real wage, to allow for expectations. The estimation 

is consequently difficult to interpret meaniA gfully- 

The results are not reported here but a high explanatory 

power of almost 99% is achieved in explaining variations 

in 

(3) contd: 

holiday periods. Two procedures are available - to 
use seasonal adjusted output data or to use seasonal 
dummy variables. Briscoe and Peel opt for the 
former. ý We desire such procedures to remove 
seasonal variations in output not relevant to 
employment but to leave those which will affect 
employment. Any mismeasurement of such seasonal 
patterns is likely to bias the returns to labour 

. and adjustment speed estimates. 
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in the input of man-hours for the U. S. manufacturing 

sector, 1948-60. Howeverr the influence of investment on 

the labour input levels does not appear to be significant 

and the lagged output coefficient has a negative sign 

contrary to our expectations, expressed in (1.5) in the 

previous chapter. The implied speed. of adjustment of 

actual man-hours towards the desired level was found to be 

just over 34% per quarter. In that we would expect the 

number of hours per man to be more readily adjustable than 

the number of men it is difficult to assess the plausibility 

of this figure for man-hours. 

Briscoe and Peel adopt a simpler formulation in testing 

this type of model for U. K. manufacturing 
(4)and 

specify it 

both for the level of man-hours and for the level of 

employment 
(5) i. e.: 

log (EH) t=a0+a1 log Qt+a2 log (w/p) t 

(1-X) log (EH)t_l *, P*ee 
(2.1. ) 

and: - 

log Et=a. 0 
0+a"1 

log Qt + a.. 2 log (W/P) t+ 
0 

(1-X")16g E t-l 0 *.. 4 
(2.2) 

Their results are reported in Table 2.1. as (A) and (B) 

respectively. The overall explanatory power of 94% and 

93% respectively is lower than that of Dhrymes but still 

very high. ' Coefficients are generally of the right sign 

/and 

(4) No allowance is made for the effect of technical progress. 
(5) This accords with our discussion in the previous chapter 

of the consistency of an adjustment process in man- 
hoursýwith the achievement of desired output. 
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and strongly significant. An adjustment speed of 39% is 

found for man-hours - quite similar to Dhrymes' U. S. value. 

A speed of 17% per quarter is found for employment which, 

as we would expect, is lower than the adjustment speed for 

hours worked. 

A long-run estimate of the elasticity of output with 

respect to employment, to be interpreted as returns to 

scale rather than returns to labour, can be obtained 
ý6) 

This is comparable to the 'a' values of the Ball and 

St. Cyr model in the next section. Formulation (2.1) 

yields a value of 11.82 whilst (2.2) yields a value of 

unity. The latter value is consistent with the theoretical 

specification of (1.4) whilst the former is clearly not 

and this leads us to prefer the specification in terms of 

employment rather than man-hours. 

Nadiri's formulation is also expressed in man-hours 

and features capital and the wage-rental ratio, w/c, rather 

than output and real wage. In addition, Nadiri specifies 

a Pascal two period lag adjustment process in preference 

to a Koyck lag of one period. The capital variable is 

intended to allow for the level of utilizationr Ur of 
I 

capital stock, -i. e. to measure capital services, though 

a capacity utilization index is used. For the same data 

base as Dhrymes, U. S. manufacturing 1948-60, Nadiri also 

gets explanatory power of over 90%. The explanatory 

power is not quite as high as Dhrymes', but the-model used 

is more straightforward and signs and significance are 

generally good. 
When 

.* 
(6) Contrary to Briscoe and Peel's assertion (p. 132)f the 

production parameters can be derived, as illustrated by 
Peel and Walker (1978). 
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When Briscoeand Peel test the Nadiri fo=ulation they 

adopt a Koyck adjustment process for comparability with 

the other models and again specify adjustment both in 

man-hours and employment i. e.: - 

log (EH)t =a0+a1 log (KU) 
t+a2 

log (W/C) 
t 

(1-X) log (EH)t_l (2.3) 

and: - 

log Et=a. 
0+a"1 

log (KU) t+a. 2 log (W/C) 

at+ (1-X") log Et_, (2.4) 

Their results are reported in Table 2.1 as (C) and (D) 

respectively. The overall explanatory power of these 

two formulations, whilst high, is not as high as the 

Dhrymes' model results and not all of the estimated co- 

efficients-are satisfactory. In particular, the wage- 

rental term is not significant in either formulation and 

the capital utilization term is not significant in (2.3). 

This formulation also has an implausibly low adjustment 

speed of 1.3% per quarter. Formulation (2.4), which 

differs not only in the dependent variable but also in 

the addition of a time trend to reflect disembodied techni- 

cal progress, is more satisfactory. The time trend takes 

a strongly significant negative value and the capital utili- 

zation coefficient then has the expected positive sign 

and Is significant at the 5% level. Also the adjustment 

speed of employment of 21.. 3% per quarter is much more 

acceptable, though the Durbin (1970) test indicates that 

the hypothesis of positive autocorrelation is not rejected 

at the 5% level. 
/on 
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on balance, the Dhrymes model seems superior to the 

Nadiri one though this probablyý reflects the inadequacy of 

measures of capital utilization and capital rental costs 

rather than inferiority of theoretical specification. 

2.3 The cost-minimizing model 

The most frequently used model of this type is the. 

one put forward by Ball and St. Cyr (1966). The original 

formulation for this model is: - 
log E=A+1 log Q -, 

ýy t+ (1-X) log Et_l ... (2.5) 
tata 

though this has been much modified in the literature. 

Ball and St. Cyr estimate (2.5) at the s. i. c. order level, 

as well as for all manufacturing in the U. K., for the 

years 1955-64. In terms of explanatory power, correct 

signs and significant -coefficients, the results are good. 

However, the a in expression (2.5) is interpretable as 

the elasticity of output with respect to employment. 

Thus a value in the region of 0.7 is expected 
(7) 

whereas 

Ball and St. Cyr found a values generally greater than 

unity and often significantly greater. 
0 

Many authors have tried to explain this occurence 

or to modify the estimation equation until returns-to-labour 

of less than unity are found. It can reasonably be 

-M 1 c% argued that u should be interpreted as returns to sc". A.,; -- 

rather than returns-to-labour due to the inadequate 

(8) treatment of capital, but increasing returns to scale 

/are 

(7) This is equivalent to labour's share of national income. 

(8) See Ireland and Smyth (1970). Solow (1973) claims that 
large fluctuations in capital utilization can mean that 
apparently high returns to labour are quite consistent 
with constant returns to scale. 
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are still hard to accept. However, when Briscoe and Peel 

estimate this equation for all U. K. manufacturing, 1955-1972, 

reported as (E) in Table 2.1. in addition to strongly 

significant coefficients of-the right sign and high 

explanatory power, they get an a value of 0.75. The corres- 

pcnding value in Ball and St. Cyr's results is 1.14. The more 

acceptable value of 0.75 seems more due to chance than 

theoretical consistency. The value seems subject to 

change and, indeed, Briscoe and Roberts (1977) find con- 

siderable evidence of structural breaks in this type of 

employment function. Similarly, the adjustment speed 

has fallen from 18% in Ball and St. Cyr's results to 14% in 

Briscoe and Peells. Caution is thus needed in assessing 

the usefulness of this model and it is clear that high 

explanatory power and strong significance are not suffi- 

cient qualities in themselves. Stability is also 

desirable but is seldom tested for. 

An alternative formulation, put forward by Brechling 

(1965), has a linear, rather than log-linear, production 

function and adjustment process and also inciddes the 

normal hours variable which we argued was theoretically 

desirable in the previous chapter, plus a quadratic time 

trend to proxy the effects of overtime premia as well as 

capital and technical progress. it is difficult to 

compare the explanatory power of Brechling's results with 

earlier work as it is not expressed in logs and the 

dependent variable is the change in employment, which is 

clearly more difficult to explain than the absolute level. 

However, Brechling manages to explain 83% of the variation 

/in 
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I 

in employment change for U, K, manufacturing, 1949-63, 

This seems very high, Coefficients are generally of the 

right sign and strongly significant with no evidence of 

autocorrelation. The values of the coefficients are 

less easily interpretable in a linear formulation and 

the plausibility of their magnitude is not much considered. - 

However,, Brechling does suggest that a ten point rise' in 

the output index would only raise the desired employment 

index by five points. This implies returns to labour 

much higher than unity, which is unacceptably high. 

Briscoe and Peel estimate a 'Brechling' type of 

formulation, but including the effects of the normal 

hours term in the quadratic function of time and with the 

level of employment as the dependent variable i. e.: - 

CL 0+a1t+a2t2+a3Qt+ 
(1-X) E t-1 ege (2.6) 

The results are reported as (F) in Table 2.1. They too 

find an implausibily high value of returns-to-labour of 

1.5. Consequently the Brechling formulation, whilst 

yielding high explanatory power, also yields unacceptable 

estimates. 

In summary then, whilst both types of costý-minimizing 

employment functions seem to explain employment behaviour 

well both are unsatisfactory empirically. In particular, 

the Ball and St. Cyr type of function, which is popularly 

estimated and is used in several macroeconomic forecasting 

models, has been found to be unstable over time. 

/Their 
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Their use should be undertaken onlywith considerable caution. 

2.4 Inter-related adjustment model 

In formulating the inter-related adjustment model 

Nadiri and Rosen (1969) achieve a model which is much 

more acceptable from a theoretical viewpoint than the 

earlier studies analysed. The reasons for this are 

detailed in the previous chapter. However, the greater 

theoretical 
. 

plausibility imposes greater demands on its 

empirical application. Firstlyy there are the data problems 

involved in obtaining conceptually correct measures of 

the different variables. Secondly, there are the statistical 

problems of obtaining precise estimates of parameters with 

a large number of explanatory variables and the likeli- 

hood of multicollinearity. Thirdly, the interpretation 

of these estimates and usefulness in prediction is made 

much more difficult by the complex nature of the adjustment 

process, 

Nadiri and Rosen estimate their model for U. S. manu- 

facturing, -1947-62. The employment equation 6f the model 

exhibits a high explanatory power of 97% and all explana- 

tory variables are significant at the 5% level except the 

wage-rental term. However, when the long-run elasticities 

are calculatedr returns to scale of over 1.5 are found. 

This seems implausibly high. 

Briscoe and Peel estimate the Nadiri Rosen model for 

their U. K. data. The employment equation is of the form: - 

/log 
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log Et=a0+ '31t + a2 log Qt+ 
"CL 3 log Cv/c) t+- 

log Et_l + 35 'log H t-l + a6 log K t-l 

a7 log u t-1 
(2.7) 

The results are reported as (G) in Table 2.1. They also 

get the expected high explanatory power but only outputt 

lagged employment and the wage-rental are significantly 

different from zero at the 5% level. A rapid 'own' 

adjustment speed of 32% per quarter is implied. TWO 

estimates of returns-to-scale can be derived from the 

estimated parameters of the model and, unlike Nadiri and 

Rosen, Briscoe and Peel get two very different values 

from these, i. e. 0.77 and 1.62. As they point out 'clearly 

we cannot have much confidence in the estimates of 

production function parameters which are implied by this 

model'. 

2.5 'Other models 

In progressing through the order of the models set 

out in the previous chapter, it will be noticeý that no 

empirical works have been reported for the 'Adjustment 

cost minimizing' models of Solow and Holt et a4. This 

is because no empirical analysis of an aggregate nature 

has been undertaken, to the author's knowledge, using this 

kind of model. The required 'cost function' data is Simply 

not available in aggregate (or microeconomic) form. 

(a) Of the other models discussed in Chapter 1 

/Fair Is 
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Fair's (1969) empirical results and their replication by 

Briscoe and Peel are worth mentioning. Fair uses monthly 

data in his study and hence the results are not easily 

compared with those from other studies on a quarterly 

basis, The use of monthly data enables him to examine 

the influence of output on employment,, Via various post-. 

ulated expectations hypotheses, more precisely. He 

claims to obtain superior results to the traditional 

employment functions, with returns. to 

labour of less than unity. Roweverr whether this finding 

is due to a superio. 3ý model, use of monthly data or good 

fortune is not clear. The ad hoc nature of the model 

makes assessment of its plausibillty difficult. 

Briscoe and Peel experimented with this type of 

model and the employment equation which they consider most 

successful is of the form: - 
dw 

log Et = cto + a, log E t-1 +a2 (log Qt - log Qt-l 

a3 10'5 ýtý, 
-l 

+ 
-34 

log UEt 999 
(2.8) 

where E is the measure of excess labour discus'sed in the 

previous chapter and UE is the unemployment rate. The 

latter is meant to indicate the tightness of the labour 

market. Firms are more likely to hoard excess labour 

when unemployment is low, because it will be more difficult 
IQ) 

to hire labour at a later date, when it is needed: - The 

Inclusion of log E t-l as an explanatory variable seems to 

suggest that the difference between actual and desired 

employment, due to adjustment costs, is allowed for twice. 

/The 

(9) This applies particularly to skilled labour. 
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The results are reported as (H) in Table 2.1. 

Explanatory power is again high and all the coefficients 

are significantly dIfferent from zero, at the 5% level, 

and of expected sign, The parameter estimates are diffi- 

cult to interpret given the presence of lagged adjustment 

and excess labour terms. Briscoe and Peel suggest 

! an elimination of undesired labour of about 66% per 

quarter,, whilst the speed of adjustment is separately 

estimated to be 15% per quarter?, 

Empirical work has also been undertaken on models 

which allow input and output decisions to be made jointly 

i. e. they recognise the endogeneity of output. Briscoe 

and Peel formulate several systems of simultaneous equations 

which incorporate labour demand equations of the type 

discussed earlier with Cobb"Douglas production functions 

and hours and capital demand equations. They report four 

such sets of equations in their study. 

Bearing in mind the theoretical limItationsr discussed 

in the previous chapter, in connection with production f 
function estimationr the results are quite reasonable 

ý10) 

The production functions themselves are not very successfult 

with strong evidence of autocorrelation and parameter 

estimates of implausible magnitudes. However, the employ- 

- ment demand equations are much more acceptable with parameter 

estimates generally quite sensible. In fact, as Briscoe 

and Peel point out Ithey .... yield sensible results which 

, 
/did -. 

. 
'-. 

..... :: *, *'' - 
(10) The specifications and results. are not reported here as 

their detailed description can be found in the original 
article and is not central to the theme of this chapter. 
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did not vary significantly from those yielded by the single 

equations'. It would thus appear thAt the treatment of 

output as endogenously determine4 as theory would demand, 

makes little difference to the results and so the use of 

actual output, as if exogenous, may not be a serious error. 

In line with the discussion of the previous chapterý 

it is worth looking briefly at the results. of the othet 

studies which had interesting features. Unfortunately, 

these models or features are not replicated by Briscoe md 

Peel and so only the original estimates can be reported 

at this stage. This may well make them appear more 

favourable than a more consistent comparison would. 

(b) Hazeldine (1974) adds a complex adjustment 

process, based on a cost function similar to that of Holt 

et aZ#, to the expression for desired employment which 

has been assumed to be linearly dependent on output and a 

time trend. The resulting equations for employment and 

output are estimated using quarterly data, 1964-70 for the 

New Zealand manufacturing sector and for twelve component 

industries. However, identification of the structural 

parameters from the estimates is not straightforward as 

some are not identified and others are overidentified. 

in particularr the coefficient which measures the effect 

of an increase in output on desired employment, b, is over- 

identified. Hazeldine derives a unique estimate for each 

b by relying on the strongest 'short-run' estimates to 

obtain it from. He consistently obtains an elasticity Of 

of output with respect to employment of greater than unity 
/though 
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though this is interpreted not as a production parameter but 

as an indication that New Zealand industry is usually 

working below full capacity. 

In his later study, Hazeldine (1978) adopts a-more 

standard adjustment process, except for inter-relation of 

employment and hours adjustment, the interest lies in 

different elasticities for operation of plant below and 

above 'optimum' capacity. The optimum employment and 

associated production level is obtained by calculating a 

time series of output per man hour for an industry, then 

locating the peaks and interpolating linearly between 

them. 

Estimation is carried out for 14 U. K. manufacturing 

industries with quarterly seasonally adjusted data for 

1964-73. A more familiar employment function, based on 

a (fixed returns) Cobb-Douglas production function is 

also estimated for comparison purposes. The explanatory 

power of the new specification is superior for 11 of the 

14 industries'but for 6 industries, the imposij: ion of 

equal elasticities actually raises the R? In seven of 

the other industries the elasticity of output with respect 

to employment is higher for 14nder capacity operation than 

over-rcapacity, as expected and for 6 of these the over- 

capacity elasticity is less than one. So, estimates of 

returns to labour greater than unity in employment function 

may not be evidence of implausibility but of varying 

returns and associated cost considerations. 

/Before 
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Before looking at the results obtained. by Schott (1978), 

note can be made of the estimates of technical progress 

(or increases in capýtal stock), firstly in. Briscoe and 

Ppel's results for the Ball and St. Cyr-model which includes 

tJýnetrend proxy, reported as (E). Unfortunately, Briscoe 

and Peel do not discuss this aspect of the results and 

their reported short-run estimates do not enable a very 

accurate long-run estimate to be obtained. Taking the 

figures at facevalue, implies an increase in labour 

productivity of approximately 0.5% per quarter (2% p. a. ). 

This seems small when this is meant to represent not 

only technical progress but also increases in capital stock. 
I 

For the Nadiri-Rosen model, where capital stock appears 

explicitly,,, reportedas (GI , Briscoe and Peel report two 

estimates of the rate of technical progress. As with 

the returns to scale parameter, these estimates differ 

greatly - 1.9% per quarter and 0.1% per quarter. The 

first estimate would seem very high for pure technical 

progress whilst the second seems. too low. 

Schott's inter-related model with the additional 

technical knowledge equation appears to perform more 

reliably'than Briscoe and Peel's when estimated for the 

U. K. industrial sector using annual data for the period 

1948-70. The model yields three estimates of returns 

to scale and all three are close to unity and insigni- 

ficantly different from each other. However, the 

employment equation itself does not suggest a strong 

/relationship 
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relationship between output and employment with the 

output term being omitted presumably due to lack of 

significance. The estimated lownl, adjustment speed 

for employment is 15% p. a. which seems low. The rate of 

technical progress is not determined within the model 

but by imposing values for the success rate,, the lags 

in the effect of research and development expenditure 

on technical knowledge, and its rate of depreciation. 

These were obtained from survey data. 

(c) Allowing for a postulated change in hoarding 

behaviour, brought about by government legislation, Knight 

and Wilson (1974) estimate 'Ball and St Cyr typelemploy- 

ment functions for both employment and man-hours. 

Their data is for the U. K. Manufacturing Sector 1959 to 

1972, with quarterly observations and the overall period 

split into two sub-periods at 1966. Their results show 

a considerable increase (in 1966) in the adjustment speed 

of employment, as expected, from 10% to 35% but no 

change in the adjustment speed of man hours which is 
f 

already 34%. In additiont the elasticity of output with 

respect to employment and man-hours is considered. it 

is postulated that the former will be biased upwards 

whether f irms hoard labour or use overtime and short-tiue working, 

while the latter will be biased upwards by firms hoarding, but not 

by hours variations. Hence changes or lack of them in 

the-elasticity may indicate changes in firms behaviour. 

The results seem to support the hypothesis postulated. 

The elasticity with respect to employment increases slightly 
/from 
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from 0.7 to 0.8 and the elasticity with respect to man- 

hours falls considerably from 1.9 to 0.6. Whether a 

value of 0.7 for returns to labour can be considered to 

be biased upwards is debatable. 

Finally, Peel and Walker split their quarterly 

seasonally adjusted observations for the U. K. Manufacturing 

Sector, 1963 to. 1973, into demand and supply cons trained 

regimes according to the sign of the expected change in 

real wages. They then estimate IDhrymes type' 

employment functions for the two regimes as well as for 

the overall period, finding a statistically significant 

difference. As expected, they find a faster adjustment 

speed when demand is not constrained than when it is, 

25% as against 12h% and a more plausible value for returns 

to scale, 0.8 as against 1.7. The overall period shows 

even faster adjustment of 28% per quarter and returns to 

scale of 1.3. The value of estimating a demand equa- 

tion when supply is the constraining factor is questimable. How- 

ever,, there does seem evidence that a stable employment 

function is not fully explaining the employmeýt behaviour 

pattern. 

2.6 * Conclusions 

In this Chapter we have looked at the empirical 

application of the major types of employment function, both 

by the original authors and by Briscoe and Peel. The main 

conclusion is that no model has proved to be consistently 

superior to the others in terms of explanatory power, 

/plausibility 
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plausibility and stability. All models generally had 

high explanatory power with major. parameters strongly 

significant and of correct. sign.. However, plausibility 

of the estimates in terms of the underlying theoretical 

production function parameters is less satisfactory. 

Returns-to-labour or returns to-scale substantially 

greater than unity are frequently obtained and these 

values can change cOnsiderably as the dattL base is 

altered. 

Of the profit-maximizing models, the Dhrymes function 

seems to behave better than the Nadiri one. of the cost- 

minimising models, the Ball and St. Cyr formulation is 

easier to use and interpret than the Brechling function, 

though not necessarily superior. The inter-related 

adjustment model of Nadiri and Rosen, whilst superior 

from a theoretical viewpoint is much more difficult to 

apply and interpret and the results do not seem to 

be a general improvement. Finally, the extra complica- 

tion of a simultaneous system does not seem to, give the 

reward of better estimates, but provides some reassurance 

for. the use of single equations with actual output 

assumed exogenous. 
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Empirical Application to the Engineering Industries 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter illustrated that no single type 

of employment function is generally superior to the 

others or completely satisfactory. A function which 

appears 'best' in explaining employment at a certain 

level of, aggregation for a particular time period in 

one country may well not be superior in different 

circumstances. This is to be expected in that all the 

employment functions are gross simplifications Of the 

actual determination of employment. Each function 

captures some elements of the process but neglects 

others through the need to keep the model tractable. 

If. the neglected factors are unimportant or do not change 

greatly for the data under consideration then the function 

should work well,, but if these factors do chinge then the 

function is likely to yield implausible estimates. As 

different functions include and neglect different factors, 

then it is clear that relative performance will vary 

according to the underlying circumstances. 

This suggests that, on approaching the explanation 

of employment in a. particular situation, we must be 

prepared to use several different models and to modify 

them as required to produce a satisfactory explanation 

for that situation, in terms of explanatory power, 

plausibility and stability. The authorb work for the 

Manpower Planning Unit involved explaining the level of 

employment in sectors of the U. K. engineering industry 

and / 
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and this chapter shows how the various models are applied 

and modified in an attempt to provide a good explanation. 

In a sense, the task is more demanding than that of 

Briscoe and Peel (1975) in that three distinct sets of data 

were used in this study - the S. I. C. Orde'rs VI mechanical 

and electrical engineeringr VIII vehicles and IX metal 

goods n. e. s. for the years 1959-71 - rather. than just 

one. Any function or modification must satisfy all 

these sets of data for general acceptability though we 

must recognise that different employment behaviour in the 

various sectors of engineering is possible. 

The sources, derivations and limitations of the data 

series are discussed fully in the data appendix. 

3.2 The. U*'K. engineering industry 

However, before turning to the empirical investi- 

gation of the various employment modelsf it is worth 

looking at the industrial pattern in the three SIC'st SO 

that any similarities or differences can be noted and a 

general impression of what is to be explained can be 

obtained. For this reason the patterns of employment 

and output are emphasised, since it is the relationship 

between thbse two which is felt to be crucial. A more 

thorough-'description of the engineering industry can be found 

in Wabe (1977). 

Figures 3.1,, 3.2 and 3.3 show the paths of output 

and employment for SIC's 6.8 and 9 respectively, between 

1959 and 1971. ' Both series are in index form with 1958 

average being the base for output and 1959 iii) as the 

base for employment. The output series is a four-quarter 

moving/ 
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moving average of the original data since the latter 

shows a strong seasonal pattern. which is better removed 

for graphical purposes. In the empirical investigation, 

seasonality is dealt with by the inclusion of seasonal 

dummies (not reported for convenience of presentation). 

This is in contrast to the results 'reported in the previous 

chapter where Briscoe and Peel use seasonally-adjusted 

output data. The use of dummies is considered to be 

preferable since seasonal adjustment procedures can 

introduce spurious patterns in the data. (') 

For SIC 6, output has risen steeply, by approximately 

4.4% per annum on average. Output has not fallen during 

the period but a cyclical pattern can be detected with 

slow or zero growth in 1962 and 1967. The level of 

employment has also grown over the period but less steeply 

or uniformly than outputrwith employment of 1,976 thouSand 

at the end of 1959 and an overall average increase of 

1.2% p. a. Considerable increases in labour productivity are 

found, with an average value of 3.2% p. a. Falls in 

employment appear to correspond roughly to reýessions-in 

the output cycler with a large fall in 1971 indicating 

that an output recession in 1971/2 has been 'lost' by the 

moving average procedure. 

For SIC 8, output has risen much less quickly, by 

an average of 2.2% p. a. A cyclical pattern is quite 

pronounced with the output level falling in recessions 

which occur around 1961,1967 and 1970. Employment 

has / 

(l)- See Wallis (1974) for discussion of this problem. 
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has'fallen over the period, from a basd of 880 thousand 

employees, by almost*l%. p. a. on average. The fall has 

generally been steep when output is falling and employment 

has increased when output is rising stronglybut 

fluctuations have been much less marked than with output. 

Overall increases in productivit'y of 3.1% p. a. are 

indicated. 

For SIC 9. output again has a marked cyclical pattern, 

with recessions around 1962,1967 and 1971 and a slower 

average growth rate of 1.2%. p. a. Employment has grown 

slightly on average over the period by 0.5% p. a. from a 

base of 528 thousandothough periods of recession seem to 

have been matched by smaller falls in employment. 

Productivity has increased on average by only 0.8% p. a. 

over the period. 

As can be seen, the industrial patterns of the three 

SIC's show sufficient differences both in output and 

employment to set a demanding task for any one employment 

model to explain employment well in all these SIC's. 

However, there do seem to be some similarities in the way 

that employment 'responds' to the cyclical path Of OutPutt 

but does so in a less pronouncedmanner. 

Briefly, the paths of some of the other variables# 

which appear in the employment models to be tested, 

can be considered. Normal hours of work have fallen from 

a level of 43.8 hours to 40 hours over the period, a fall 

of 8.7%. overall, though the fall comes in several discrete 

steps with periods of stability. Average weekly hours of 

work / 
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work seem to have more of a cyclical pattern with an 

average fall'of 0.7% p. a. i. e. of the same magnitude 

overall as the fall'in normalbours. Weekly wages'have. 

risen strongly over the period and fairly evenly for the 

three SIC's, by 5.9%, 6.4% and 6.1%,. p. a. respectively, 

on average. Taking into account the fall in average 

hours, this implies an average rise in hourly earningst 

w,, of 6.5%, 7.2% and 6.8% p. a. respectively. 

Wholesale prices for engineering products as a 

whole have also risen fairly steadily but not as fast 

as earnings, by an average of 3.1% p. a., so that the 

wage-price ratio has risen by an average of 3.5%, 4.1% 

and 3.7% p. a. respectively for the three SIC's. 

Similarly, the 'price of capital' variable has risen 

steadily over the period, by an average of 3.5% p. a. i. e. much 

less than wages but more than the wholesale price. Thus 

the wage-rental ratio has risen by an average of 3. o%l 3.6% 

and 3.2% p. a. respectively. 

The capital stock series for the three sIC's all 

show a very steady upward trend with average increases of 

3.3%, 3.1% and 3.1% respectively. 

Data on the extent of unemployment and vacancies is 

relevant to the latter part of this chapter and more so 

to the later chapters. Both series show considerable 

variation for all three SIC's but the dominant pattern 

is for unemployment to be increasing strongly over the 

period particularly into the 1970's. The number of 

vacancies is less trended but appears to be falling into 

the 1970's. Comparing the end of 1971 with the end of 

1959 / 
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1959 indicates a roughly fourfold increase in unemployment 

and a halving of. the number of vacancies. 

3.3 Prof-it-nvaximi-sing- models- 

(a) The first type of model used was based on that put 

forward by Dhrymes (1969). However, the formulation 

was simpler than that. actually used by Dhrymes and more 

akin to the functional forms used by Briscoe and Peelt 

specified as (2.1) and (2.2) in the previous chapter. 

In this work we postulate that the desired level of man- 

hours is determined by output and the real wage but 

postulate further that the choice between desired 

employment and desired hours per man is made on a cost 

minimizing basis. We expect the cost-minimizing level 

of hours to be closely related to the level of normal 

hours# as argued in Chapter 1. Thus desired employment 

is determined by output, real wage and normal hours. 

Incorporating a Koyck adjustment process of actual 

to desired employment we obtain the function: - 
(2) 

0 

log Et=a0+a1 log Qt+a2 log (W/P)t + CL 3 
log H 

ot 

log E t-l ute. 

The results of estimating this function for sIC's 6,8 and 

9 are reported as (A) in Tables 3.11 3.2 and 3.3 

respectively. 

(2) ciis interpreted as where ais the elasticity 
of substitution, and a, as X{a(1-1/v). t 1/"ý), 
wherev is the returns to scald parameter. I 
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respectively. Explanatory powerIs generally high with 

all explanatory variables of correct sign and significant 

at-the. 5%,. level, except for normal hours in SIC's 8 and 9. 

However, the values of. the DW statistic will be biased 

towards two, due to the presence of a lagged dependent 

variable. Durbin (1970) suggests An alternative Ih-test' 

and these values, to be tested as standard normal 

deviates are also reported in the Tables. These values 

indicate the presence of positive autocorrelation for 

SIC's 6 and 8y which implies that the estimates will be 

biased and inconsistent. Such evidence of autocorrelation 

is likely to result from a mis-specification of the model 

i. e. omitted variables, incorrect functional form or 

mismeasurement. Re-specification, particularly of the 

Ball and St. Cyr model, has been attempted and is reported 

later in this chapter and Chapter 4. Here, it will in 

general be treated as evidence against a particular model, 

rather than something to be removed mechanically by using 

Cochrane-Orcutt or Hildreth-Lu techniques. 

Taking the estimates at f9ce-value, adjustment speeds 

of 13%,, 15% and 4% per quarter are implied and these 

valuest especially the latter, seem very low. The returns 

to scale parameter,,: estimates are derived to be 1.24,5.11 

and -0.40 respectively. Whilst the first value is 

perhaps plausible, the other two are clearly not. 

Elasticities of substitution are derived to be 1.79,0.39 and 

1.38. respectively. Values around 0.5 are typically 

obtained in tim6-96rids3proddctioft function studies. 

(b) / 
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(b) The other-profit-maximizing model used was the 

Nadiri (1968') formulation. Again the function is modified 

to allow for the choice between employment and hours per 

man so that desired employment is determined by capital 

utilizationt the wage-rental ratio and normal hours. 

Utilization is measured by a 'Wharton Schooll, capacity 

utiliZation index. The conceptual and practical 

problems involved in measuring capital utilization and 
(3) 

rental costs are considerable These'difficulties 

are likely to weaken the validity of any empirical work 

on this model. 

However, estimation was carried out and is reported 

as (B) in Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3j using the following 

specification_ 

log Et ý- a0+ log (KU) t+a2 log (. Vý/C) t+a3 
Log H 

ot 

log Et_l + ut. 9ee (3.2) 

This formulation provides inferior explanatory power for 

SIC's 6 and 8 but a marginally better fit for SIC 9. The 

capital utilization term is barely significant at the 5% 

level for SIC's 6 and 8. Adjustment speeds are little 

changed for SIC's 6 and 8 but more than doubled for 

SIC 9 to a more acceptable, but still low, value of 9% per 

quarter. Returns to labour parameters are not easily 

derived, as there is no output terms in the specification. 

Evidence / 

See data appendix. 
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Evidence of' positively autocorrelated errors . is 

much stronger fot SIC's 6 and 8 and this leads us to 

judge the Nadiri formulation as inferior to the Dhrymes' 

one for these two industries. For SIC 9 there is little 

to choose between the two models. 

A time trend can be added to the formulation of either 

of these two models to proxy the effects of technical 

progress on employment, not captured by the wage-price 

or wage-rental terms. However, as these latter terms 

have had a strong trend over the sixties, there is high 

multicollinearity between them and a time trend. 

Consequentlyt the inclusion of a time trend does not add 

significantly to explanatory power and often leads to 

insignificance of the wage terms. On balance, it was 

felt preferable to allow the wage terms to capture both 

the 'price-substitution' effect and the technical progress 

effect. 
Overall, the Dhrymes model seemed preferable to the 

Nadiri one though not completely satisfactory. Its 

f usefulness will depend to some extent on the relative 

success of the other models to which we now turn. 

3.4 Cost-minimizing models 

(a) The basic model used to test this type of formulation 

was the popular Ball and St. Cyr (1966) employment function, 

which has been described in earlier chapters and is expressed 

in estimatable form as: 

log E= A' + log (2t - 
Xyt + (1-X) log Et_l +u tat.... (3.3) 

where / 
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where A is the speed of adjustment and a in the elasticity 

of output with respect to employment. The results of 

estimating (3.3) for the three SIC'n are reported as (C) 

in Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. The explanatory power of 

this formulation in lower than the Dhrymes model 

for all SIC'n but only marginally so for SIC's 8 and 9. 

Nevertheless# the explanatory power in very high and the 

coefficient estimates are all significant with the 

expected signst though again there is evidence of positive 

autocorrelation in the estimates for SIC's 6 and 8. 

The speed of adjustment in not greatly changed for 

SIC's 8 and 9- 18.51 and 5% per quarter - but for SIC 6 

it is greatly reduced from a plausible but low value Of 

13% to an implausibly low value of 1.8% per quarter. 

Returns to labour values are derived to be 0.10P 

2.23 and 0.52 respectively. These values bear little 

relation to the a priori expectation of values in the 

region of 0.70, nor to the returns to scale values obtained 

using the Dhrymas model# nor indeed to Ball and St. Cyrlo 

estimates for the period 1955 to 1964t where the corresponding 

returns to labour values are 1.44# 1.27 and 1.49. 

The coefficient on the time trend can be uned to derive 

a long-run estimate of the effect of technical progress* 

and ýncreaaos in capital stock, whore capital does not 

appear separately# on production. The estimates obtained 

for the three SIC's imply technical progress of 1.3%t 

1.2% and 0.5% per quarter. Those values are highor 

than the figures for average labour productivityt described 

in / 
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in Section 3.2. 

Consequently., in its present form, the model is, 

clearly unsatisfactory in its explanation of employment 

behaviour, particularly of SIC 6. Several modifications 

were tried in an attempt to improve the estimation 

performance of the Ball and St. Cyr employment function. 

These were applied to all three SIC's. 

(b) Firstly, the normal hours variable is included, in 

accord with the rationale in the first chapter. The 

specification then becomes: 

log Et = A' + log Q- -1-yt - X0 log H+ (1-X)log E +u 
t 13 ot t-l t 

.. e&o (3.4) 

The results of estimating this expression are reported as 

(D) in Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. It can be seen that 

normal hours adds nothing in terms of explanatory powerr 

as the coefficient is not significantly different from 

zero at the 5% level for any SIC, nor is autocorrelation 

removed. In SIC's 8 and 9 it takes the opposite sign to 

our expectations. Its only beneficial feature is to 

give SIC 6 higher, but still implausibly low, values of 

adjustment speed and returns-to-labour, i. e. 6.6% and 

0.35 respectively. 

The lack of significance of the normal hours term is 

felt to be due more to the lack of variation of normal 

hours during the sixties 
(4) than to lack of relevance to 

employment levels, and so this variable is retained whilst 

further 

(4) See data appendix. 
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further modifications are made to the function. 

(c) A further-restrictivejeature of the Ball and St. Cyr 

model, which we can attempt to relaxris, the use of a time 

trend to proxy the effects of capital on employment. We 

can explicitly include capital in the Cobb-Douglas productiorý 

function, i. e.: 

yt (1 a 
Qt = Ae -L tKt **oeee (3.5) 

where the exponential time trend now proxies the effect 

of technical progress only. Then, assuming output and 

the level of capital stock, K, are exogeneous to the 

labour input decision, desired labour input, L jis 

determined by inverting (3.5). Incorporating our 

hypothesis of the firm's desired choice between men and 

hours on a cost-minimizing basis, we obtain: 

ELt Be(--Y/(' )t 
tH* Qt 

t 

l/a HBK 8/'3 
..... (3.6) 

ot t 
f 

and, allowing for a Koyck lagged adjustment process of 

actual employment to its desired level, we get an 

estimatable expression of the form: 

log E A' + log Q lyt 
-xa log H tt ct ot 

log K+ (J-X) log E +U ... (3.7) 
t t-l t 

The / 
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The results obtained in estimating this function for 

the three SIC's are reported as (E) in Tables 3.1,3.2 

and 3.3. It can be seen that explanatory power is generally 

improved by the addition of the capital term, particularly 

for SIC 8. Also evidence of autocorrelation is reduced 

in all three SIC's, but is still present for-SIC's 6 and 

8, on the Durbin test, at the 5% significance level. 

However, whilst-the capital stock term is significant 

for all three SIC's, it has a positive coefficient for 

sic 9. This is contrary to our theoretical expectations. 

The likely reason for this is the strong multicollinearity 

between capital stock and the time trend. In this 

formulation the time trend is intended to represent the 

effect of technical progress alone and so we would expect 

it to be negative but of smaller magnitude than in the 

earlier formulation, reported as results (D). In fact 

the time trend is positive for SIC's 6 and 8,, significantly 

so as the 5%. level for SIC 81 and is negative but of 

greater magnitude than in (D) for SIC 9. implying 

disembodied progress of 3.6% per quarter. I'n all SIC's 

the standard error of the trend estimate is greatly 

increased and the overall conclusion is that the 

multicollinearity between capital stock and the time trend 

has made it very difficult,, if not impossible, to separate 

the effects of technical progress and capital. 

However, if the effecis of capital and technical 

progress are captured jointly, if not distinctly picked 

up by the time trend and capital stock variables, then 

it / 
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it -may be that -the coefficients of -the other -variables will 

be correctly-measured, particularly with the reduction 

in evidence of autocorrelation. In fact, - if-we. look 

at the adjustment*speeds and returns to-labourwe find 

that-they are not greatly improved - adjustments per, 

quarter of 2.4%, 14.6% and 8.3%. respectively and 

returns-to labour of-0.15,, 2.21 and 0.78 respectively. 

Of these, only the results for SIC. 9 could be said to 

be more plausibler- and the adjustment'speed in this case 

is still very low. (5) 

(d) It can be argued, that the capital input relevant 

to the production function specified as (3.5) is not 

the level'of capital stock but the level'of capital 

services used. This can be defined as the total 

capital'stock multiplied by the rate of utilizationt Ur 

of the capital. However, - it is much more tenuous to 

assume that the input of capital services is exogenous 

to the employment'decision'than it-is to assume capital 

stock exogenous. ,A simultaneous determination of labour 

and capital utilization would seem more*appropriate.. 

Neverthelessl attempts were first-made to allow for. ' 

variations in the utilization of capital within the- 

Ball and St. Cyr type of model by redefining the-capital 

term in equation'(3.7) as capital services. 

Unfortunately, / 

(5) It is difficult-to assess the plausibility Of 
adjustment speeds,, as our theory gives no a. priori 
guidance. However, - a speed of less. than 10% 
per quarter would seem to imply a very slow 
adjustment - less than 57% of initial desired 
adjustment achieved after 2 years. 
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Unfortunately., a major empirical difficulty exists 

in the measurement-of-(capi tal)' utilization. ' Direct 

information'ori the'extent of-usage of capital'equipment, 

is not-readily available and so indirect-6r proxy measures 

are required. The most satisfactory measure, in the 

sense of being calculated independently of labour usage. 

or output capacity considerations, developed by Heathfield 

(197'2),, is obtained by relating capital'usage to fuel 

consumption and using data on'the latter. Howeverl 

such data was not-available quarterly at the SIC Order 

level for the earli'er years of our estimation period. 

Alternative measures can be calculated. The 

first of these assumes that capital utilization is 

proportional'to capacity utilization, ' i. e. the ratio 

of actual output, to potential output. Potential output 

is derived by the "Wharton School" method of interpolation 

between peaks of actual output. The resulting 

utilization index is clearly strongly related to OutPut 

and depends on labour usage as well as capital. 

Anotherpossibility, appropriate to an indUStry 

wnere capital plant has definite manning requirementst is 

to assume capit'al'utilization directly related to labour* 

usage. The latter i's measured by industry hours of work. 

If there is labour hoarding in the 'industry then some 

account should-probably be taken of the intensity or 

efficiency with wh - ich the hours are actually worked 

This can be done by constructi . ng an'index of productivity 

(output*per-man-hour)ý relative to peak productivity,, 

again 
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again along. the "Wharton Schoo. 111.1ines. The. resulting 

utilization index is dependent on labour usage and output 

but may be usefulo, '. particularly in the vehicles industry, 

where the type of production method closely connects 

labour hours of work per-man and capital equipment usage. 

In empirical estimation, neither measure of capital 

utilization provided any improvement in explanatory 

power or-plausibility for SIC's 6 and 9 but the second 

measure did prove helpful to the explanation of employment 

in SIC 81 the vehicles industry. The results of this 

estimation are reported as (E) in Table 3.2. Explanatory 

power-is increased and both the capital utilization 

term and the time trend are significantly negative 

at the 5%. level. The adjustment-speed is increased 

to 30%. per quarter, the returns to labour parameter 

takes an eminently more plausible value of 1.07, ý and the 

technical progress parameter takes a very low value of 

0.14%. per quarter. However, - the DW statistic is lowered 

by the new measure so that, on the Durbin test, positive 

autocorrelation is more in evidence. This is likely 

to be due to the endogenous method of calculating the 

utilization measure. Nevertheless there are indications 

that this-typeof measure hasoa part to play in the 

explanation of employmentr particularly in industries 

with specific capital manning requirements. A more 

independent measure of capital utilization is desirable 

before the effects of variations in capital usage on 

employment can be captured. 

(e) 
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Finally, within the Ball and St. Cyr employmqnt 

function-coritextr- an'attemPt'can be made torelax the 

rigid assumptiori*that-desired employment-is dictated by 

actual current output. The theory developed in the 

first chapter suggested that it is desired output rather 

than actual output which determines desired employment.,. 

Desired output is more likely to be related to future 

output levels than to current output, which is the 

implicit assumption that Ball and St. Cyr make. However, 

to use future output levels to explain present employment 

would be unsatisfactory from simultaneity and forecasting 

points of view. The alternative, adopted by several 

authors, including Dhrymes and Coen and*Hickman (1970)t 

is to hypothesize that-Ifirms form their expectations (or 

desires) about future output by recent experience of the 

path of output. A particularly simple form of this 

hypothesis, frequently used, is that desired output is 

dependent on current and last period's output levels 

only, i. e.: 

Q 
Ul 

Q"2 t t-1 

f 

oeoeoes (3.8) 

If U1 and U2 are postulated to be constant-over time, as 

is normally the case, then we would expect their values 

to be positive, so that-the higher-recent'actual output 

is, the higher desired output is. Also we would expect 

their sum to be close to unity, since a value for their sum 

significantly greater-(less) than unity would imply either 

rapid / 
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rapid growth (decline) of. demand or, expected output 

continually overestimated (under . estimated) by. a wide margin. 

Combining. (3.8) with the Ball and St. Cyr framework of i 

(3.7),,, we, obtain 

log E A' + L-1 log Q+2 log Q Alt 
-Xhog H tat CL a ot 

- 
As - log K+ (1-X) log E +u *eue (3.9) 

at t-1 t 

This was the formulation adopted and it is reported as 

results (F) in Tables 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. The capital 

variable allows for utilization, measured by the 

'productivity' measure. ' As-can be seen by comparison 

with results (E), the modification offers no improvement if 

in explanatory power and does not affect the parameter 

estimates greatly. In no SIC is the lagged output term 

significant at the 5% level and for SIC 6-it takes an 

unexpected negative sign. The conclusion seems to be 

that a simple expectational hypothesis like (3.8) is 

unlikely to be an improvement on the use of current output 

alone. This does not mean that a"more sophisticated 

specification of expectations might'not I -provide improvement, 

but initial experimentation with the'use of the Almon 

(1965) lag technique did not yield evidence of any such 

improvement. An alternative method of measuring desired 

output is preferred and this is''developed'in the next 

chapter. 

Thus, despite the appeal of the Ball and St. Cyr 

type / 
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type of. employment-function, no formulation could be 

found which could satisfactorily explain employment-in 

the three-sectors of engineering. Explanatory power was 

high but-the derived estimates of the production relation- 

ship parameters were gen. erally implausible. 

Furthermore, associated exercises by Briscoe and . 

Roberts (1977) and Ev, 

doubt on the validity 

and Roberts apply the 

SIC Orders which make 

economy, for the years 

examine the stability 

ans and Roberts (1975) cast, further 

of this type of model. Briscoe 

Ball and St. Cyr model to all the 

up the production seetor of the U. K. 

1954-73. They then proceed to 

of the model by estimating for 

various sub-periods and using a variety of tests based on 

covariance analysis 
(6) to determine-the existence and 

location of structural breaks. The conclusion is 

that almost all industries had at'least'one significant 

change in their employment behaviour, as modelled by the 

Ball and St. Cyr function. Several industries had two 

or three such changes. Many of these, changes were 

gradual but some were-located at specific dates which 

were potentially explicable, e. g. construction suffered 

a structural change early in 1963, presumably associated 

with the bad winter which caused many firms to be 

liquidated. Many changes seemed to occur in 1966/7 and 

in 1971. 

When looking at'individual coefficients to see what 

exactly was altering in the modelf Briscoe and Roberts 

ound 

(6) See Chow (1960). 
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4 

found a tendency for the earlier speeds of adjustment 

and returns tolabour-to be higher-than the later-ones, 

but this-pattern was by no means universal. Both earlier 

and later-periods yielded higher figures than the overall 

estimates. This latter finding is a curious one which 

is not -iýasily ekplained. 

The existence of such structural changes implies 

inadequacies in the Ball and St. Cyr modelt in coping with 

actual employment-behaviour. If such changes cannot be 

predicted and allowed for, then the use of the model for 

forecasting and policy assessment purposes seems limited. 

Howeverr whether the scale of structural changes is 

sufficient to cause forecasts to be grossly inaccurate or 

not, is more an empirical than a theoretical question. 

Evans and Roberts attempt to find out how well the 

Ball and St. Cyr modelf and the Dhrymes model, actually do 

forecast. Their findings, based on estimation for the 

engineering SIC's, 1959 to 1971, indicate that both models 

forecast levels of employment, over the period 1972 to 1976, 

which have a consistent downward bias. Thisbias is present 

even over the shorter period of 1972-3 and with 'optimistic' 

projections of the growth of output and/or lack of growth 

in the wage-rental ratio. The bias did not seem to be 

due simply to the iterative nature of the forecasting 

procedure occasioned by the presence of the lagged dependent 

variable - simulation over the sample period produced 

reasonably accurate 'forecasts' for 1971. 

These features of instability and forecasting bias 

belie the frequent use-of-such-functions in macro-economic 

forecasting 
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(7) forecasting. modelsý,, e. g. the Treasure model. '. 

3.5 
. Inter-related-ad-justment model 

The next step taken in attempting to 'satisfactorily 

explain employment-behaviour was to recognise that 

decisions on employment are necessarily closely related 

to decisions on hours of work, level of capital stock and 

its rate of utilization. The Ball and St. Cyr model 

tends to treat these factors in an inadequate manner. 

On the other hand, the work of Nadiri and Rosen (1969) 

goes a long way to incorporating these features and it is 

to this type of formulation that we now turn. 

Nadiri and Rosen's model consists-of four equations 

which determine the levels of inputs of employment, 

hours, capital and utilization respectively ýn terms of 

current outputl,. the wage-rental ratio and lagged values 

of all inputs. Hence, the employment equation can be written 

as: 

log. E t0+ log Qt+02 log (W/C) + 03 log E t-l 
0, 

4 log_H t-1 log K t-i + ß6 log U t-1 +u t .. (3., 

where U is the utilization index, measured as a "Wharton 

School" capacity index in agreement with the original 

Nadiri and Rosen formulation. 

The estimation of this equationwhich was carried 

out along with corresponding estimation of the other 

input 

(7) See McLean (1974) 
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input'demand equations, is reported for the three SIC's 

as (G). in. Tablds 3.4, . 3.5 and 3., 6. The explanatory 

power of: these results is generally higher than previous 

formulations and evidence of autocor'relation is greatly 

reduced., as indicated by the h values. However, as there 

is a larger number of explanatory variablest evidence of 

multicollinearity is much more prevalent and individual 

coefficients tend to have higher standard errors and hence 

(8). lower significance Returns to scale estimates can 

be derived by solving the complex interrelated adjustment 

process but this depends on. all coefficients of the lagged 

variables, some of which have very low significance. The 

confidence interval of the-resulting parameter values 

is exceedingly difficult to obtain but the values obtained 

for returns to scale in the three sIC's, 6.97 and 3.88 and 

4.69 respectively, are totally implausible. (9) Furthermorer 

a negative (but insignificant) adjustment speed of 2.8% 

is found for employment in SIC 6- another unacceptable 

result. 

The /I10 

(8) A time trend is not included to proxy technical 
progress due to the difficulty of isolating this 
effect. Other variables with a strong trend, 
particularly capital stock, are likely to pick-up 
this effect. 

(9) In fact,, as pointed out in Chapter 2t two values 
for returns to scale can be derived for each SIC. 
The derived estimates were not close to each other 
and the values. reported are those obtained mainly 
from the employment equations. 
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The. conclusion seems to be that,, while-the Nadiri- 

Rosen model'is. the*oreticall: y an improvementon earlier- 

models, -its use of. additional explanatory variables leaves 

more room for-data measurement, errors, particularly*in the 

measurement, of utilization, and leads to less precision 

in the estimates due to multicollinearity., The empirical 

results are by no means an'improvement on simpler models. 

3.6 Other models., and. modif-ications 

a) The model put-forward by Fair (1969) attempts to 

allow expected output rather-than actual output to 

influence employment. It also allows a measure of 

hoarded labour to have a direct effect on employment 

behaviour rather than the extent of hoarding being 

implicitly allowed for. 

The model is postulated in difference form with 

the change in employment from one quarter to the next 

dependent on expected output changes, the extent of 

'excess' labour-and a time trend to proxy technical 

progress. Expected output changes are postulated to be 

captured by the immediate past change, the current change 

and two future changes in output. 'Excess labour, 

is the difference between actual and desired employment 

in the previous quarter, where desired employment is 

measured as the number of employees who, when working 

normal hours at peak productivity, - could have produced 

the output which was actually achievedl i. e.: - 

p 
EE Ht H 
t-i- t-1 t-1 ot-1 
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P A. series for, H is derived by interpoldting betwýen peaks 

of a series of output-per man-hour. 

Thusithe equation'estimated took the-following form: - 

Alog Et=Y0 +Y., 
. 

Alog Q t-1 + Y2 A109 Qt + y3Alog Qt+1 

+ Y4Alog Q t+2 + y. -Alog E t-1 
+ Y. 6t 

+ut... (3.12) 

where 4X t denotes the difference between X at time t and X 

at time (t-1). 

. The results arereported for the three SIC's as (H) 

in Tables 3.4,3.5 and 3.6-. They are not easily compared 

with the other results since the dependent variable. is. in 

difference form and the equationis not derived from a 

neoclassical production function. When the final Ball 

and St. Cyr equation (3.9) was estimated in difference 

form (not reported), theFair model was found to be 

inferior in explanatory power for SIC 6 (56%, against 65UP 

considerably so for SIC 8 
_(30% 

against 65%).,, buý marginally 
0 

superior for SIC 9 (75%,, against 72%). For all SIC's 

current output, change appears most important of the output 

terms, but the immediate future change also plays a 

significant part for SIC. 6,,, the past change for SIC 8. and 

both future changes for SIC-19. Estimates of Ys indicate 

removal of excess labour of 14.4%. 7.1% and 12.7% per quarter 

respectively. The relative, magnitudes -seem to be a reversal 

of-the adjustment speeds derived from, the Ball and St. Cyr 

model and are much lower than the estimate of about 66% 

f ound / 
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found by. Briscoe. and Peel.. 

_It 
is difficult-. to. judge the plausibilLty of. the 

results beyond the'above comments since-the model. is rather 

ad hoc in construction. The method of, calculating excess 

labour involVeszome restrictive assumptions e. g. that 

peak output-per man hour indicates a výork-intensity 

that could be, achieved over a longer period and that normal 

hours of work would minimize firms' labour costs. The 

inferiority of explanatory power indicates that the model 

is not an improvement on earlier models. 

b) Models of the type formulated by Hazeldine (1974) and 

(1978). were not estimated. As with the Fair model# the 

estimates do not enable production relationship parameters 

to be identified and certain key. variablesr in this case 

optimum plant output, and employment, have to be endogenously 

determined by, the location, of peaks in output per man 

rather than being measured independently. 

The model formulated by, Schott (1978), does go to 

considerable. length to independently measure key variables 

such as the stock of technical knowledge and i ts user-cost, 

involving extensive survey work, Howeverl in view of the 

lack of success of the underlying, Nadir. i-Rosen model, 

the difficulty of obtaining the relevant data and doubts as 

to the viability of the model at the SIC levell this type 

of model has not been pursued, here. 

c) ., 
the. adjustment. Process, 

The final modification made, to the traditional type of 

employment-function, before more fundamental changes are 

considered in the next two chapterSt was to try to relax 

the / 
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the rigidity'of-the'adjustment*proc'ess. The rationale 

and method for-this would 'apply equally to all*the. 

employmentmodeld condidered in'this chapter. For'' 

simpli'city, these modifications are appll*ed to the basic 

Balland St. Cyr-model only in the empirical work reported 

here. 

The adjustment process generally used assumes that 

firms will adjust employment so that'a proportion of the 

difference between'desired employment and actual employment 

in the previous period is removed each quarter. This is 

restrictive in two respects. The adjustment-is estimated 

as a. const-a-n't-pro'portion, all: owing no variation with changed 

circumstances. In addition the adjustment'is forced to 

take-a geometrically declining path which makes another 

strong assumption about firms' behaviour. However, the 

adjustment process can be relaxed in respect-of these two 

restrictions. 

i) Firstlyr the constancy of the proportion of adjustment 

of actual employment towards its desired level'. within a 

period is based-on the costs (and difficultiei) involved 

in'hiring'and firing, overtime and short-time,, etc. These 

relative costs are unlikely to remain constant and, for 

example I are likely to differ atcording to whether desired 

employment'is above the present level (requiring expansion) 

or below (requiring'contraction). In other words, hiring 

costs may differ considerably from firing costs. - Data 

on costs is not available to allow explicitly for this 

difference but-it"is possible to postulate a different 

adjustment / 
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adjustment*speed for' hiring. than for firing. , As the speed 

of adjustment-, -affects, all the coefficients in the estimation 

equatiori, -thi's is achieved by splitting observations into 

expansion or-contraction-'regimes' and estimating them 

separately. Other reasons for changes in the adjustment 

speed can be considered. The same method is involved but 

the split-into regimes will obviously differ. 

The simplest form of change follows the work of 

Knight and Wilson (1974) in postulating a once-and-for-all 

change in employment behaviour in 1966. The demand- 

orientated rationale for this change, put forward by 

Taylor (1972) and others, is that a 'shake-out' of surplus 

labour occurred due to the introduction of S. E. T. and 

redundancy payments and the non-occurrence of an expected 

boom. The supply-orientated rationaler put forward 

by Gujarati (1972) and others, is that voluntary redundancies 

increased because of the higher benefits introduced, reducing 

the cost of being unemployed. In either case we should 

expect the speed of adjustment to increase after 1966 as 

there will be less labour hoarded in a recession and more 

opportunity for firms to recruit the required labour in a 

boom. 

The Ball and St. Cyr model was estimated for the three 

SIC's, separating observations into pre-1966 and post-1966. 

A Chow test can-then be applied to see if separate estimation 

of the two 'regimes' provides a significant improvement in 

explanatory power over the-'overall' ertimatioh. The 

F-values of this-test for the three SIC's are 1.17r 1.63 

and / 
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and 1.27 compared with the 5% criticalvalue of 2.29 

with (7,15)-degrees of freedom. In other words, at 

the 5%.. significance-level'there is no evidence of any 

change in the-speed of adjustment (or the other parameters) 
I 

occurring. in 1966. Consideration of the differences 

between actual estimation results then becomes irrelevant 

and so the estimates are not reported here. 

In contrastj Knight and Wilson do find evidence of a 

structural break in 1966 for the U. K. Manufacturing Sector. 

Furthermorep. the study by Briscoe and Roberts, estimating 

the Ball and St. Cyr model for 1955-73 using seasonally 

adjusted output, finds statistical evidence of such a 

break in 1966 for mechanical and electrical engineering. 

It is interesting to note that, in the latter study, the 

returns -to. -labour estimates are not very different for the 

two sub-periods, 1.19 and 1.14 respectively, but returns 

to-labour for the overall estimation period takes the 

implausibly low value of 0.29. Similarly, the speed 

of adjustment is 21% and 30% in the sub-periods but 4% 

overall. This is a strange finding and is mdre likely to 

have a statistical than an economic answer. The divergence 

between these findings and the present resultsIdue to 

modifications in data and the estimation period, leaves 

room for doubt about-the stability of the model in general. 

The other two criteria used to separate regimes 

were based on the differences in costs between expansion 

and contraction. The most straightforward way of achieving 

the separation is according to the sign of employment 

change 
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change. However, because employment is the dependent 

variable, there are statistical reasons why its use in 

deciding the regimes- will lead to biased estimates and 

why an independent measure is preferable. Accordingly, 

a "Wharton School" measure of capacity utilization was first used. ' 

Periods of increasing utilization of resources are treated 

as upswings or expansionary phases whilst periods of 

decreasing utilization are taken as contraction phases. 

Hiring and firing will not exactly correspond to the 

production pattern but may be sufficiently in line to 

yield a useful means of determining regimes independently 

of the dependent variable. 

The separate regimes were estimated 
(10) 

and the Chow 

test was again applied. No statistical difference in the 

relationship between upswings and downswings was found 

for SIC's 8 and 9 and, for SIC 6, the difference was 

barely significant at the 5% level. The estimated speed 

of adjustment for SIC 6 is faster in a downswing 

than in an upswing - 9% and 4% respectively - 

but neither value is significantly different rom 

zero at the 5% level. The returns to. labour estimates 

of 0.59 and 0.42 are much more plausible than the overall 

estimate of 0.10 but are still somewhat low and confidence 

in these values is severely restricted by a lack of strong 

significance. 

One likely reason for a lack of significance in the 

results is that upswings and downswings do not sufficiently 

correspond, / 

Not reported. 
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I 

correspond to hiring and firing. This, will particularly 

be-true when there is substantial labour hoarding in an 

industry. Thus des-oite the stron risk of biased estimation it was 

decided to try the use of direct measures of emloyment change to 
determine, the regimes. The results should be treated with great caution. 

Chow tests on these regimes indicate strong evidence 

of structural difference. but a considerable reduction in 

residuals would be expected from estimating positive 

changes in the dependent variable separately from 

negative ones. The estimation results are reported as 

(I) and (J), in Tables 3.4,3.5 and 3.6. In all three 

SIC's,, a faster speed of adjustment is indicated in 

expansion than in contraction. This would be the case 

if hiring costs were low in comparison with redundancy 

costs. For SIC 6. adjustment of 8.8% per quarter and 

returns-to, labour of 0.97 are indicated in hiring periods, 

whilst no positive adjustment towards the desired level, 

and hence no returns to labour figure, is found in 

contraction periods. For SIC 8, the change in adjustment 

speed is less severe from 16% to 9.5% but output has no 

significant influence on employment during a contraction 

period whilst returns to labour of 1.85 are found during 

expansion. The estimates for SIC 9 are less varied with 

adjustment falling from 5.6% to 4.6% and returns toýlabour 

rising from 0.64 to 0.79, between expansion and contraction. 

The implied rate of technical progress appears to be 

slower in expansion than contraction for all. three SIC's, 

1.0%. and 1.3% per quarter for SIC 61 1% atd 5% per quarter 

for / 
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for SI. C 8. and O.. 5%.. and 0.7% per quarter for SIC 9. it 

was expected that technical progress would tend to 

accompany expansion rather than contractiori. 

An alternative to the above procedure of separation 

of regimes is-to make the adjustment speed explicitly 

dependent on the factors thought to affect it. As 

stated earlier, data on the actual costs of hiring and 

firing labour are not available. However, one factor 

likely to influence the speed with which employers can 

increase their labour force when desired and the extent 

to which they will hoard labour not immediately requiredr 

is the availability of labour. The more excess labour 

is available, the more easily employers can increase 

their labour force in a boom and the less they need 

hoard labour for future requirementsr in a recession. 

Thus we would expect the speed of adjustment to be 

positively related to excess labour. 

To incorporate this feature in the employment 

function framework is one means by which the influence 

of labour supply factors can be introduced into an 

essentially demand-or; ientated framework. The study 

by Peel and Walker (1978) has a similar aim but they 

treat the problem using discrete "regimes" rather than 

the continuous excess labour variable postulated here. 

A more comprehensive analysis of the supply of labour 

and its interaction with demand is pursued in later 

chapters. 

For the presentr we attempt to incorporate the 

supply influence by measuring the availability of labour 

as / 
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as the level of unemployment, U, minus the level of 
e 

vacancies unfilled, V. Whilst not an ideal measure, due 

to non-registering ofthe unemployed and non-reporting 

of vacancies, . (U-V) should serve as a useful proxy for the 
e 

availability of labour to the employer. We formulate 

the relationship between the speed of adjustment, x, and 

(U-V) as a simple linear, one:. e 

Xt=a+ b(U j V). t **oe (3.13) 

with both a and b expected to be positive., However, when 

this expression is substituted for X in a Ball and St. 

Cyr type of formulation, like (3.3), an empirical 

estimation problem arises. This is because x appears in 

all the parameters in equation (3.3) and we end up with 

variables such as (U-V) log Qtj (UjV)tt and (Ujv)t log E t-le et 
(U-V) has greater variability than the original explanatory 

e 
variables so that multicollinearity between these 

'compound' explanatory variables is extremely high and. 

the probability of getting sensible and precise estimates 

by ordinary least squares is very low. 01' 
This, indeed, proved to be the case when estimation was 

attempted for all three SICs. 

estimation problem were made. 

Attempts to overcome this 

If the restriction, that all 

coefficients should have the same values of a and b, can 

be imposed then this should reduce multicollinearity 

considerably. Such a restriction can be imposed, resulting 

in / 

Due to the measurement errors in Ueand V, it may be 
preferable to use either Ueor V aloner rather than the 
difference between them, as is done in Chapter 9. This 
was attempted but did not lead to any obvious improve- 
ment in the empirical results. 
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in a non-linear formulation. This should be amenable to 

non-linear least squares estimation but proved difficult 

to apply (the 'hill-climbing' technique in the TSP package 

seemed reluctant to converge on anything like plausible 

values). 

However, the scope for improvement in explanatory power, 

from a formýlation which does incorporate the availability 

of labourr can be seen by simply adding the (u-V) term, as 
e 

an extra explanatory variable, to the Ball and St. Cyr 

model. In fact, the addition was made to formulation 

(3.7),, to ensure that the (U-V) term did not capture effects 
e 

more aptly explained by normal hours or capital utilization. 

The results, reported as (K) in Tables 3.4,3.5 and 3.6r 

show a significant increase in explanatory power for all 

three SIC's, particularly SIC 6. Also evidence of auto- 

correlation of the residuals is lessened in all three 

SIC's. However, as the specification is lacking in 

theoretical backing, we cannot expect the estimated co- 

efficients to be reliable. 

Further work on this modification would be desirable 

but, if it is the effect of supply constraints which is 

being picked up, then we hope we can capture this by the 

more thorough inclusion of supply influence attempted in 

later chapters. 

(ii) Finally, the geometrically declining nature of the 

adjustment process is unduly restrictive and can easily 

be relaxed by allowing earlier periods' employment to 

influence present adjustment behaviour. Ideally, this 

aspect should be explored in conjunction with the other 

modification / 
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modification discussed in this section. In practicef it 

is more feasible to consider the 'non-constancy' and multi- 

period lag'. aspects separately and then to combine them 

where the first stage empirical evidence merits it. 

However, work on a lag structure for the adjustment 

process failed to provide satisfactory results, with 

insufficient significant estimates of correct sign to 

encourage further study. Neither ordinary least squares 

nor use of the Almon lag technique proved successful. In 

view of this and the inability to adequately allow for non- 

constancy of the adjustment speed, the methods discussed 

in this section are not pursued further nor are they applied 

to the other types of employment function. 

3.7 Conclusions 

The general conclusion, as with the empirical work 

surveyed in the last chapter, is that none of the major 

employment function formulations are capable of explaining 

employment behaviour in the three SIC Orders of the 

engineering industry. This conclusion remains even 

after the original formulations have been considerably 

modified in an attempt to make them more plausible. 

Explanatory power is generally high but plausibility 

of the implied production parameters in particular, 

returns to labour or returns to scale is often lacking 

and the values tend to change considerably as the 

function is modified or as the data period is changed. 

This / 
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This lack of stability gives little confidence for the 

basing of forecasts on such models. 

The modifications attempted so far have tended to be 

minor pie6emeal changes to the existing models. Certain 

major criticisms of these models remain to be dealt with. 

Still within the demand-orientated context, it can be 

strongly argued that expected or desired output is the 

relevant determinant of desired employment and that 

actual output does not measure it adequately. Also, it can 

be strongly argued that a neoclassical production functiony 

such as the Cobb-Douglas, is totally unsuited to an 

explanation of employment in modern capitalized industry. 

A putty-clay formulation is felt to be much more realistic. 

Attempts to satisfy these two aspects are made in the 

next two chapters. Finally, the whole body of research 

analysed so far has concentrated on the determination of 

employment levels solely by the demands of industry. 

The availability of a supply of labour suitable and 

willing to meet those demands is generally ignored. 

The implied perfect adjustment of supply to demand is a 

strong assumption which needs substantial justification. 

The subsequent chapters of this thesis take the view that 

supply is an important factor, in its own right, in the 

determination of actual employment. 
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Figure 3.2 Output and Employment for SIC8,1959-71. 
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Figure 3.3 Output and Employment for SIC9.1959-71 
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TABLE 3.2 EMPLOYMENT FUNCTTQN ESTIMATES FOIJ SIC8,1959,71 

Adjust- Returns 
Dependent Constant Log Log Log Log Log Log Log 2 ment to 
Variable: LogE t Qt E t-1 

t If K O 1 (W/P) (W/C) 
ii DW Sp! ed Labour 

I 

ot t t- t t h A ; 

(A) Dhrymes Type -0.35 0.076 0.850 0.160 -0.058 0.971 1.28 0.150 5.11 
(0.9) (4.5) (17.6) (1.9) (3.0) 2.68 

(B) Nadiri Type -0.87 0.856 0.239 0.044 -0.043 0.961 0.89 0.144 - 
(1.7) (15.5) (2.6) (1.9) (1.5) 4.21 

(C) Ball & St. 0.87 0.083 0.815 -0.0010 0.971 1.21 0.185 2.23 
Cyr Type (2.4) (5.0) (15.4) (5.8) 2.98 

(D) including 0.27 0.077 0.810 -0.0007 0.143 0.972 1.27 0.190 2.47 
Normal Hours (0.5) (4.6) (15.3) (3.2) (1.7) 2.75 

(E) Including 2.68 0.066 0.854 0.0023 0.204 -0.386 o. 977 1.49 0.146 2.21 
Capital Stock (2.9) (4.2) (17.0) (2.2) (2.5) (3.0) 1.91 

including 2.48 0.283 0.698 -0.0004 0.262 -0.243 0.983 1.24 0.302 1.07 
(E)l Capital (4.3) (6.9) (15.0) (2.1) (3.7) (5.2) 2.8 

Utilisation 

Including 2.31 0.255 0.690 -0.0005 0.261 -0.221 0.018 0.983 1.11 0.310 1.14 
(F) Lagged (3.9) (5.3) (14.7) (2.4) (3.7) (4.4) (1.1) 3.30 
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The. Measurement of Desired OutpUt 

Introduction 

In the work done on employment functions surveyed 

and tested in the previouschapters one feature which is 

prevalent and which is a theoretical weakness is the 

treatment of output in the determination of employment. 

The usual practice-is first to relate desired employment 

to desired output and then to prcxy desired output by actual 

output whilst allowing a lag in the adjustment of employ- 

ment to its desired level. Hence, actual output is used 

as the major determinant of employment and it is treated 

as exogenous to-the employment decision. 

How desired output is achieved wiýh a less than 

desired level of employment is often not consiýered- It 

may be that-average hours of work are increased to achieve 

a higher labour inputt but in some of the-work done, e. g. 

Nadiri (1968) and Dhrymes (1969)r the-adjustment Of labour 

towards its desired level is specified in man-hours 

rather than in the number-of employees. This implies 

that at times#,, labour-input will be less, than the amount 

required to produce desired output and yet it is assumed 

that desired output is produced. It is a strong 

assumption, and one that needs to be verified, since it 

assumes that capital services have increased sufficiently 

to make up for the labour deficiency, so that desired 

output is achieved. Even if we accept a neoýclassical 

production function formulation where labour and capital 

can be directly substituted in this way, we are also 

implying/ 

0 
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implying that the cost-of not producing desired output 

is so much greater than the cost of increasing utilisation 

of men or machines that firms aýways, choosetb adjust the 

latter rather, than cha-nge output. 

This point is made even more obvious by the work 

of Nadiri and Rosen (1969) where great care is taken to 

specify an adjustment process which allows the amounts 

of the various inputs, men, hours, capital and capital 

utilisation to be interrelated so that the costs of 

adjusting the levels of the inputs, occasioned by a change 

in the demand for output, are minimized. Yet it is assumed 

that firms always operate on their production functions, 

producing the desired amount of output demanded by their 

customers. At no point is it hypothesized in this model 

that producers use output as part of their adjustment 

process towards new desir-ed levels of inputs and outputr(l) 

incurring the costs of lost sales or making customers 

wait rather than incurring recruitment, overtime, 

investment or capital usage costs. 

Admittedly, Dhrymes and Coen and Hickman C1970) do 

recognize that it is expected or desired output rather 

than actual output that is the determinant of employment 

but, through lack of a measure of expected output'i they 

both specify it as a'weighted,, average of'presen't and 
. 

previous period's output with - the weights to be determined 

by estimation. Hence,, this amounts - to vi rtuallY the same 

specification 

They regret that 'joint estimation requires a full 
market theory not yet available'. 
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specification as was used in equations(3.8) and (3,9) of 

the previous chapter, where output of the previous quarter 

proved to be unimportant in the determination of employment 

in the engineering SICs. It is probable that such an 

expectational hypothesis is invalid and that a better 

measure of desired output is required. 
(2) 

Desired output may reasonably be treated as determined 
(3) by demand, exogenous to the firm's employment decisipnt 

but actual output will be determined simultaneously with 

the levels of input, price of outputr inventoriest etc. 

To treat actual output as a measure of desired output and 

hence as, -exogenous to the employment decision is to ignore 

this source of simultaneity which is likely to induce 

bias into the estimation. However, it is felt that the 

deficiency has been more the mismeasurement of desired 

output rather than the neglect of simultaneity. 
(4) 

Consequently, the aim in this chapter is to specify and 

measure desired output and then to use the measure instead 

of actual output in the estimation of an employment 

function. / 0 

(2) Fa 
- 
ir (1969) does put forward more complicated 

exPectational hypotheses, but the extent to 
which they capture desired output is questionable. 

(3) In fact, desired output may be dependent on present 
employment'levels but this influence is assumed 
negligible - see Chapter 1. 

(4) Briscoe and Peel (1975) use simultaneous systems 
in which output is endogenously determined but 
find 'results which did not vary significantly 
from those yielded by the single equations' - 
see Chapter 2. 
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function. 

4.2 A. specification of desired. output 

- Theoretically, a-firm's level of desired output 

is determined by the expected-demand for the firm's 

product in relation to its present production capacity. 

Expected demand is clearly dependent on the price which 

the firm decides to sell its product at and, assuming 

the product market is not perfectly competitive, it may 

be possible for the firm to set its price so as to fully 

utilise its existing production capacity. 

In practice, firms do not seem to adjust their 

prices according to fluctuations in demand. (5) Whether 

this is due to cost plus pricing, perfect competitbn or the 

maintenancd of customer goodwill through steady prices 

is questionable. What is required in this work is the 

assumption that the price set should not be influenced 

by the current level of employment in the firm. 

Consequently, desired output can be treated as exogenous 

to the firm's. employment level and dependent on product 

demand at present prices. 

The form of the relationship between desired output 

and demand will depend upon the type of product involved. 

If the good is quick to produce and is perishable, then 

we could reasonably expect desired output to be equal to 

demand. When the good takes a long time to produce and 

can be stored as inventory stock either as an intermediate 

or finished product, then the relationship becomes more 

complex. In theengineering industry a large proportion 

of 

(5) See, for example, Hague (1971). 
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of output is in the form'of capital goods to be used in 
(6) 

other industries,.. This is the type of output which is 

often made-to individual buyers' specification and can 

take two years or longer, to produce. In this case output 

demand in a period of time consists n6t only of the actual 

outýut, delivered in the period but also of the orders-on- 
(7) hand at the-end of the period . The importance of 

orders-on-hand relative to actual output can be 

illustrated by the fact that in 1970 the value of orders- 

on-hand for SIC Order VI was more than twice the value 

of quarterly sales,, It follows that if firms' desired 

output. -is related, to demand then it is necessary for 

us-to,, consider-more than, the current quarter's output or 

sales. A relationship between desired output and demand, 

including orders-to-hand -is needed. 

.- Several studies, e. g. -Trivediý(1970)g, Bispham (1970) 

and, Lund (1974) have been carried out which try to explain 

the relationship between orders and deliveriesýfor the U. K. 

Engineering, Industry However, they do not consider the 

, implications-for, employment, of fluctuations indemand. 

The work of Holt, -Modiglianij, Muth and Simon (1960) 

discussed in the firstchapter gives a very thorough treat- 

ment-of how-a cost-minimizing firm should vary production 

and /, 
- 

(6) According-to Lund (1974) 'for 1968,... 37 per cent 
of the total output sales and 48 per cent of the 
total final output sales ... went directly into 
gross domestic fixed capital formation'. 

(7) This assumes that a buyer who places an order would 
prefer immediate delivery to waiting i. e. he does 
not order in advance of requirement. 
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and employment in the face of changing market demand. 

A similar-approach is, followed in this work except that 

it-is. desired output and employment which are determined 

by the. cost minimizing process. Actual employment is 

then obtained by postulating the usual type of adjustment 

process towards the*desired level. 

A typical firm in determining its desired level of 

output has a conflict of interest between its. customers 

demand and its own desires with regard to the employment 

of inputs. 
, If the firm ignores the level of consumer. 

demand and aims to keep its available resources fully 

employed then it would minimize the costs of production 

but incur the costs of the loss of custom and goodwill if 

orders-on-hand and, waiting times become too great or incur 

high inventory costs if production is greater than demand. 

If, the firm aims to satisfy its customers as quickly as is 

possible, then it will keep the level of orders-on-hand as 

lowas is consistent with unavoidable production lags. 

However, demand for engineering products tends to have a 

pronounced cyclical pattern.. Thus a firm whiýh pursued 

a, ldemand', production policy would need to take on extra 

employees and capital-during a boom, incurring. recruitment, 

training and investment costs, only to have idle resources 

or redundancy costs-during a-recession. 
(S) 

Holt et al argue convincingly that the costs involved 

in the two strategies outlined above which we can call 

'inventory-backlog order costs' and Ilabour change costs' 

can be each approximated by U-shaped quadratic curves. 

This 

(8) Overtime and short-time working are available to 
the firm but their influence will be limited in 
magnitude. 
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This implies that there is a minimum value. for each, 

possibly zero, but that deviations from this value in 

either direction become'increasingly costly,. This 

suggests that a cost-minimizing firm will set its 

production targets'according to a mix of the two strategies 

avoiding the costly*use of extremes of a 'pure' strategy. 

It will desire to'keep production as steady'ovei the 

cycle as is possible so-as to fully utilize its capital 

and labour-resources but must also be prepared to adjust 

its production targets so that the level of orders-on-hand,, 

waiting tims and, on the other hand, level of inventories 

do not get too high. - 'It can do this by allowing orders- 

on-hand and waiting times to rise to some extent, with 

inventories being run down, during a boom and then reducing 

the level of orders and waiting times, whilst building up 

inventories again, during a recession. 

To the extent that long waiting times act as a 

deterrent and short waiting times act as an attraction, 

the, behaviour of firms postulated may act to smooth out 

the severity of the cyclical-fluctuations in demand as 

well as in production. , 
The potential for this depends on 

the situation of competing firms, including foreign ones. 

If a firm has a longer, waiting time than its competitors 

then-it will lose custom and may not, regain it during a 

recession. It is this feature that acts as a constraint 

on the level of orders-on-hand and it is. a relative 

constraint rather than an absolute one. 

if / 
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If we could measure the various costs incurred by 

firms in lengthening order books or varying levels 

of production we could perhaps'determine desired 

output directly by minimizing these costs. Howeverr 

data on these costs are not-available for an industry 

aggregate and so we are forced to. postulate a 
I 

hypothesis concerning the behaviour-of firms which we 

would expect to result from this cost-minimizing process. 

reasonably general hypothesis is that desired 

output Qt, is some function of actual output, Qt, and 

a measure of orders-on-hand, 6t, i. e.: 

Qt f (Qt If Ot) 
I 

0000*009000 (4.1) 

The functional form is not clearly dictated by the 

theory. This specification includes as special cases 

both the extreme situations, where employers ignore 

the level of orders-on-hand and produce the output they 

desire and where employers desire to produce output 

sufficient to satisfy all existing demandr without 

generally achieving their desired aim. The more 

general situation, where firms are aware to some extent 

of / 
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of the consumer*demand, as indicated by orders-on-handr 

and desire to, ýproduce more output when orders are high 

and less, when, they are low is also catered for. 

It is important to note that-the data on orders- 

on-hand consist, of-two elements. The first of these 

is orders which have been placdd-and, due to physical 

constraints, take several-months to be manufacturedr 

i. e. ''Iwork-in-progress". They thus appear as orders- 

on-hand but are unlikely to affect desired output if 

their production cannot be quickened. The second 

element is orders which have been placed and, because 

'the firm is producing to capacity and has an 'order 

back-log', are either not started right away or else 

are produced more slowly t- han they could be. It is this 

element whose magnitude we expect to affect desired 

output. Ideally, we would wish to subtract the 

first element from the total orders-on-hand figure to 

give us the second element. At the time of copmencing 

this workp data was not available to do this directly 

and so an indirect method was developed. A data 

series for the value of work-in-progress (w. i. p. ) at 

constant prices can be constructed from data which 

has since been kindly supplied by the Department of 

Industry. 

However, such a w. i. p. -series 
is likely to include 

orders which are being produced more slowly than possible 

when the firm is working at capacity. Such orders 

should / 
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should be included in the orders back-log series. 

Consequently, the indirect method is described and 

applied empirically below, so that the r-esults can be 

compared with those using the direct measure. 

The work-in-progress element will be determined by 

the technical constraints of the production process and 

the ratio of this element to output is unlikely to 

fluctuate over time, though it may have a long-run 

trend due to technical progress or changing type of 

product output. 

It may'be -a reasonable hypothesis to assume that the 

ratio of orders-on-hand to output which firms have during 

a slump is due solely to the constraint of production 

time rather than any back-log of orders. As firms 

will have spare capacity during a recession there is no 

need or justification for keeping customers waiting and 

such behaviour would be inconsistent with cost-minimizing. 
(9) 

Consequently, it may be possible to derive a level of, or 

a trend'in, basic orders-on-hand which'represents the 

work-in-progress element from observations ofIthe minimum 

level in recession. Subtraction of this element from 

total orders-on-hand will leave a measure more relevant 

to the consideration of desired-output. 

We-/ 

(9) In fact, firms or their employees may make 
jobs last longer in a slump to avoid 
workers being laid-off. In this case, 
minimum order levels will overstate work- 
in-progress. Hence OB will understate 
the back-log. 
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We can then specify desired output as: 

Qt f(Qtj, OBJ (4.2) 

where OB is the backlog of orders-on-hande calculated as 

total orders-on-hand, OT, minus the basic level of'work- 

in-progress'orders on hand. This specification is likely 

to be superior to (4.1) but, whilst seemingly plausible, 

its theoretical backing is slender and we must look for 

empirical support for our hypothesis,, using both direct 

and indirect measures of work-in-progress. 

4.3 Empirical use, of, the measures of desired outPut 

A series of total orders-on-handi OTF is availablep 

in quarterly seasonally adjusted index formr in the 

Monthly Digest of Statistics for the engineering industries 

corresponding to S. I. C. (1958) Order VI. No equivalent 

data is available for the other SICh and so the empirical 

analysis and comparison with earlier results is restricted 

to one rather than three sets of data. 0 

In accordance with the discussion of the last sectiont 

two indirect measures were derived which attempt to measure 

the more relevant back-log of orders-on-hand, OB, by 

subtracting the basic level of work-in-progress orders from 

OT. The two measures differ in their derivation of a 

work-in-progress order-series. The first assumes these to 

be in constant proportion to output over time whilst the 

second / 
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. second allows a trend in this'relationship. The deriva- 

tion procedure adopted was to obtain a series of the 

ratio of total orders-on-hand to output,, using seasonally 

adjusted output to correspond with the orders -series, and 

to locate the minimas, of this series. The first measure 

treated the overall minimum., occurring in 1970, as 

representing work. -in-progress orders only and as- constant 

over time. The second measure took this minimum and an 

earlier one, in 1959, and interpolated linearly between 

them to obtain a trend in the ratio of work-in-progress. 

orders to output. Multiplying the appropriate ratios 

by the output of each-period yielded two series of the 

work-in-progress level of orders. These are subLtracted 

from total orders to give two measures of 'backlog' 

orders, OB. These measures are denoted as OBC (-constant) 

and OBT (trend) respectively. A third measure, denoted 

as OBD (direct) is obtained by directly subtracting the 

w. i. p. series from total orders-on-hand. 

Before proceedin% a brief description of the various 

measures of orders--on-hand might be useful. The- total 

orders-on-hand series shown in Fig. 4.1, has a general 

increase. over the period 1959-71, rising on average. by 

2.6% per annum. However, the increase is not a steady one 

and a cyclical pattern is evident with a noticeable peak 

in the 1964-6 period and low levels around 1962/3,1967/8 

and 1971. This seems to correspond in general to the 

patterns of output and employment described in Cbapter 

3. 

/The 
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The direct measure of work-in-progress, whose 

derivation is described in the data appendix, shows a faster 

and steadier. increase over the period, by 5.5% per annum 

on average, and much less of a cyclical pattern. Hence 

the proportion of total orders which represent work-in- 

progress is increasing, from a value of 29% in 1959 to 

roughly 34% in 1971, according to this measure. The 

indirect measures of work-in-progress, by their method 

of construction are closely related to the output measure 

and thus follow a similar pattern tocutput. They are 

similar in magnitude to each other but almost twice as 

large as the direct measure. The three measures of 

back-log orders, all have a similar cyclical pattern to 

total orders, though with much weaker trends. They are 

closely correlated with each other, with correlation 

coefficients of 0.93,0.97 and 0.97, but less so with. 

total orders, i. e. 0.88,0.73 and 0.86 for OBD, OBC and 

OBT respectively. The main difference is that OBD hAs 

a greater magnitude due to the smaller size of the direct 

work-in-progress measure. im 

To test hypotheses (4.1) and (4.2) we must first 

specify their functional forms and then integrate them 

into an employment function. The functional forms 

tried werd multiplicative and additive. multiplicative 

formulation gives: 

Q0C @Oeoeoee (4.3) ttt 

whilst additive formulation gives: 

+ TIO tt 99oe*oo*(4.4) 

/and 
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and the employment function chosen was the'Ball and St. 

Cyr type': 

log E=A+ -L logQ* - 
ý-Yt 

- Xa log H+ tata ot 

(1-X) logE 
t-1 +ut asooooooo. C4.51 

substituting expression (4.3) for Q* in (4.5)ylelds: t 

log Et =A+ -ý logQ + Lý logo - 'ýYt'- Xý 16gH + atata ot 

E t-1 +ut*. *. ooooeo C4.6) 

which can be estimated straightforwardly using each of. 

the four measures of orders-on-hand in turn. However,, 

the additive formulation (. 4.4) leads to tile expression: 

log E=A+ log(Q + rjo -LIt - Xalog R+ ttta ot 

(1-X) log E t-l + ut C4.7) 

which is more difficult to estimate as n is unknown 

The iterative procedure used to accomplish the estimation 

is described later. 

One point to be noted in empirical analysis is 

that the orders series are seasonally adjusted whilst 

the output series previously used were not. This would 

not be crucial when estimating (4.6) where output and 

orders are included separately, with dummy variables for 

the quarterly seasonal effects, but it is important when 

using the specification (4.7) where output and a fraction 

of orders are added together. For consistency in this 

/operation 

(10) It can be shown that, due to the method of calculating 
OBC, the resulting estimates should differ from 
those using OT only in the constant term and the value 
of rl. 
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operation, seasonally adjusted output is used throughoutr 

though'unadjusted series of output and of orders would 

be preferable if firms' desired output is influenced 

by the seasonal pattern of orders-on-hand. 
(11) However, 

such orders data was not available and so the emphasis is 

on employers' cyclical behaviour rather than the 

seasonal pattern. 

Empirical results for the years 1959-71 are reported 

in Table 4.1. First, for comparison purposest a 

straightforward Ball and St. Cyr type employment function, 

including the normal hours term, is reported as (A). 

This is the same functional form as (3.4) in the previous 

chapter. The results differ due to the use Of seasonally 

adjusted output. However, the speed of adjustment, x r 

is still low at 12.5%. per quarter and the elasticity of 

output with respect to labourlcg.,., is also low at 0.54. 

Addition of the logs of the four measures of orders-on- 

hand in turn, reported as (B), (C), (D) and (E), improves 

matters in that they are all significant at the 5% level 

and so improve the explanatory power of the equation 

significantly. They also remove evidence of auto- 

correlation by increasing the D. W. statistic, so that 

the Durbin (1970) test is satisfied. In addition, the 

speed of adjustment is increased to over 20% and the 

elasticity 'a' increased to a value around unity whichr 

in view of the neglect of capital in the employment 

function, is a plausible value for returns-to scale, 
rather / 

See Wallis (1974) for discussion of the effects 
of seasonal adjustment. 
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rather than returns to labour. (12) Estimation does not 

seem very sensitive to which measure of orders is used, 

though the measure of orders-on-hand which yields the 

best results in terms of highest explanatory power, 

highest D. W. statistic and, incidentally, the highest 

and a is the OBC measure. 

However, a weakness of specification (4.3) is that it 

is not h. amogenous- of de(3ree. one. An alternative specification, 

which. does have this property and is'perhaps more 

plausible, can be. obtained by taking the ratio of 

orders on hand to current output-as the relevant factor 

influencing des-ired out-out 
ý131 (4.3). then be. comes: - 

QQ (O/Q) c 
tt *0000009o(4.3)' 

incorporating (4.3)1 in (4.5) we obtain: 

log EA+ -1(1-c) 109Q + ý'clogo 'X-yt-xo logH + 
tatata, ot 

(1-x) logE t-1 +ut 

This formulation is the same as (4.6) except that the 

coefficient on logQ t now has a different interpretation. 

Values / 

(12) See Ireland and Smyth (1970) 

(13) 1 am indebted to D. Bosworth for this suggestion. 
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Values of a, the returns to lab-our parameter, are obtained by 

dividing the adjustment speed, X, by the sum of the co- 

efficients of log Qt and logo to When this is 

done for (B), (C), (D) and (E),, the a' values yielded 

are 0.847,. 
_1.070,0.876 and 0.803. These values are lower. than. 

the original estimates and more consistent-with expected returns to 

labour values. This fact, in-conjunction with the theoretical superiority 

of (4.3) over (4.3)-,,.. leads-6 
-a 

-? Drefýrence for these results over the earlier on 

The procedure adopted in estimating (4.7) was to 

allocate successive values to n at 0.1 intervals in the 

range from zero to unity, these values corresponding to 

the two extreme cases. Values of desired output, Q*r 

were thus derived for each value of Tj and used in log 

form in place of log Q* in the Ball and St. Cyr type 

of employment function. The optimal value of n iS 

chosen as the one which. yields the: miftimun sum Of squared 

residuals and its value can be found more accurately by 

carrying out a Igri. d search' as above, with 0.01 intervals 

around the first stage optimum. The resulting estimates 

can then be compared with the basic employment function 

which. uses actual output and the improvement in explanatory 

power observed. One practical point to be noted when 

adding output and orders together is that they are both 

series in index form. When logs were taken separately, 

the scale of the two series did not matter as it affects 

only the constant and not the coefficients. To add them 

together before taking logs requires knowledge of their 

relative magnitudes. The source of this knowledge is 

/data 
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.0 

data on the value of average quarterly sales and total 

orders-on-hand for 1970, E2,224M and E5,466M respectively, 

kindly supplied by the Department of Industry. The 

appropriate adjustment to the indices was made - see data 

appendix. 

The optimal results from estimating (4.7) are 

reported (F), (G) and (H) for OT, OBT and OBD respectively 

(the results for OBC differed from those for total 

orders, only in the constant term). The optimal values 

of n were 0.07,0.06 and 0.06 respectively. Each 

formulation yields similar results in terms of explanatory 

power,. speed of adjustment of about 20% per quarter and 

returns to labour of about 0.8. This latter figure is 

. altiDlicative consistent with the Values implied by the rn 

formulation , (4.3). 

The overall impression is that the choice of measure 

of orders-on-hand is not crucial in the additive formula- 

tion. Any measure, whether total or backlog, directly or 

indirectly obtained, will represent a statistical improve- 

ment on the'basic Ball and St. Cyr model. In the multi- 

plicative formulation, whilst all measures add significantly 

the OBC measure appears to add the most in explanatory 

power. Because of this it is worth pointing out the 

changes implied between this formulation and the basic 

model. 

The coefficient on log OBC in the specification (4.3), 

reported as (C), can be interpreted as 
ý-E: 

wherp X is the 
a 

adjustment speed, a is returns to labour and c is the 
/power 
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power to which the orders-rati-o Is raised in the desired out- 

put specification. Dividing this coefficient by the estimate 

of already obtained, gives an c estimate of 0.034. 

This figure implies that a 100% increase in the'backlog' 

element of orders-on-hand would increase the level of 

desired output by 3.4%. At first sight this effect seems 

small in magnitude relative to the effect of actual output 

but it should be noted that the orders series is much 

more subject to variation than output with a coefficient 

of variation more than three times as large (0.57 compared 

with 0.17) . 

What is more important to note is the effect that 

the inclusion of the orders variable has on the relation- 

ship of actual output to employment. Before the addition, 

unrealistically low returns to labour (or returns to scale 

depending on the interpretation) of 0.54 were found 

whereas afterwards the value was much more plausible at 

1.07. The implication for employment is that an increase 

in output would only require approximately half the extra 

men that the results (A) suggested. Thus the inclusion 

of this orders-on-hand term has an effect of considerable 

magnitude. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The general conclusion from this empirical work. is 

that a series of orders-on-hand, particularly one repres-ent- 

ing backlog orders rather than work-in-progressi can add 

significantly to the explanation of employment and can 

improve the plausibility, of such an explanation consider- 

ably. The theory postulated suggests that this is due 

/to 
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to the level of orders affecting firms' desired output 

and that desired output rather than actual output determines 

desired employment. 
I 

For many reasons these conclusions are tentative. 

Firstly, the specification of the theory is difficult 

. 
and we cannot be sure that we have found the correct 

functional form. Secondly, we were only able to test 

the specification for one set of data. Previously we 

have used three sets and amendments to the specification 

have sometimes been found to work well for one set but not 

for the others. As the models developed are intended to 

have reasonably general applicability, further testing 

is desirable. 

However, the reason why only SIC6 was considered in 

this exercise is that it was the only engineering SIC for 

which the relevant orders data could be obtained. This 

fact is not merely a quirk of data reporting but reflects 

the nature of the industry. In SIC6 a large part of*the 

output is as capital goods often tailor-made for the 

buyers, firms in other industries. Consequently, specific 

orders will be placed. In most other industries, 

including other branches of engineering, few specific 

capital goods are produced and demand can generally be 

satisfied without the need for lengthy. order lists. 

It may be possible to study employment determination 

at a more disaggregate level. Data on orders-on-hand is 

available for many of the M. L. Hs. which make up SIC6. 

/Alternatively, 
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Alternatively, order series are available for certain 

other industries, e. g. series for shipbuilding, textiles 

and clothing, Ponstruction and domestic furniture can 

be found in the Monthly Digest of Statistics. A 

similar type of analysis may be possible in industries 

which do not have orders-on-hand but hold inventories of 

finished goods. Inventories can be considered as the 

negative of an ýcmx! ers bac*klog ý14) 

Thus, whilst use of the above approach-shows some 

promise in particular situations, its limited applicability, 

due to the type of output behaviour specified and data 

requirements, makes it unlikely that a satisfactory 

general explanation of employment will be achieved by 

further investigation. Consequently, we now turn to a 

more general modJfication of the employment relation 

which. examines the production specification and the 

substitutability of capital and labour. 

f 

(14) See Holt et al p. 49 and 56. 
Such. a measure of finished goods on hand was included 
in estimation for SIC6 both instead of and as well as 
orders-on-hand, but no evidence of significance was 
perceived. 
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5. A Vintageemployment function 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we attempt to put, forward an 

employment function which, unlike the vast majority of functions 

reviewed and tested earlier, is not dependent on a neoclassical 

production framework. 

The neoclassical premise, that the inputs of labour 

and capital used in production are substitutable, 

i. e. that identical output can be produced by a wide variety 

of combinations of labour and capital, with capital cost- 

lessly malleable as an input, may_be unrealistic. 

In addition, the specification of technical progress as 

"falling steadily" on all production processes regardless 

of the age of capital is difficult to accept. 

The vintage or 'putty-clay' approach to the production 

process allows producers to invest in new machinery which 

has the capital-labour ratio of their choice, subject to 

technical possibility constraintsf but, once installedr 

machines have fixed capital labour ratios for the rest 

of their lives. Consequently, capital and labour 

substitution is not possible on established machines though 

substitution is possible in a limited way through new 

investment and through the use of some machines and not 

others. Technical progress determines the choice available 

to firms at the time of investment but does not affect 

machines already installed. This is referred to as 

'embodied' technical progress. This last feature is 

still unrealistic in the sense that modifications to 

existing capital are not permitted but this feature 

would make the analysis exceedingly complex. 

Vintage / 
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Vintage production functions, as the neoclassical 

ones, are formulated at the microeconomic level relating 

the use of particular types of labour and capital to the 

production of output. However, the aggregation of the 

inputs, in particular of capital, is made much more 

complicated by the vintage assumptions. For valid 

aggregation, details of the age composition and utilisation 

of a firm's or industry's capital stock is needed and such 

information is not readily available. The derivation of 

a valid macroeconomic putty-clay production function is a 

difficult task and its empirical application even more so. 

In this chapter, we do not. attempt to formulate and test 
(1) 

a rigorous exposition of the putty-clay theory . Rather 

we attempt to put forward a formulation which could claim, 

to have some links with the putty-clay. theory with some 

necessarily strong assumptions needed for practical purposes. 

The main purpose is to remedy the neglect of the effects 

of capital, and in particular of new investment on the 

level of employment, which is prevalent in the majority of 

employment studies. In keeping with the rest of this study, 

the aim is to see if a useful relationship can be found at 

the industry level of aggregation. The work follows 

Bosworth (1974), though the various additional assumptions 

and the level of aggregation chosen are the author's res- 

ponsibility. 

5.2 A putty-clay formulation 

Firstly, we assume that a piece of capital# once 

installed, requires the same input of labour services per 

unit / 

SeeNickell (1978) forý an analysis Of the theoretical 
features of the model. 
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unit of output over the whole of its life. The 

capital/labour ratio of established machines is thus 

unaffected by technical progress and is dependent on the 

'vintage' only. The present vintage's capital/labour 

ratio is chosen by firms dependent on the current state 

of technology and the relative costs of capital and 

labour. The capital/labour relationship is strictly 

applicable to individual types of machine of particular 

vintage related to labour of particular skill levels, 

producing one type of output. We here assume that we 

can aggregate within an industry the outputt labour and 

also capital, by machine type but not straightforwardly 

by vintage, to obtain a relationship: - 

Lt =T tKtu ti't +T t-1 K t-1 u t-ift +T t-2 Kt-2 Ut-2, t 000 

0000 K t-, r+l 
u t- r+lft 

which states that the amount of labour being used at 
0 

time t, Lt, is equal to the labour-capital ratior Tr 

of vintage t (i. e. current) capital multiplied by the 

amount of capital stock, K, of vintage t multiplied by 

its rate of utilisation, U, at time t plus the amount 

of vintage (t-l)ls capital being utilised at time t 

multiplied by its labour-capital ratio, and similarly for 

each vintage of capital being used in the industryl with 

being the age at which the capital is scrapped. 

(5.1) 

Of the variables in (5.1), we have data on the amount 

of / 
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of*capitalof'. each-'vintage i. e. investmenti,, but we have 

little information on the rate of utili'sation of different 

vintages and the'different vintages' labour-capi tal 

ratios are unknown. In fact, little is known about how 

labour is allocated amongst capital of different ages. 

Even if data on the rates of utilisation were available 

it is doubtful whether meaningful labour-capital ratios 

could be estimated from (5.1) due to the large number of 

parameters to be estimated - one for each vintage of 

capital in use. 

Rather than attempting estimation of (5.1) directly 

with a large number of unknowns, we follow Bosworth is 

specifying expression (5.1) at time (t-1) as well as time 

t. Taking the difference between the two expressions 

and denoting xt-X t-l as ax t yields: - 

ALt =T tKtu trt +T t-1 K t-1 Au t-l,, t + see- 

000 t-T+l 
K 

t-T+l AUt-T+lrt -Tt-T Kt_T. Ut_Tft-l 
oes 

(5.2) 

f 

In this form we can make simplifying assumptions about the 

change in utilisation of all vintages except the newest 

and the oldest rather than about the absolute levels of 

utilisation. Several possible assumptions about the 

pattern of utilisation can be made. The 'pure' putty-clay 

theory suggests that either machines will be 'profitable' 

and will be fully utilised or they will be unprofitable and 

have zero utilisation. The further assumption is 

generally made that the wage-rental ratio has risen monotonically 

over / 
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over-time and hence the labour-capital'ra'tio will have 

fallen monotenical, ly. Consequently profits, defined 

as revenue minus labour costs i. e. quasi-rent, will 

decline as the capital gets older until they become zero 

at which point the capital will cease to be used and will 

be scrapped unless there is a possibility of profits in 

the future e. g. a future increase in demand for the 

industry's product could cause a price rise and so increase 

revenue. 

Therefore the strong implication is that the newer 

vintages will always be fully utilised but that vintages 

at*a certain age, p, begin to yield a negative quasi-rent 

and will be laid up if p is less than T, and scrapped if 

equals Expression (5.2) would then become: 

AL t =T tKt -T t-11 K t-11 (5.3) 

We have available some information on the average age of 

capital being scrapped in an industry but none on the 
0 

extent to which capital is laid up. The latter may be 

particularly important in recessions when demand is low 

but future profits are expected. Consequently, even 

with the strong assumptions of putty-clay theoryl valid 

estimation is not possible. 

A model has been developed by Peterson (1976) along 

the above lines. Estimation is made possible by several 

additional assumptions. The productivity of new 

investment is assumed to bear a constant ratio to the 

average / 
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average productivity ofall vintages. Similarly, the 

productivity of. the'vintage being scrapped is assumed 

to bear'a constant-ratio to average productivity. In 

addition, the capital-output ratio is assumed to be constant 

over time. . This enables the change in employment between 

one period and the next to be expressed as a function of- 

the corresponding change in output, the level of investment 

and the average output per man. 

The model is intended ior 
use as a medium-term fore- 

casting model and so the above assumptions may be acceptable 

for explaining, or at least predicting, in that context. 

It is not claimed to explain short-run fluctuationst nor 

to be suitable for ordinary time-series estimation. In 

particular, no account is taken of vintages being laid-up, 

rather than scrapped, in recessions to be used when demand 

increases. The assumption of a fixed capital-outPut 

ratio seems restrictive, perhaps more so in a long-run. 

model than in a short-run one. 

Furthermore, it is probably unrealistic to expect 
I 

firms to act in the purely rational way postulated above. 

Strictly defined, full utilisation would mean that a 

machine was in use twenty-four hours a day and this is 

seldom the case. It iý perhaps more realistic to expect 

new machines to be most heavily utilised with utilisation 

declining as machines get older. We here define full 

utilisation as the highest practical level of utilisation 

(dependent on the extent of shift-working etc. ) and assume 

that the rate of utilisation declines to zero at the 

scrapping / 
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scrapping age. In this case the extent-of scrapping is 

unimportant tq-the overall labour requirements as the 

utilisation of'-that vintage is so low in the previous period. 

However, the utili'sation of all vintages will change from-, 

period to period due both to-the 'ageing loss of efficiency' 

effect and the extent of demand for the industry's product 

determining the need for machine-time. We assume these 

'changes in utilisation' effects are similar for all 

vintages and so we aggregate all but the latest vintage 

to give the capital stock at the beginning of time t, 

Kt. with ah average labour capital ratio of t 
(2 ) 

and a 

change in its utilisation of allt. With full utilisation 

of new capital,, (5.2), becomes: - 

AL t=7tKt +ýt Rt &U t 000000 

0 

Measurement of the average rate of utilisation of 

capital is very difficult and no data is available to 

achieve this directly. Several indirect or proxy 

(5.4) 

measures for capital utilisation are available. 

One method developed by Heathfield (1972) proxies 

capital utilisation by relating data on the industry's 

electricity 

(2) See expression (5-8) for the-meaning of Tt 
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electricity consumption to. the total electrical capacity 

of the industry. '. s.. capital stock. This procedure should 

be quite successful in indicating changes in the rate 

of utilisation over time but there is a lack of quarterly 

data on electricity consumption at the industry level, 

especially prior to 1963. Hence this measure could 

not be used, though a measure based on 'electricity 

generated outside the public system' was constructed 

and used in estimation. However, it proved inferior 

in performance to another metha. d referred to as the 

'Wharton School' measure, as used in Chapter 3. The 

suggested-procedure is to define a capacity output series 

as a trend through the peaks of actual output and then to 

express actual output as a percentage of capacity Output. 

This gives a capacity utilisation measure rather than a 

capital utilisation one and, as such will reflect variations 

in output and labour usage as well as in capital usage' 

itself. However, the two are likely to be strongly. 

correlated. Consequently, lacking any superior measure, 

we use changes in capacity utilisation to proxy changes 

in capital usage. 

It is still not yet possible to estimate (5.4) over 

time, despite having data on k, Rand AU. The reason 

for this is that; whilst the labour-capital ratior Tr 

stays constant for a particular vintage once installed, 

it does not stay constant from vintage to vintage over 

time. We must-specify how the labour-capital ratio 

changes over time to make (5.4) estirratable. As discussed 

earlier, /. 
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parli'er., - -the putty-clay theory allows a firm to choose 

the labour-qapital ratio of its new investment, subject 

to the current state of technology. It-is, postulated 

that it chooses the ratio which will minimize its costs 

of production, given the current wage-rental ratio, w/r. 

For example, tf the ex-ante production function is of 

Cobb-Douglas formf with constant returns to scale, then 

the. firm will choose its labour-capital ratio inversely 

proportional to, the wage-rental ratio. 

For, simplicity, we can specify a linear relation- 

ship between the labour-capital and wage-rental ratios: - 

t=a, + 'bl (w/r) 
t 

(5.5) 

with bl expected to be negative. We have data on wage 

rates and on the cost of capital. However, to obtain an 

expression for Tt we would need data on the wage-rental 

ratio for all vintages of capital in existence. As 

capital stock is often twenty or thirty years'oldr this 

data is not easily available. Instead we follow the 

Bosworth suggestion that the wage-rental ratio has trended 

linearly over time: - 

('w/r) t=e+ft00*000 
(5.6) 

Combining (5.5) and (5.6) we get: - 

Tt= bt *00000 
(5.7) 

with / 
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with b negative. We can now define the average 

labou'r-capit6l'ratio. of existing capital*as: - 

(5.8) 

where Kt. ý-K 
ill 

.I 
In other words, is a weighted 

average of the labour-capital ratios of all existing 

capitaý stock in the industry. From (5.7) and (5-8)- 

we get: - 

Tt Z(a+bi) Kit=a+b (E iK i) 
(5.9) 

and the multiple of b in (5.9) can be recognized as t 

minus the average age of capital at time t, which we 

denote by vto 

Thus: - 

f 

Tt a+b (t-v t) 00.0*0 
(5.10) 

Incorporation of expression (5-7) and (5-10) into 

(5.4) depends upork whether there is data available for 

the average age of capital or not. Ideally a data 

series for vt would be used to calculate (t-v t) for 

each time period and so (5.4) could be estimated as: - 
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ALt = a(Ký + KtAUt) +. b(tKt + (. t-vt)'RtAUt) 

with a and b the only unknowns. Such a data series 

for v is not available to the knowledge of the author. - t. 

However,. it may be a reasonable approximation to reality 

to treat the average age of capital either as constant. 

over the estimation period or as having a linear trend 

over the, period., The latter occurring where an industry 

is gradually expanding or reducing its overall capital 

stock, or where capital equipment is generally becoming 

more or less durable. It can also be argued that the 

average age of capital would vary with the investment 

and scrapping cycles of an industry but, this pattern is 

unlikely to be pronounced and is neglected in this study. 

The assumption of a constant but unknown average. age 

of capital would result in the estimation of (5.4) as: 4 

ALt = aK + (a-bv)K AU + bt(K +K AU ) ...... (5.12) 
tttttt 

with a, b, and 7as the unknowns. Hence, the average 

age of capital should be estimatable. 

The assumption-of a trending average age of capital: - 

v =v +vt ***see (5.13) 
t0.1 

would result in (5.4) being expressed as: - 
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ALt = aK t+ (a - bv 
0 

)R t AG t+ btK t+ b(l-vl)tkt Ot (5.14) 

with a,, b, v0 and v, as the unknowns, estimates of which 

should be derivable from estimation of (5.14); expected 

signs as indicated. 

(5.14) then represents the full formulation of our 

putty-clay hypothesis incorporating the hypotheses of the 

relationship of labour to new investment and existing 

capital stock, (5.4), of the movement of the labour-capital 

ratio over time, (5.7), and of an unknown but linearly 

trending average age of capital, (5.13). A priori 

information about v can be incorporated into the estimation 

by use of formulation (5.11) and constancy of v tested by 

comparison of formulation (5.12) with (5.14). 

Work by Bacon and Eltis (1974) on the age of machine 

tools would suggest little change in the life of such % 

machinery, for all industrial uses, between 1961 and 1971. 

If this conclusion can be assumed to hold for all capital 

stock then constancy of average age would seem to be a 

reasonable assumption. Furthermore, a value of v in the 

region of twelve years is indicated. Such a value can be 

tested by using it in formulation (5.11) and comparing 

it with (5.12) (and/or (5.14)]. 

Various other hypotheses are possible which, if valid, 

would. simplify the analysis. One very restrictive 

hypothesis is that the labour-capital ratio remains 

constant / 
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constant over*time. This corresponds to a zero b in 

(5.7) and consequently in (5.11), leaving the formulation: - 

ALt a(K t+Kt AU t) 000000 (5.15) 

Another interesting restriction that can be tested 

is the postulate that only new investment affects changes 

in employment not changes in the utilisation of the capital 

stock, (i. e. AU = 0). This corresponds to the profit 

maximizing putty-clay theory, discussed earlier and 

formulated as (5.3), except for the neglect of effects of 

laying-up or scrapping capital. 
(3) 

The combination of 

this hypothesis and the linear trend in the labour-capita 

ratio,, (5.7), gives: - 

AL 
t=aKt+b tK t .......... (5.16) 

We can now proceed to the estimation of the various 

formulations and testing of the related hypotheses. 

5.3 Empirical application and testing of the putty-clay 
lormulation 

Details of the derivation of the various data series 

are given in the appendix. As the investment data are the 

novel element in the explanation of employment, a brief 
description 

(3) If firms tend to board the labour released by laying- 
up or scrapping, then such a formulation may be 
realistic. 
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description of their pattern over the estimation period 
I 

might be useful. For SIC6. the investment series shows 

a weak trend., though the value at the- end of - 1971-is lower than.. 

in 1959. The pattern roughly corresponds to the cyclical 

pattern of output. Large changes in investment from 

quarter to quarter are rare; -. 
the largest values occur 

in 1970 but some of the lowest in 1971. The other SIC's 

have a similar pattern to SIC6. 

The various relationships formulated in the previous 

section were estimated by regression. 9he-explanatory power of 

these results cannot be directly ccrpared with earlier results for two 

reasons. Firstly, the variables are expressed in numerical 

rather than logarithmic form and secondly, the dependent 

variable is the change in employment rather than the 

absolute level. It is obviously easier to explain variation 

in the level of employment than in changes in employment 

and so a considerably lower -K2 will be expectedf in the 

following results. one empirical question remains before 

estimation and that is whether to include a constant term 

and seasonal dummies. According to the formulations no 

constant should be included. ' However, estimation was 

carried out with and without a constant and it was found 

to be sometimes significant. For this reason the results 

reported include a constant as it is possible that there 

are trends in employment 
(4) 

not accounted for by our 

aggregate putty-clay formulation and the constant will 

pick 

(4) Due perhaps to disembodied technical progress-or the 
scrapping or laying-up of capital, neglected here 
through lack of data. 
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pick. the'se up. Thi's seems preferable-to. forcing the 

regression to pass through the origin which may bias 

estimation. ' A similar reasoning applies to seasonal 

dummies - there may be a seasonal pattern to employmentr 

.I investment or capital utilisation which is not accounted 

for by the model e. g. capital utilisation will be low 

in summer'due to holidays but the number of employees 

will'not be reduced (though actual man-hours worked will 

be). Consequentlyr seasonal dummies are included in 

all regressions but omitted from the Tables for convenience 

of presentati6n. 

First of all, estimation was performed for all three 

S. I. C. Orders, of the equation (5.14) as the most 

general formulation of our hypothesis'and these are 

reported in Table 5.1 as (A). The explanatory power 

of the formulation is quite high for SIC6 (66%), reasonable 

for SIC9 (36%) but low for SICS, (13%). In fact, no 

significant, explan ation of employment changes can be 

claimed for SIC8, even at the 5% significance level. 

The Durbin-Watson test indicates positive autocorrelation 

for-SICI8. and 9 and is inconclusive for SIC6. Due to 

its higher explanatory power in this formulationr 

attention was concentrated on SIC6 in the interpretation 

of parameter estimates and the testing of further 

I formulations though the same estimation and testing was 

carried'out*-for the other SIC's and will be discussed 

though not fully reported. 

For SIC6, the coefficients relating to current 

investment are both strongly significant '(from zero) at 

the / 
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the 5%. ldvel*'and of correct sign but the. coefficients 

which. relaýte to'changes in utilisation of existing 

capital stock are not significant. The-implication of 

the former coefficients is that, at time zero (1959, s 

second quarter), Elm of investment, at constant prices, 

causes an increase'in employment of 2,109 employees. 

The trend in the labour-ca'pital ratio will reduce this extra 

employment by approximately eighteen each quarter so 

that by the end of 1971, only 11424 employees are needed 

for an investment of Elm. 

A typical quarterly investment figure of E57m would 

thus require 142,000 employees in 1959 and only 90,000 in 

1971. Set against these changes are the values of the 

constant and seasonal dummies implying an 'autonomous' loss 

in the region of lOOlOOO'employees per quarter. Thi s 

loss is presumably due either to disembodied technical 

progress or to the scrapping or laying-up of capital 

equipment which has not been captured directly. 

The coefficients on capital utilisationr as well 

as being insignificant, imply totally implausible values 

for the average age of capital and its trend. 

For SIC91 the 'trend' coefficient on current 

investment is strongly significant whilst the 'initial' 

investment term is not - both are of correct sign. The 

capital. utilisati6n terms are also of expected sign but 

lacking in significance. 

The implied initial labour capital ratio is very low 

in comparison with SIC6 whilst the trend in it is Of 

comparable / 
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comparabld magp. itude i. e. a fall of. twelVe per quarter. 

The. implicatiodd-for'the average age of-capital are 

again'implau-sible'. 

For SIC8, - the estimated coefficientson current 

investment are totally insignificant and implausible 

whilst those on capital utilisation are both significant 

at the 5% level and of expected sign.. However, the. 

implied. labour-capital ratios cannot be separated from. 

the'unknown aýrerage age of capital. 
(5) 

The overall conclusion from these estimates is 

that C5.14) does not- represent an acceptable explanation 

of 'putty-clay generated' employment changest particularly 

in the utilisation of existing capital stock. One 

reason for this could be lack of information on the age 

of capital. It may be asking too much of the estimation 

to yield precise estimates of the labour-capital ratio 

and its trend. and the average age of capital and its 

trend, particularly as there is some sign of multi- 

collinearity between the two capital utilisation terms. 

As already mentionedf work by Bacon and EltiS'on the age 

of machine tools has suggested little change in the 

average age of such capital over our period of study. 

If we assume that this is true for, all capital then we 

can estimate (5.12) as a restricted form of (5.14). 

Explanatory power can not be much improved but more 

accurate estimates may be obtaindd if the constancy 

assumption 

(5) Howevery, see the interpretation of results (D) below. 
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assumption'is correct. - The hypothesis of. constancy 

can be tested by use of an-IF-test' whi'ch. compares the 

(unexplaindd)ý'r'esidual*sum of squares-of'. the two 

estimations.. Morp rigorously, we calculate: - 

, 
RSS - RSS nk 2 

Fx RSS r 

where'RSS is the residual sum of squares of the null 2 

hypothesis in'question, (5.12), and RSS, is the residual 

sum'of squares of the more general alternative 

hypothesis, (5.14). n' is the number of observations, 

k is the number of parameters in (5.14) and r *is the 

number of restrictions . imposed-to obtain the hypothesis 

being tested, (5.12). The expression (5.17) has an F 

distribution with (r,, n-k) degrees of freedom. 
, 

By 
.. 

comparing the calculated value with-'table values' the 

hypothesi's under-test can be rejected or-tentatively 
f 

accepted (i. e. not rejected) at-a chosen significance 

level - normally 5% or 1%'. 

Using this test the assumption of constant average 

age is strongly rejected at-the 1%. significance level 

for SIC's 6 and 9 though it-is accepted for SIC8 - F-values 

of 42.2,. 8.5 and 0.1 respectively compared with a 

critical*value of 7.3. However, since estimation of 

(5.12) does not provide a significant explanation of 

employment-changes in SIC8,, this non-rejection of constancy 

is /% 
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is- not. -very helpf ul.. The results repqr. 'ted. as (B) for 

SIC6 indicate-'a considerable' worsening of explanatory 

power and autodorrelation with no greater precision of 

- tistimates. Arý implausible average age ofcapital is 

still implied. ' 
. 

Specification of an average age of 

capital in the region of-twelve years, as found by Bacon 

and Eltiss, is'even less acceptable-and estimation of 

(5.11). results in insignificant and implausible labour- 

.. capital ratios (not reported). 

A further hypothesis, that the labour-capital ratio 

remains constant-and hence the age of capital can be 

ignored (b=o)f was tested by estimating (5.15). This 

proved equally unsuccessful, being rejected strongly 

as expectedf and is not reported. 

However, the hypothesis that it is current investment 

and not existing capital which determines employment 

changes so that the age of capital can again be neglectedy 

met with more success. The formulation (5.16) was not 

rejected at the 1% level in comparison with (5.. 14) for 

SIC's 6 and 9 though, it was rejected for SIC8 -, F values 

of 4.0,, 1.6 and 6.0 respectively. 

The results, reported as (C), indicate, a slightly 

lower explanatory power for SIC6 with evidence of 

autocorrelation present. The parameter estimates of 

'a' and IbI were similar to those in results (A). - For 

SIC9 the 'a' estimate remained-insignificant-and became 

negative and the-IbI C'oefficient'was only marginally 

altered. The, results for SICS were unsatisfactory in all 

aspects 
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-2 aspects. wit power- neg4tive R 

The' Ireversel hypothesis that'it is ýhanges in-the 

utilisation of: existing capital stock rather-than new 

investment which determines employment changes was also 
(6) tested. Týis formulation was strongly r'ejected 

for SIC's*6 and 9 with F-values of-30.2 and 7.4 

respectively. However, the*hypothesis is not rejected 

for SIC8 (F of 0.3) and in fact yields an explanation 

of employmeht changes which is significant at the 5% 

levell though explanatory power is still low at 16% and 

evidence of aut9correlation is still present. The 

estimates for SICS reported as (D), are difficult to 

interpretr involving labour-capital ratios and average 

age of capital. But, if we assume a constant average 

age of capital of twelve and a half years -a hypothesis 

not rejected for SIC8 - then (5.18) becomes: - 

AEt = (a-b-v)'ff t Au t+ btZ t 
Ou 

t000000,0 0 (5.18) 
.0 

where V= 50 (quarters). The estimates then yield an 

initial labour-capital ratio of 203 employees per Rlm 

of capital and a reduction in this value of 2.2 per, 

quarter. Both of these values are low when compared 
(7) with the earlier estimates for SIC6 

The / 

(6) Formulated as: - at (a-bv )R Ut + b(l-Vl)tff au t0ttt 

(7) The initial labour-capital ratio is clearly subject 
to the assumed average age of capital. However an 
assumed age of 15 years yields only 225 employees 
per. Elm and an age of 10 years yields 181 employees 
per Elm. 
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The general conglusions from the estimation so 

far is that current-investment is most important to 

employment behaviour in SIC's 6 and 9 whilst changes in 

utilisation ofexisting capital stock is most important 

in SIC8 (vehicleý). The degree of ýxplanatory power and 

the plausibility of-the implied labour-capital ratios etc. 

still leave roori for improvement, particularly for' SIC's 

8 and 9. One possible-reason-for lack of satisfactory 

performance maibe the 'treatment ofcapital effects on 

employment as occurring instantaneously (within a 

quarter). It may be huch more reasonable to expect 

a lag in the adjustment of the labour force and this 

possibility is investigated in'the next section. 

5.. 4, Putty--; cl, ay formulatiorl with a lag 'structure 

In the last section it was found that a-formulation 

explaining c4anges in employment purely., by investment 

was statistically acceptable. relat: Lve to a formulation -- 

which also included the effects of changes- in the 

utilisation of existing capital, for SIC's 6 and 9. 

We now concentrate, on this important determinant of 

employment, investmentr and, investigate the possibility 

that new investment may not have a fuill immediate 

effect on employment, but that it may take several time 

periods before employment, is fully adjusted to the new 

capital requirements. Hence a lag structure between 

investment and employment will-be expected. 

/There 
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There are seveial reasons why a lag might be 
.0 

present. Firstly, .. our data on investment will measure 

the-amount of capital goods purchased in a particular 

time period. Due to-time taken in installing and 

making operational new machinery it may be several 

months (more if the capital is in the fo=n of buildings).. 

before the firm needs to adjust its labour force to fully 

man the. new capital. 'Secondly, it may take time for a 

firm to recruit new employees of the type required for 

the new capitalt-partIcularly if skills which are in 

short supply are required. 

On the other hand, a firm may anticipate its forth- 

coming need for extra labour and take on employees at 

the same, time-or even before it places an investment. 

order. This would be possible where labour of a certain 

skill-was essential to the new investment and had to be 

found or trained before investment was worthwhile. In 

th. ýs case, employment changes would lead investment. 

-However, the magnitude of this latter effect is 

likely to be small and is unlikely to justify the 

fo, =nulation of a model which explains employment by 

future-changes in explanatory variables. This would 

yield problems of simultaneity in estimation and make 

forecastipg especially difficult. The more likely 

postulate, that employment changes will follow invest- 

ment with a lag, is preferred and an attempt to determine 

the lag structure is made below. 

We have no strong a priori conditions for the 

/distribtition 
I 
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distribution of the lag though we would'expect. positive 

estimates for the effects of earlier investment on present 

employment. The procedure adopted was to first regress 

the (5.16) formulationfor all three SIC's using observa- 

tions of investment and 'trend-investment' with successive 

lags of zero, one, two, three and four quarters. 

The aim behind this procedure is to get some idea of 

the magnitude, and-strength of each-lag term in explain- 

ing'current employment changes. When many lagged terms 

are-included together their individual effects often 

be'Come-submerged'by multicollinearity. ' of course, 

coefficients in the separate regressionsmay be biased 

but some idea of their relative importance in explaining 

employment may be gained. 

The'regressions for SIC6 (not reported) indicate 

that'current. values of investment have the greatest 

explanatory powet, 61% with'both coefficients strongly 

significant. However, 'a one period lag yields significant 

coefficients of similar magnitude t9 the current ones 
I? 

with . explanatory power'of 47%. The two and three 

period lags"yield lower explanatory power, both about 

37% but the four period lag yields explanatory power 

of 50%. ,' "The coefficientýon'investment is insignificant 

for'thd two'and three quarter lagg but is significantly 

negative in the, four quarter case implying that 

investment''a year ago'actually reduces employment now - 

labour-reducing investment? Also the constant is 

significantly positive. - -"' 

/When 
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When all, lag terms are included in estimation to- 

gether there is. high multicollinearityr particularly 

amongst t4e Itrend-investment' terms. All terms 
. 

become insignificant'and five of the ten have. the wrong 

sign. The overalý explanatory power of 67% is not 

significantly higher than that obtained with current 

values only. 
II 

For SIC8, all lags from zero to four produce no 

significant explanation of employment changes whether 

separately or in conjunction. For SIC9, explanatory 

power. is slightly higher for lagged investment and 

estimates of the initial labour-capital ratio become 

significant but sadly remain negative. 

It is clear that an appropriate lag structure 

cannot be obtained. -by straightforward regression 

techniques due tomulticollinearity. This is often 

the case in econometrics and techniques have been 

developed which attanpt'to overcome this problem. One 

technique'which has been used with some success in the 

investment context*is that devel-oped by Almon (1965). 

In this we postulate-that the lag structure can be 

closely-approximated by'a polynomial of. -a low degree 

relativeýto the maximum length of lag e.. g. a quadratic 

orcubic function The parameters of the polynomial 

are-then determined by minimizing, the corresponding 

residual-sum of squares and the lagged investment co- 

efficients'are determined by interpolation. This 

procedure, has'the'advantageýof saving degrees of freedom 

/over 
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over the straight f orward, regression method, often only 

requiring the estimation of two or three parameters. 

Provided'that the structure can be approxima ted by a 

polynomial of low degree this. should lead to better 

estimates with lower standard errors and hence more. 

precision whidh will counteract the multicollinearity 

effects. -- ' 

The Almon method-was used in the present context 

for SIC6 and the degrees of polynomial used were quad- 

ratic and'cubic. Lag-s of length four periods, which 

is comparable with the ordinary least squares regressions, 

and eight'quarters were chosen. The two explanatory 

variables were allowed separate lag structures whereas 

they should really be-the s=e. This would represent 

a further, and more difficult to apply, restriction on 

estimation and is not pursued here. 

A reduction in the sum of squared residuals is not 

possible, compared with ordinary leas't squares regression, 

as the polynomial lag structure represents a restriction 

on estimation but a significantly greater residual would 

indicate that the restriction was invalid ahd hence that 

a polynomial of that order could not approximate the 

lag structure well. 'In fact, both the quadratic and 

cubic polynomials yield residuals marginally but not 

-2 significantly larger. The explanatory power, R, is 

higher at over 69% for both of the polynomialsr due to 

the. greater degrees of freedom. However, the improve- 

ment we hoped for,, in the significance of the coefficients, 

As 
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None of the lagged terms in either 

explanaýory variable is significantly different from 

zero at the 5%'. level in either-the quadratic or cubic 

formulation, for either a four or eight quarter maximum 

lag and roughly half of them have the 'wrong' sign; 

the results are not reported. 

In view of the failure of a reasonable general lag 

distribution toperform. well in terms of statistical 

significance, it was felt that a more specific formula 

tion of how firms' employment levels react to investment 

was needed. I 

A possible approach to this is to specify (5.16) in 

terms of desired employment, L*j rather than actual: - 

AL* t= aKt +. btK t 0*@ 00 

i. e. investment determines the change in employment 

which the firm desires rather than its actual change. 

There are many reasons why desired and actual employment 

changes should differ, as discussed in earlier chapters 

on the adjustment processes in then-ore traditional 

type of employment functlon. Rapid changes in employment 

would involve high recruitment and training costs which 

could be lower if spread over time. Uncertainty about 

future demand or the need to build up market demand to 

fully utilise new investment may also cause firms to 

only partially adjust employment towards its desired 

level. In addition, as already 'Mentioned, some or all 

of the new investment may not be ready for use when the 

/expenditure 
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expenditure is made and so the required labour need not 

., be recruited i=nediately. 

For these.. -reasons we can postulate that fi=as only 

adjust their employment by a fraction of their desired 

cha: qge in. any one period: - 

AL tt wooooveeoe (5.20) 

where 0 1. In the next period a further fraction 

p of the remaining desired adjustment is made: - 

ALt+l p (1-11) ALt* ............ 

and this process continues until the remaining desired 

adjustment becomes negligible. At any point in time 

the overall change in employment will be made up of 

various fractions of desired changes in the current 

and previous periods, i. e.: - 

AL pAL +V (1-ji) 4L + ji (, _P) 
2 AL* + ttt1 t-2 

........... r' (5.22) 

with: - 

2 
...... (5.23) 

The assumption of constancy of the adjustment factor 

over time is a strong one involving both the same 

adjustment treatment for different vintages of invest- 

ment and a uniform adjustment for each vintage over 

time. However, such an assumption does remove the 

/estimation 
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estimation problem obtained with a more general lag 

distribuýi'on. 

Having dbýained the formulation (5.22) which is 

recognisable as a Koyck distributed lag process, an 

estimatable expression can be obtained by lagging (5.22) 

by one period, multiplying it by (1-, V) and subtracting 

it from (5.22), whereupon most of the lagged terms 

cancel to leave: - 

AL t- (1-11)ALt_, = VAL*t (5.24) 

Rearranging and substituting (5.19) for AL* t we obtain: - 

AL t= UaK t+ pbtK t+ (1-p)AL 
t-1 *. **** (5.25) 

which when estimated should yield values of p, a and b. 

(5.25) is in fact equivalent to formulation (5.16) 

with the addition of the lagged dependent variable. 

Whilst there may be some justification for the 

specification of (5.25), it is clear that the addition 

of the lagged dependent variable is likely toxesult in 

a substantial improvement in explanatory power. it 

would be dangerous to attribute this improvement (solely) 

to the validity of our adjustment mechanism since other 

influences can easily be captured in the lagged term. 

However, the 'natural' correlation between successive 

values of the dependent variable is likely to be much 

less in this case where it is measured in changes 

rather than in absolute values as is often the case. 

/The 
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The results of estimating (5'. 25) are reported as (E) 

in Table 5.2. There is a general improvement in 

explanatory power for all three SIC's over any previous 

estimations, the lagged dependent variable being strongly 

significant for all three SIC's and its value lying 

between zero and-,. unity in all three cases. The Durbin- 

Watson statistic is much closer to 2 than in previous 

results but the presence of the lagged dependent 

variable tends to bias the statistic towards two. The 

Durbin (1970) h- test indicates that autocorrelation is 

significant for SIC6 though. not for SIC's 8 and 9. 

The presence of autocorrelation will bias the estimates 

for SIC6 and so caution must be exercised in their 

interpretation and use. 

The estimated values for SIC6 indicate partial 

adjustment of 34% per quarter, an initial labour-capital 

ratio of 2,669 employees per Elm of investment and a 

reduction in this labour-capital ratio of approximately 

twenty each quarter. These values are of the same sort 

of magnitude as those from estimating (5.16), though the 

significance of the basic estimates is much reducedby 

the addition of the lagged dependent variableto being 

barely significant at the 5% level. 

For both SICTs 8 and 9, the two investment parameter 

estimates are insignificantly different from zero and 

the formulation relies mainly on the lagged dependent 
C81 

variable for explanatory power. Thus, whilst 

specification-(5.25) substantially improves the 'fit' Of 
/the ...... . 

C8) A purely autoregressive formulaticn i. e. omitting the investment 
variables yields R2 of 0.43,0.40 and 0.36, iniplying that 
current investment is having a significiant effect for SIVs 6 and 
9 but not for SIC 8. 
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the explanatiofi of employment changes it does little to 

support the lptitty-clayl hypothesis as it is represented 

here. 

Finally, since it was existing capital stock rather 

than newý investment which seemed to influence employ- 

ment, changes in SIC8, a distributed lag function was 

applied to. (5.18) as- with (5.16) above. There is 

less- justification-for this lag than with new investment 

but firms may still prefer to change employment gradually 

over time and so initially-meet changed utilisation of 

capital withpartial adjustment of employment and com- 

pensating adjustment of the hours for which labour and 

capital works, 

If we specify desired employment changes as: - 

4L* = (a-bv IR 4fJ' +b (1-v ) tR Afj-t C5.2 6) 
t0tt1t 

andincorporate this in the lag fo=nulation (5.24) we 

obtain: - 

AL t=p 
(a-bv 

0)F, t 
4u t+ »ph(1-v 1) tK t AU t+. 

(1-11) ALt_, 

........... 
(5.27) 

This was estimated for all three siCs but as 

before was unsuccessful for SICh 6 and 9. The results 

for $IC8, reported as (FI, show, a substantial increase'in 

explanatory power over (5.25). with an A2 of 0.56. All 

I- I three explanatory variables are strongly significant with 

expected signs. The parameter values on capital utili- 

satjon are similar to those obtained in estimating 

/(5.18) 
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(5.18) i. e. without the lagged dependent variable 

though their interpretation is now different. Allow- 

ing for the partial adjustment of 33% per quarter and 

assuming a constant average age of capital of twelve and 

a half years as beford, we obtain an initial labour- 

capital ratio of 633 employees per elm of capital and a 

reduction in this ratio of approximately seven employees 

per quarter. These values are still low in comparison 

with those for SIC6 but more acceptable 
(9) 

5.5 Conclusions 

The general conclusion is that, whilst a putty-clay 

approach may be theoretically or intuitively appealing, 

its application at anything above the most micro of 

levels is very difficult. Many questionable simplify- 

ing assumptions have to be made and the remaining 

restrictions of the theory do not seem to hold up in 

estimation. The effects of utilisation of existing 

capital stock could not be satisfactorily captured and 

emphasis*was placed on the effects of recent investment. 

The lag structure of this was difficult to derive and 

whilst the final explanatory power of 75% of changes in 

employment for SICG may indicate the potential of this 

approach, it is debatable whether this figure is due 

to validity of the putty-clay hypothesis. 
/However,, 

(9) Again it is possible to try other values for the 
average age of capital. If 15 years is assumed, 
then an initial labour-capital ratio of 702 employees 
per Elm is derived and if 10 years is assumed, a ratio 
of 564 employees per Elm is obtained. 
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However, uske of the type of model discussed here 

may well be fruitful at a lower level of aggregation by 

industry andwýith more information on the composition, 

age and utilisation of capital. 

The previous chapters have reviewed the employment 

functions literature both theoretically and empirically.. 

Employment fuhctions have been applied to the engIneering 

industry SId' 
.s 

and modified considerably, allowing for the 

effects of capital and desired output, in terms of orders- 

on-hand, and allowing more flexible adjustment and a more 

realistic putty-clay type of production relationship. 

None of the modifications has been wholly satisfactory. 

Either the theoretical requirements could not be met by 

available data, and so restrictive assumptions or un- 

satisfactory proxy variables were required, or the 

resulting estimates were implausible in relation to the 

underlying theory and unstable over time. 

Whilst further modifications could perhaps be attempted 

within the existing employment functions frameworkr one 

major reason for the implausibility and instability is 

felt to be the neglect of supply considerations in the 

explanation of employment levels. The existing literature 

is essentially demand-orientated. If supply does 

influence the level of employment then such demand 

estimates are likely to be unreliable. The remaining 

chapters of the thesis are devoted to a formulation of 

a supply function of labour and analysis of the interaction 

of the demand and supply. forces. 
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The Formulation of Labour Supply and Damand 
De ermination 

6.1 Introduction 

in this chapter we question the basis for the vast 
I 

amount of empirical work reviewed and tested earlier in 

the thesis Thi: s work has rf-lied solely- on a demand 

determination of employment which we feel to be a major 

weakness. We proceed to develop a model of labour 

supply. 

In the first section we consider the meaning of a 
I 

supply function to an industry and the possible effects 

on the estimation of a demand function that the neglect 

of supply may have. 
-' 

In the second section a supply 

function is developed theoretically and consideration 
(1) is given to the measurement of the, relevant variables. 

In the third section a demand functi on is developed 

which is appropriate to a joint analysis of supply and 

demand, again looking at. the measurement, problems 

involved. An analysis of how demand and supply interact 

to yield actual1levels of employment is the subject of 

the next, and subsequent chapters. 

6.2 Ornissloft of supply factors 

A CUMILon feature in all the 'employment functions' 

literature which our study. has found to be generally 

lacking in empirical stability and plausibility, is the 

neglect of labour supply. con , siderations. Either there is 

/no 

It should be pointed out that, in formulating a supplY 
functiont the emphasis has been placed on'a-derivation 
which can be analysed, in. conjunction with a demand 
function. 
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no mention of supply or the explicit assumption is made 

thAt emploýment responds, passiv. 9 ly to changed, tn, the' 

demand for labour Hence, actual employment ý, s demand- 

determined and only a demand function is relevant to the 

explanation of employment levels. 

The convenience of the assumption is readily apparent 

in that the problems of formulating and estimating a 

supply function, with employment determined simultaneously 

by demand and supply, are removed and estimation in terms 

of well-founded and observable 'demand' aggregates is 

straightforward. However, the magnitude of this assump- 

tion and its plausibility should be noted carefully. To 

do this let us assume that the correct specification of 

employment cbtermination in an industry involves both 

demand and supply functions. and then consider the 'demand- 

determination' approach in the light of this. 

If we simply assume, for the present, that the demand 

for labour is negatively related to the wage rate, the 

supply of labour is positively related to the wage rate 
If 

but that both demand and supply are influenced by other 

factors which will cause the 'wage-labourl relationships 

to shift then, we can represent this situation as: - 

so 
w 

00 

e 
"S 1 

w0 asea -a-aaaea 

I 
I 'o 
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Figure 6.1 E 
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If the labour market is in equilibrium, a feature 

considered-in later chapters, then employment would be 

at, a level E0 with wage rate wo. An increase (shift) 

in demand will increase employment and the wage rate 

whereas, an. increase in supply will increase employment 

but lower the wage rate. In either case the change in 

employment, would be less than that produced by a shift 

with no-consequent change in wages. 

The question then is how employment functions would 

treat such shifts. This depends mainly on whether the 

wage rate. is explicitly included or not. Employment 

functions of the Ball and St. Cyr type do not include 

the wage rate. in the determination of employment at all. 

The demand. for labour is implicitly treated as perfectly 

-vertical 
demand inelastic with. rpsp-ect tq,. Nr -, ýrate, ie, 

curves 

so 

p. 

0 

E 
Figure 6.2 01 

If this specification is correct then the slope and 

position of the supply function'will, be unimportant to the 

determination of employmenti, provided that supply is 

not also inelastic with respect, to theý, wage rate at a 

/lower 

-as in Fig. 6.2. 
wD0 
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lower level of,, employment. Firms will simply offer the 

wage rate required to obtain the demand level of employ- 

ment and shifts in supply will change the wage rate but 

not employment. . 
Any changes in demand will be fully 

reflected in employment changes., 

However, use of such a model when Fig. 6.1 reflects 

the-true picture will cause problems. . 
An increase in 

supply-which increases employment due to a reduction in 

the wage rate, will be wrongly attributed to a. demand 

factor. The true influence of demand factors will be 

underestimated since an increase (shift) in demand will 

cause wages to rise and this will lessen the increase 

in employment. 
_ 

Both elements are likely sources of 

instability, and'implausibility in the estimation of 

demand. The Ball and St. Cyr model neglects both 

supply, factors, and the, effect. of the. wage rate on labour 

demand. The question then is whether the above problems 

are mainly due to, the latter omission. 
--- 

Other employment functions, such as the Dhrymes 

and. Nadiri, ones, do include the wage rate, in, the 

determination of employment. A downward, 
_sloping 

relationship between. the wage rate and demand for labour 

is allowed for but supply is still ignored. 

A shift in-the supply function will not now be un- 

noticed since it will affect the wage level and hence the 

demand for labour. However, certain problems do remain. 

Firstly, the wage'rate is treated as exogenous to the 

employment determination, whereas in the situation of 

/Fig. 6.11 
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Fig. 6.1, employment and the wage rate are clearly 

jointly determined by supply'and demand. Neglect of 

this feature will lead to biased estimates of the parameters 

of the demand function. 

Secondly, there is the identification problem i. e. 

whether in estimating a relationship between employment.. 

and the wage rate (plus-other variables) we are obtaining 

the demand function, the supply function'or a mongrel' 

derivation of both functions with little meaning. This 

problem can be present even when we have fully specified 

demand and supply functions to be estimated. ' We require 

shifts in the supply function to be able to locate and 

estimate the demand function and viceir6rsa. ' In practice, 

each function must'exclude at least one of the explanatory 

variables present in the other function and those explana- 

tory variables must have enough variation to make the 

other function identifiable. In the absence of a supply 

function it is difficult to determine whether such 

variation is present or not. if the supply function 

remains stable whilst the demand function shiits over time 

then'observations are likely to yield the'-supplY curve 

rather than demand'. as in Fig. 6.3 

w 

Figure 6.3 

) 

E 
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In general, increases in demand due to exogenous 

factors will increase both employment and wages and'it may 

be very difficult to separate the true demand effect from 

the wage-supply effect without the formulation and estima- 

tion of both, 

As will be seen in the next chapter, the situation 

becomes further complicated if we drop the assumption that 

the industry labour market is always in equilibrium and 

allow for''non-clearing' of the market. Consideration 

of supply factors seems even more crucial in this case. 

What empirical evidence exists,, to support the view 

that supply of labour plays an active and not merely a 

passive role in the determination. of employment? if 

employers had all. the labour,. they demanded'at the current 

wage then there would be no evidence of excess demand 

as measured by statistics of the number of vacancies 

reported and remaining unfilled nor would there be 

periodic announcements of typesof labour being, in 'short 

supply I. 

Of course, these situations do exist and'in parti- 

cular the level of vacancies unfilled, which is thought 

to seriously understate the level of excess demand because 

many firms do not report v acancies, to employment exchanges 

(especially in times of Ilabour shortage' when there is 

little hope of suitable employees being available), at 

times, has been over 2% of the labour force in the 

engineering industry. 

How crucial this existence of excess demand is-to the 

estimation of a. 'demand function using actual employment is 

/an 
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an empirical question. Whilst 2% is a small proportion 

of total employment. it is large in relation to the year-to- 

year changes in employment which are what we are really 

trying to explain by our'model's. -' It is quite possible that 

neglect of-supply and consequent neglect of excess demand 

has been a major factor in the instability and implausi- 

bility found in'employment functions and a careful 

analysis, theoretical and empirical, of supply and its 

interaction with demand are merited on these grounds. 

6.. 3 The oupply function 

one possible reason why work explaining aggregate 

employment has concentrated on the demand side to the 

exclusion of supply factors is that a body of literature 

already existed relating aggregate employment to OutPutr 

capital etc. whereas, on the supply side, no such, wealth 

of background was available. 

The literature which deals with the supply Of labour 

largely focuses on the individual's work-leisure decision 

and attempts to explain the number of hours of, work 

individuals will offerý2 A development of this analysis 

takes the household rather than the individual as-the 

decision-making unit. Any consideration of aggregate 

labour supply has tended to be either at the firm level, 

where supply is generally assumed to be perfectly elastic-, 

or at the national economy level, where supply is. the_ 

total labour force and analysis centres on whether people 

/work 

(2) See e. g. Perlman (1969) and'Feldstein"(1968) 
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work or not; in particular the participation rates of 

secondary workers 
ý3)- 

What is required in this study and what is lacking in 

the present literature, as far as the author is aware, 

with the exception of Reuber (1970), is a theory and 

specification of aggregate supply of labour to an 

industry,. i. e. why people are willing to work in one 

industry rather than another 
14) 

Before going on to formulate such a-function it is 

perhaps worth looking briefly at the available theory and 

literature to see if it can be useful at the industry level. 

In thisy no attempt to survey the area is claimed 
S5) 

Rather, the features thought most relevent to present 

purposes are highlighted. 

The aspect of labour supply which has traditionally 

been the concern of Ilabour economists' is the relationship 

between the amount of work an individual is willing to 

undertake and the wage rate and whether the consequent 

supply curve would be 'backward-bending' i. e. whether, 

for certain ranges of wages, an increase in the wage rate 

would reduce the hours of labour supplied by the individual 

due to leisure being a strongly 'superior' good and the 

income effect outweighing the usual substitution effect. 

Given this possibility the next question was whether an 

aggregation of individual's supply curves would produce a 

lbackward-ýbendipg' aggregate supply function. Time- 

Is eries 

(3) E. g. Tella (1965) and Black and Kelejian (1970). 
(4) See Lindley (1974) for discussion of industry labour 

supply using a Markov 'flow, model. 
C5) See Hunter C1970) for a full discussion Of labour 

supply theory. 
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series and cross-section empirical evidence appeared to 
(6) 

support this contention. 

However, it is not at all obvious that workers have 

the discretion to alter the number of hours they work, at 

least in the short-run. The vast majority of workers are 

obliged to work a basic'level of hours which is not far- 

below the average level and the amount of extra hours they 

work in the same employment is at the discretion of the 

employer. Of course, t he employe r cannot force employeeý 

to work over-time but it is generally accepted in the 

literature that the over-time premium, in raising the 

marginal rather than the avera I ge wage rate, will have a 

strong substitution and weak income effect and hence will 

be sufficient to induce the number of extra hours of work 

required by the employer. 

In the long run the basic number of hours of work can 

be affected,, usually via trade union pressure, by employees' 

desired hours of work, -but this factor acts more as a 

constraint on employers' behaviour in allocating man- 

hours labour input between men and hours than as a 

determinant of total labour supply. Therefore, in this 

study, the number of hours worked per employee is assumed 

to be determined by employers, subject to agreed basic 

hours. When we consider the supply of labour it is the 

number of people willing to work which is of interest. 

This aspect of labour supply has been the concern, of 

much work which has been done on 'participation rates'. 

This attempts to explain why people undertakeý employment 
and/--- 
(6) See e. g. Finegan (1962), Ros en (1969) for the U. S. 

and Metcalf et al (1976) for the U. K. 
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and consequently how many, or what proportion, of the total 

population are willing to work. This obviously depends 

upon many demographic and social factors but the usual 

approach has been to concentrate on those parts of the 

labour force whose participation rates are subject to, 

considerable change, either trending or fluctuating.. 

The prime subject has been the participation rates of . 

married women, The suggested, explanations are compli- 

cated by the interaction of the, income and substitution 

effects of both wife's and husband's income opportunities, 

dependent upon both wage rates and non-labour income. 

WIUlst these considerations may be important, to the 

number of people willing to supply their labour to a 

particular industry, it-is thought preferable by the 

author to split an analysis of industry labour supply 

into two stages: - firstly, an explanation of the 

'all industry' participation levels i. e. the total labour 

force and then secondly, an explanation of the proportion 

of the total labour force who are willing to work in a 

particular industry. The first of these two, has been 

extensively pursued in the participation rates litera- 

tureý 7) The approach in this thesis is to concentrate 

on the second stage. 

The area of literature'which probably comes closest 

to considering the choices available to individuals in 

deciding where to supply their labour is the work done 

to explain regional migrationý8) In this, t he main 

/incentives 

(7) See e. g. U. K. studies by Corry-an'd Roberts (1970,1974) 
and Berg and Dalton (1977) 

(8) E. g. Jack (1970). 
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incentives for a person to migrate to a particular region 

are seen as the wage rate relative to other regions and 

the availability of employment in the region, with the 

distance of the move, in addition tothe fixed 'cost' 

of any move, being the disincentive. Both the incentives 

could be equally well applied to choice between industries 

rather than regions and whilst the 'removal' disincentive 

ceases to be applicable to the extent that many industries 

will be accessible. to an individual without moving, there 

may be the costs of retrainintý,, in a formal or I informal 

sense, to be met. 

Reuber (1970),, in"attempting to explain wage adjust- 

ment in Canada, does formulate a function for the supply 

of labour to an industry! " The function' includes'as 

explanatory variables the average wage rate of the industry 

relative to average wages in manufacturingl'the general 

unemployment level, profits in the industry and the 

Canadian wage in the industry relative to its U. S. counter- 

part. The rationale for these various explanatory 

variables is that high relative wages attract people to 

offer their services to the industry, that the pool of 

unemployed workers represents potential supp ly to the 

industry and that high recent profits encourages trade 

unions to push for wage increases by restricting labour 

supply in the industry. The last variable is peculiar to 

Canada in being influenced by the U. S. in union actions 

/and 

(9) Cross-section studies of wages often make allowances 
for supply effects but generally in an ad hoc manner, 
e. g. the inclusion of recent employment change to reflect 
the pressure on supply availability. See e. g. Sawyer 
(1973) and Wabe and Leech (1978). 
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and where workers may move across the border if sufficient 

wage differentials exist. 

Reuber does not attempt to estimate the supply 

function directly, due to the practical difficulties of 

obtaining observations of labour supply, to be-considered 
I 

later, but incorporates i. t with labour-demand in a 

wage adjustment equation. The latter postulates a 

proportional relationship between wage changes and the 

excess of labour demand over supply. In empirical--- 

estimation for twelve industries, 1953-66y industry - 

wages relative to all manufacturing wages and unemploy- 

ment appear to have most effect on. industry-wage changes 

and hence, if the adjustment process-is correctly . -- 

specified, on the labour supply r having-significant 

effects in eight and seven of., the industries respectively. 

Profits and wages relative to the U. S. appeared to have 

much less influence - significant in only three industries 

each. The important factors seem to be the-, market'' 

effects of price (wage) and excess-supply (unemployment) 

rather than the 'power' of the trade unions. These 

findings support this 
Is 

tudy in concentrating- on- the--f actors 

felt likely to influence. individualsl- behaviour, and-to , 

neglect factors which mightýshape collective, trade union 

actions. 

We now develop a theory of the aggregate supply of 

labour to an industry. As already mentionedi the approach 

taken in this study is not to attempt to explain why people 

undertake employment at all, but, given the total level 

/of 
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of people working or available for work in the whole of 

the economy,; to explain why people are willing to work 

in a particular industry at a specific point in time 

dependent on individuals' utility-maximizing behaviour. 

It Is admitted that the approach may be considered un- 

sophisticated and it is necessarily aimed towards a 

formulation which-can'be easily analysed in combination 

with a demand function. Nevertheless, it is felt that 

the formulation does include the factors most relevant to 

the supply of labour available to an industry and that 

such a concept is meaningful. 

The primary determinant of the-supply Of labour 

available to a particular industry is considered to be 

the total 'pool' of labour in the economy i. e. total 

number of employees. plus number registered unemployed and 

this is-taken to be exogenous to the industry. Whilst 

employment attractions within an industry can affect 

overall labour supply, the interdependence is thought to 

be low. This factor could have been allowed for by 

expressing the dependent variable as the industry's 
I 

share of total employment but this was not done. Such 

a formulation would assume that a one percent increase in 

the total labour supply would cause a one percent 

increase in the industry's labour supply. This is 
0 

somewhat --restrictive as additions tothe labour force 

need not be similar to the existing labour force in skill, 

age, sex etc. However, the formulation used allows such 

'proportionality' as a special case. 

/The 
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The other determinants of supply consist of variables 

which attract labour to an industry in preference to others. 

These, naturally enough, tend to be relative variables 

and are based on an individual's utility maximising 

behaviour. The major source of utility to an individual 

from offering his labour is taken to be the total monetary 

benefits which a job affords. This is felt to be best 

captured by the average weekly wage in the industry. 

Non-monetary benefits or costs may be important but, as 

they are not easily measured, they are inevitably 

neglected, except for two other factors felt to influence 

an individual's utility. These portray two important 

disutilities from supplying one's labour. 

The first of these is the effort required to 

achieve the weekly wage. Whilst difficult to measure, 

with a substantial subjective element, effort is taken 

to be closely related to the average number of hours 

worked per week. For a given weekly wage there is clearly 

a disincentive in working more hours. The trade-off 

between weekly wages and hours worked is an empirical 

question which is not properly resolved by specification 

of average'hourly wage as the 'combined' determinant 
ý10) 

The second factor is the. 'security' of employment 

in a particular industry. An individual will derive 

disutility from supplying his labour to. an industry where 

there is a high risk of losing his job in the future. 

It may be reasonable to assume that the risk of losing 

/employment 

(10) A multiplicative formulation as in (6.1), will allow such a combination 
as a special case, (x-= -a). Hours of work are treated as being 
determined by firms, i. e. exogenous to the individual's supply decision, 
as is the security factor discussed next. This should be borne in mind 
when suo-oly is jointl eterminel with demand in Cha; )ter S. 
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employment in an industry can be expressed by the 

proportion of employees in an industry expected to be 

unemployed in the future. How individuals make their 

expectationt on such matteis is a difficult question which 

could perhaps be resolVed empirically by the testing of 

various hypotheses involving different lag structures. 

This has not been undertaken here as it-could not be 

carried out independently and, would thus complicate 

further the estimation of supply. I Instead a simple 

hypothesis is put forward, namely, that people's expecta- 

tions are based-on unemployment rates over the last twelve 

months. 
(11) The hypothesis is implicitly tested by the 

testing of the overall model framework. 

Thust given these three major factors affecting the 

individual's utility, i. e. wage, hours and securityr the 

choice of which industry to supply one's labour to will 

be made on the relative values of these factors between 

industries and the weights which are attached to each 

factor i. e. the shape of the individual's indifference 

curves. 

In aggregate, four variables - total labour forcer 

relative weekly wages, relative weekly hours and relative 

unemployment - are taken to determine the-number of 

people who would desire to supply their-labour to the 

industry if free to do so. 
(12) The'expectations of the 

/direction 

(11) An arithmetic mean is used. 

(12) The problem of consistency of aggregation from 
individual decision processes to an industry level 
relationship is 

' 
discussed in the appendix. In the 

supply context, other factors affecting individuals are 
assumed negligible on aggregation e. g. sociological 
factors. 
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direction of effect of the four variables enable us to allo- 

cate positive signs to the first two and negative signs 

to the latter two. However, two important considerations 

remain before we can express the supply of labour in an 

estimatAble form. Firstly, we have not specified a 
I 

functional form for the relationship. It is felt that 

the theoretical underpinning is not definite enough to 

give us a precise form and for this reason, plus the 

convenience of consistency with a demand. formulation 

and ease of interpretation of coefficientsf a multi- 

plicative functional form was chosen: - 
(ES)* = AL a Wa Hy U6 0000 (6-1) 

tt rt rt - rt 

where ES* is 'desired' labour supply 

L is the total labour force 

Wr' is-relative average weekly wages 

Hr is relative average weekly hours worked 

Ur is relative unemployment 

t is the time period 

The final-consideration is, to link the number of people 

who would desire to workin a particular industry if able 

to do so and the number of people who actually are willing, 

able and available to work i. e. the true supply to the 

industry. The discrepancy exists because, whilst people 

may find a particular industry attractive, they do not 

offer themselves for employment in it for various reasons. 

These include the costs involved in looking for and chang- 

ing one's job, moving costs, the need for training-etc. in 

addition to the basic inertia and slowness of adjustment of 

people's actual behaviour to what they perceive to be 

/beneficial. 
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beneficial. The overall 'costs' in the aggregate are 

virtually impossible to measure explicitly. As with labour 

demand in the earlier chapters we can postulate that these 

adjustment costs cause a partial adjustment process in lhbour 

supply relative-to desired labour supply 
113 )A ýoyck 

one-period formulation is adopted but this differs 

from that in normal usage in that supply is adjusted 

relative to actual employment in the previous period 

rather than supply in the previous period. People 

supplying their labour thi's period who were not working 

in the industry last period"will have to incur adjustment 

costs even if they have offered their labour to the 

industry previously. 

Theoretically, this. formulation implies that 

actual labour supply need never converge upon its, desired 

level and so differs from the usual concept of an adjust- 

ment process. Ift practice, its convergence depends upon 

the relation of supply to actual employment. The adjust- 

ment process put-forward, is: - 

ES ES* X- tt 
with 0 

E t-1 E t-1 

i. e. only an le: 

people desiring 

numberýactually 

actually supply 

(6.1) and (6.2) 

can express the 

0 

i-seee (6.2) 

Kponentiall fraction X of the number of 

to work inthe industry, relative to the 

employed in the previous period, E t-l" 

their labour to the industry., Equations 

can, be combined and, by taking, logs,, we 

supply of labour as: - 
/log ýs 

(13) See Lindley for further justification of the lag in 

adjustment. 
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log ES t=X log A+ Aa log Lt+xa log "rt +- 

Xy log XS log U +. (l-X) log E+u it + 
rt t-l it 

(6.3) 

where uL is a stochastic error term resulting from a 

multiplicative error in (6.1), (6.2) or both. 

All the exjýlanatory variables on the right-hand side of 

(6.3) are,, in principle, measurable. The question of 

measurability of the dependent variable, the supply 

of labour, is more difficult and will be analysed in 

great detail in the next chapter but consideration is 

first given'to the determination of labour demand and-, 

its formulation. 

6.4, The demand function 

In earlier chapters several formulations of the 

demand for labour function were discussed from both a 

theoretical and an empirical viewpoint and gqnerally 

foiind lacking when tested empirically, with estimates 

inconsistent with the theory or unstable. In this work 

it is argued that the poor results are likely to be due to 

concentration on demand factors to the exclusion of supply. 
I 

Consequently, we cannot dismiss the formulations which 

were put forward on empirical grounds they may be accur- 

ate models of the behaviour of the demand for employment 

but not of actual employment. of course, the demand, models 

may, in fact, be deficient in explaining the demand for 

employees but, in setting up a model, we must be guided by 

theoretical considerations and not by earlier empirical 

/ misfortunes. 
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misfortunes. In addition, in the present context it is 

clearly desirable to formulate a demand model which is 

consistent with the supply model expounded in the previous 

section. This is a necessity when their interaction is 

considered in subsequent chapters. 

The approach taken in this section to an explanation 

of the demand for labour broadly follows that of Dhrymes 

(1969).. A firm is postulated to be a profit-maximiser 

and to determine its desired-labour input by expanding its 

use of labour until the marginal revenue product of this 

labour is equated to the marginal cost. Labour input is 

measured not simply by the number of employees as labour 

has an important second dimension in the number of hours 

worked by employees. It is the number of man-rhours 

worked which is of prior importance to a firm rather than 

the number of employees, though our theory will proceed 

to consider how a firm chooses between men and hours 

clearly essential to the determination of demand for 

employees. 

The margtnal condttlon which each firm desires to 

acb4eve can be expressed as: - 

1ý Q'=S (t )K so (6.4) 
3 7E -H-D T* 

where Q is output 
(EHD)* is the desired demand for man-hours 

w is the marginal labour cost per man-hour 

p is the 'pricelof output 

SM is a trend function (explained below) 

/w 
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w represents the marginal cost to the firm of an 

extra man-hour of labour input and hence should be an 

hourly wage cost and should include not only direct wage 

costs but also all other costs associated with the 

additional labour. In practice the marginal cost of 

additional man-hours will differ according to whether it 

is due to extra men or extra hours working of present 

employees. The former involves the fixed labour costs 

of insurance contributions etc. plus recruitment costs 

as well as normal wage costs whilst the latter probably 

involves overtime premiums on top of basic wage rates. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested by several authors, 

e. g. Feldstein (1967) and Craine (1972), that the marginal 

product of an extra man-hour will differ ! 14) 
-The case for 

divergence in either direction is not too compelling and 

here it is assumed that the marginal product of-a man- 

hour is the same whether the number of men-or-the average 

number of hours per man is changed. The problem ofthe 

diverging marginal cost will be resolvedýbelow when firms 

are postulated to divide their labour input between the 

number of employees and average hours of work in a cost- 

minimising manner. 

Due to our inability to observe the 'true' marginal 

cost of labour, w is inevitably measured as the average 

hourly labour cost and is obtained by dividing the total 

/wage 

(14) Feldstein argues that overtime hours will be more 
productive than ordinary hours as 'set-up' time-and 
'break' time are less. However, it can be argued 
that, due to fatigue, the more hours a person works 
the less productive he becomes. 
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wage bill by the total number of man-hours worked. p 

represents the revenue generated by an extra unit of output 
S 

and is measured by the value-added concept. 

The function s(t) is intended to allow for the fact 

that either the industry's product market or labour. market 

need-not be perfectly competitive. In these circumst- 

ances a firm need not equate marginal product and real 

wage but is likely to aim for a relationship between the 

two dependent on the degree of competition or oligopolyý15) 

The market structure of an industry is unlikely, to remain 

constant over a long period and so s(t) will change. 

Ideally we would hope for a well-formulated relationship 

between s(t) and measures of product or lAbour market 

structure, such as concentration or unionizationt plus 

a data series of frequent observations of these measures 

for the industry over time. Unfortunately, such a combina- 

tion is not readily available and so we assume that changes 

in market structure and the consequent changes in the' 

relationship between marginal product and real wage have 

been gradual and stable over time and thus can be proxied 

by a time-trend. This time-trend will inevitably also 

pick-up any other trend effects not explicitly allowed 

for in the demand for labour fo=nulation. In particular, 

any technical progress effects not accounted for in the 

production function will be 'picked-up'. 

.. 
/Following. 

(15) In fact, the firm should aim to satisfy the condition 
(6.4) with s(t) = (1+1/c L )/(l+ ýQ ),, where cL is the 

elasticity of labour supply and FR is the elasticity-, 
of demand for output (see e. g. Na iri (1968)). 
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Following Dhrymes, ýt can be shown that expression 

(6.41 can be equated to the partial derivative, with respect 

to labour, of a C. E. S. production function to yield: - 
(16) 

log (EHD) *=B+ ct + Tl log Q- cr log ht 
0*** (6.5) 

where a is the elasticity, of substitution between labour 

and capital and the time trend proxies the effects both 

of the s(t) term and technical progress. The coefficient 

on log Qt Ehould be unity-if there are constant returns 

to scale but will differ from that value in inverse relation 

to the'returns-to-scale ý17) 

Thus we now have an expression for the level of man- 

hours desired by firms and to explain employment we must 

determine how the choice between men and hours is made. 

In doing this we diverge from Dhrymes' formulation and so 

avoid the logical inconsistency discussed in the review 

of the 'Dhrymes' model' early in the-thesis.... We 

prefer to pursue the Ball and $t. Cyr formulation where 

firms choose between men and hours in a cost-minimizing 

fashion. We postulate that the wage cost per hour is 

, 
related to the average number of hours worked per employee. 

Furthermore,, because over-time hours have to be paid for 

at higher rates and because a short-fall of hours below 

basic levels will raise average hourly wage costs due to 

fixed labour costs, salaries, guaranteed earnings etc., 

the relationship is likely to be approxiTotely, quadratic in 

. 
/shape 

..... . 
(16). Theoretically output should be jointly determined with labour input 

to maximizze-profits but this endogeneity, was not allowed for here, 
largely for reasons of tractability in later chapters. The enmirical 
evidence of Briscoe and Peel (1975) suggests that this omission may 
not be serious (see Ch. 2, p. 54/5). The measure of desired outn'ut 
developed in ChA was not used due to data deficiencies and lack of 
general applicability.. ' 

(17) i. e. n= (1/v + a(1-14) where v is the returns to scale parameter. 
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shape with a minim=, at, or closely related to,. insti- 

tutional normal hours. Firms will thus desire to have 

their employees working normal hours and will aim for a 

desired employmentýlevel in accordance: - 

. 
EHD * 

ED* t 
*Poe@ (6.6) 

H 
ot 

ýqhere ED* is desired employment demand and H0 is no=al 

hours. 

Hence, from (6.5) and (6.6): - 
log ED* =B+. Et +n log Q log Ht - elog H 

ttp ot 

»o. oe (6.7) 

The coefficient on log H0 should be unity but may 

differ where firms' cost-minimizing hours level differs 

from basic due to various possible factors such as high 

fixed costs of labour, non-equality of marginal products 

of men and hours, expectations of employees for over- 

time work (the denial of which might involve considerable 

'costs') etc. 

As with the supply function, all that now remains 

to obtain an expression for, the demand for labour is to 

relate the desired level of demand to the actual level. 

The discrepancy exists, because of the costs incurred by 

a firm in changing its-labour force. (18)To increase 

employment incurs costs of recruitment and training and to 

reduce employment incurs redundancy costs. The nature of 

these, costs is such that rapid changes in either-direction 

are likely to cause the costs to increase steeply. Thus 

a change in the desired level of employment due to any of 
/the 
(1-3) Supply restrictions are not now included in the adjust-nent costs. 
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the factors ýn the expresslon (6.7) Is. liable to set ýn 

motion a gradual process of adjustment of demand for 

employees towards the new leVel. The process can be 

expressed by a Koyck!: -adjustmentmodel: - 

ED t EDt 
0 

E t-1 E t-1 

i. e.. employers. demand a level of employment this period which 

eradicates a 'proportion' p of the deficiency, /surplus 

between desired employment and the-actual level in the 

previous period.. As with-the supply side, this is not 

the usual sort of adjustment process in that the level 

of employment demanded may not converge on its desired 

level. 

The combination of (6. '7) and C6.8) yields an 

expression for the demand for labour:, (19) 

log EDt pB +. pct +. pnlog Qt - ValogHt - p 
dog H 

ot +. (1-, p) log Et_l +- tl2t **** (6.9) 

where U is a stochastic error term resulting from & 2 

multiplicative error in (6.7), (6.8) or both. 

We now have expressions (6.3) and (6.9) which specify how 

the supply ofand demand for labour are thought to be generated. 

We can now move on to consider how these two forces of 

demand and supply interact to determine actual observed 

employment levels and this is undertaken in the next 

chapter. But before doing so, some of the differences 
/between 

.... ... ........ .. 
(19) The problem of aggregating individual fi,, rms'-employment 

decision processes into an industry demand relationship 
is discussed in the appendix. 
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between data to be used in the present model and that 

used in estimation in previous chapters, should be pointed 

out. 

6.5 'Measurement of Variables 

It Is clear fr= the' derivations, of the supply and 

demand functions in this chapter that the data used to 

estimate these functions will not fully represent the 

desired theoretical concepts. Despite this it was felt 

important to measure the proxy variables as accurately as 

possible. In particular, whilst w should be measured 

as the-marginal cost of an extra unit of labour, in the 

absence of such data, it was thought to be preferable to 

derive a measure of average labour cost from the total 

wage bill rather than simply using average hourly wage 

earnings. This at least ensures the inclusion of the 

'overhead' costs of labour - if average rather than 

marginal, i $imilarly, 1, t was felt important to measure 

as thdvalue-added price of output rather than simply 

using retail or wholesale priýces, even when the degree of 

competition in the industry is not ideally dealt with. 
f2O) 

However, data on the' wage bill and value added is 

only available annually. For this reason estimation of 

demand and supply functions in the following chapters is 

carried out on an annual basis rather than quarterly as in 

earlier chapters. There is nothing about the employment 

behaviour postulated which dictates whether the model 
/should 

(20) In practice the different measures of laboUr Cost 
and prices were not as distinct as expected and sothe 
resultant 'real wage, series is closely correlated 
with a series which takes the ratio of average hourly 
earnings to wholesale price. 
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(21) 
should be annual or quarterly but use of annual observa- 

tions does substantially reduce the number ofdDservations, 

leading to a problem with the'number of degrees of 

freedom. This problem was lessened by lengthening the 

observation period from 1959 back to 1949, giving twýnty- 

three'annual observations. Due to the complexity of 

estimation methods in the later chapters it was felt that 

a smaller number of observations ýplus a longer time span) 

might well be an advantage in conjunction with a superior 

specification of some of the explanatory variables. 

Howeverl. it should be recognized that variation in some 

of the. variables may be lost by using annual rather than 

quarterly, data. - 

Annual data is more closely correlated with a time 

ýrend than quarterly data is., In logarithmic form, the 

correlation-between, employment and a time trend rises from 

0.861, with quarterýly data (1959 to 1971), to 0.970 with 

annual data (1948-71) and that between output and a time 

trend rises from 0.955., ' with seasonally unadjusted. quarterly 

data, to 0.995 with'annual data. Hence there is less 

variation'in employment, though not necessarily in demand 

for labour, 'to be explained and explanatory variables are' 

more likely to be multicollinear, making the estimation of 

precise coefficients more difficult. 

Because of this, shortened versions of the supply and 

demand functions,, '(6.31 and (6.9) respectively, were 

postulated concentrating on the explanatory variables felt 

to be the most important in the. explanation of demand and 

/supply 

(21) This is particularly relevant to the adjustment . 0rocess which 
we do not assume to be a time-aggregate of a quarterly grocess. 
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supply and to be the moat'lýkely to indicate potential 

benefits from the joint consideration of demand and supply. 

These funct: Lons were as follows: - 

log ES = X109A + Xalog L+ X0109 W+ tt 
-rt )Log Etý-l + ult oee. (6-. 10) 

log ED t 11B + VT1logQt - -Palog(K)t + (1-11) log E t-1 p 
u2t 00000 (6.11) 

In both 'short' equations,, the adjustment process 

of actual towards desired levels was maintained as an 

important element of behaviour. on the supply side, 

the total labour force and relative weekly wage were 

considered the most important factors with relative hours 

and unemployment omitted. On the demand side, output 

and real wage were considered the most important factors 

with normal hours and the time trend omitted. 

Whilst this procedure clearly exposes the estimation 

of (6.10) and (6.11) to potential mis-specification bias 

ýit was felt that this may be an acceptable price to pay 

for precision if the main factors are accounted for, as 
41 

believed. 

An alternative procedure would be to use quarterly 

data to estimate the full equations but this would involve 

use of data series which are further from the desired 

theoretical concepts than the annual ones. 

Also, for reasons of data consistency, due to changes 

in industrial classification in 1959,. and the complexity of 

estimation methods adopted later, the succeeding empirical 

work is confined to one set of data viz. that corresponding 

/to 
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to (1958) S. I. C. VI in. previous empirical chapters. 

The data used is fully described in the data appendix. 
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Ajýpendixto Chapter_6 

Aggregation 

It can be demonstrated e. g. Allen (1956), that for 

a linear-macroeconomic or aggregate relationship to be 

strictly consistent with the underlying linear micro- 

economic relationships one of two conditions must hold; 

either the aggregation of each explanatory variable must 

be performed by giving each micro unit a weight proportional 

to its marginal propensity or the marginal propensity 

for each explanatory variable must be. equal for all 

micro units, 

The'-first condition implies aggregation with different 

weights for different variables and is not the type which 

is carried out in producing the published aggregate 

data. The condition could only be satisfied if the 

investigator had the microeconomic data and parameters 

available to aggregate and this is generally not the 

case. 

The second situation,, entirely uniforxn reactions to 
f 

changes in explanatory'variables throughout the popula- 

tion, is a very restrictive condition and again-is unlikely 

to hold in practice. 

Thus it'isýclear that in most aggregate studies, the 

relationship estimated will not be strictly consistent 

with the underlyi4g, micro-economic relationships. Even 

if-the micro parameters-remain constant but are not- 

equal across units, a change in the relative magnitude of 

/an- 
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an explanatory variable between the units will cause the 

corresponding aggregate parameter to shift. There is no 

real answer to this aggregation problem other than to 

argue (or hope) that either the micro parameters are 

'fairly close' to each other in size and/or the weights 

used in official statistics aggregation*are 'fairly close' 

to the marginal propensities and/or the relative magnitude 

of the values of explanatory variables across secto rs_ 

does not change much. The first two assumptions allow 

a reasonably consistent aggregate relationship to be 

estimated and the third allows a stable 'average' relation- 

ship to be obtained which, whilst not fully representing 

the underlying economic behaviour may well be useful for 

forecasting etc. 

The above discussion applies to the estimation of both 

the aggregate demand and the aggregate supply functions 

in this study. However, aggregation is made more of-a 

problem by two further considerations. The first of 

these is common to many studies in that the mtcro-relationships 

to be aggregated are not simply linear but log-linear. 

In this case it can be shown that, even with identical 

parameters or correct weightings, *aggregation of data 

should be carried out geometrically rather than arithmetic- 

ally. Again, this is seldom how published data has been 

aggregated and' we have little cho 
, ice but to assume e .1 iýher 

a small dispersion in the size of the micro units, so that 

the geometric mean is close to the arithmetical mean, or 

/little 
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little-changeJn relative sizes over-time so that there isa 

reasonably stable relationship between the geometric and 

arithmetic means. In this caser a useful 'average'. 

relationship may be obtained despite the errors of 

aggregation. 

The second consideration which is perhaps more unique 

to this study is that we are not only estimating aggregate 

demand and supply relationships but we are hoping to analyse 

them together and to look at points of aggregate equili- 

briun. The question is whether such equilibrium points 

can be located given the aggregation problems in the 

demand and supply functions. 

The condition rdquired for both aggregate demand and 

aggregate supply to be consistent within themselves and 

with each other is that the aggregation of the wage variable 

be weighted by the appropriate marginal-propensities 

and that the weights be the same for demand and supply. 

In other words the relative slopes of the demand curves 

must be the same as the relative slopes of the supply 

curves. If this is not the case, then it can be-shown 

that, in summing over local labour markets, the aggregate 

demand and supply functions will not intersect at the same 

employment and wage level as we would obtain from the)sum 

of the equilibria employment levels of the local labour 

markets and the average of the equilibrium wage rates, 

weighted by employment. In practice, we are not able to 

/aggregate 
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aggregate ideally and must accept the one measure of 

wage rate obtained from official statistics which, as an 

industry average wage, will be weighted by employment in 

aggregating sectors. Consequently, the sum of all 

sectors' equilibrium employments (unobserved) will lie at 

the intersection of our aggregate demand and supply 

curves at the observed aggregate wage rate. As we have 

already had to assume that the demand and supply curves 

represent average pictures of the underlying relation- 

ships we must now hope that the aggregate equilibrium 

point gives a good representation of underlying sector 

equilibria. As before this will be more valid the smaller 

the dispersion of sector wage levels or relative demand 

and supply slopes. 

We have then merely recognised the existence of the 

aggregation problem, noted its particular effects in 

joint demand and supply analysis and then, in keeping 

with virtually all aggregate studies, we have been forced 

to assume that the effects are unimportant or at least not 

too damaging to deny meaning to the forthcomiý g aggregate 

empirical investigation. 
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7. The Labour Market 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we look first at the assumptions 

required about the nature and behaviour of. the labour 

market, to enable valid use of the traditional, type of 

demand and supply approach to explain the behaviour of 

employment in an industry. These assumptions are found 

to be restrictive and are gradually relaxed to give a more 

realistic yet necessarily more complex model of the labour 

market. Each stage in the relaxation of assumptions 

yields different formulations and requires different 

techniques for estimatioý. These models are developed in 

the next three chapters where each stage is looked at in 

turn. In this chapter we outline a theory of the labour 

market and the effect of relaxing the specific assumptions. 

In the first section we consider an industry labour 

market which is always in equilibrium so that aggregate 

demand and supply are always observed. In the second 

section we consider a labour market which is generally not 

in equilibrium but its constituent parts are sufficiently 

homogenous for aggregate demand or supply to be observed. 

In the final section we develop a model of a labour market 

not generally in equilibrium, with many sub-sections 

each facing different market conditions, such that neither 

aggregate demand nor aggregate supply are observed. 

7.2 An aggregate, labour-. market. -in,.. equilibrium 

In the previous chapter we formulated demand and supply 

functions which, although justified at the micro-economic 

/individual 
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individual firm or household level, were assumed to hold at 

the industry level of aggregation. However, when we come 

to consider demand and supply together and the equilibrating 

nature ofthe labour market, it is useful to consider an 

intermediate stage of aggregation. Unlike a market for 

easily movable commodities there are good reasons to believe 

that an industry labour market is made up of many sub- 

markets or sectors which obey the same forces of demand 

and supply but which are distinct because labour is not 

mobile between them. These sectors may be differentiated 

by regional location, occupational skill requirements or 

production methods. In each case, labour will not be 

perfectly mobile between sectors because of the various 

costs involved in moving from one sector to anotber. 

This immobility will mean that the normal expectation 

that aggregate equilibrium will be achieved in the market 

with uniform price throughout, will not apply to the labour 

market. The 'perfect market' rationale for uniformity 

of-price is that even a small price rise (fall) in one 

locality, occasioned by local excess demand (sýpply) will 

cause movement of the product into (out of) the sector from 

(tn) other sectors until excess demand (supply) is removed 

and full equilibrium is achieved with uniform price 

throughout. However, if labour is not sufficiently 

mobile to react to small inter-sectional differences in 

wage rates t. hen the above rationale does not apply. 
(1) 

Excess demand and supply may still be removed by raising 

or lowering wages in the sector but larger and more permanent 

/wage 
(1) See Mackay et al. (1971) for an extensive study of wage determination 

in sane sectors of the b. K. engineering industry. 
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wage rate changes will be needed to achleve thts and 

sectoral wage differences will exIst. 

If the definttion of a labour market requires perfect 

mobility of labour then the Industry-level operation is not 

strictly a labour market. Howeverr for aggregate analysis 

to be at all possible we have had to assume that the 

different sectors do have in common the factors which deter- 

mine the demand and supply of labour and that individuals, 

and hence sectors, can be aggregated to produce industry 

demand and supply functions for labour. in a similar way, 

we should be able to consider how demand and supply 

interact to produce actual employment and to call this process 

the industry labour market, provided that we take into 

account the lack of mobility between sectors and its 

effect on the aggregate situation. 

In this section we put forward the assumption required 

for the industry labour market to be at, or sufficiently 

close to, equilibrium at all times so that the aggregate 

demand and supply functions are always observed. The 

assumption is that each sector of the industry labour market 

is always at equilibrium. in this case# sectoral employment 

will be equal to both-demand and supply employment and so 

industry employment will be equal to both aggregate demand 

and supply, subject to the aggregation problems discussed in 

the Appendix to the. previous chapter. 

In each sector, the forces of demand and supply will 

be brought into equilibrium by movements in the wage rate 

sufficiently quickly for equilibrium to be always observed. 

/in 
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in general, wage rates will differ between sectors but the 

aggregate wage rate will correspond to the intersection 

of aggregate demand and supply functions. It should be 

noted that this last feature i. e. the prevalence of the 

equilibrium ag5regate wage rate is not sufficient in itself 

for overall equilibrium as such an aggregate position is 

possible with excess demand in some sectors and excess 

supply in others. These imbalances do not cancel out in 

aggregation and cause aggregate employment to be lower than 

its. equilibrium level. 

However,, if the assumption of equilibrium in all sectors 

and at all times is reasonable then we can expect to observe 

aggregate demand and supply functions and hence estimate 

them. In this case, the traditional employment functions 

may provide good estimates of the demand function though 

we may still benefit from a joint estimation of demand and 

supply which treats wages as an*endogeneously determined 

equilibrating factor rather than as exogenous. 

The empirical investigation of this situation is 

pursued in the next chapter. 0 

7.13 A Oft. omoqenousl- aggregate labour 'Market in disequilIbrium 

However, whilst it may be reasonable, for many easily 

traded COMILodities, to assume that equilibrating forces 

operate quickly enough to ensure that demand and supply 

are always close to equality at the current price, it does 

not seem a reasonable assumption for labour. If movements 

/in 
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in the price of the good are the main mechanism for maintain- 

ing equilibrium then there are good reasons to suggest 

that movements in the price of., -labour, i. e. the wage rate, 

do not perform the equilibrating task very efficiently 

if at all. Various causes of inflexibility of wage rates, 

relative to each other and to other prices, exist which 

strongly indicate that labour should not be treated as any 

other commodity. 

On the supply side, the employees in any particular 

sector, whilst quite happy to see their wage rate increased 

in times of excess demand, will be unlikely to allow 

their wage rate to be reduced in times of excess supply. 

Furthermore,. the organisatton of employees in trade 

unions and the ability of these unions to put pressure on 

employers is Iikely to generally distort the market forces. 

A strong or militant trade union can push up the wage 

rates of its members above the equilibrium level and, by 

insisting on constant regional or occupational wage differ- 

enttals, can prevent the use of the wage rate as an equil- 

ibrating measure in a particular sector. 

On the demand side, itis important to realise that the 

wage bill constitutes a large part of tIe costs of a firm. 

Thus a firm is likely to hesitate before offering the 

higher wage rate which would be necessary to achieve equili- 

brium, say during a boom. The firm cannot attract extra 

workers by only offerJng higher wages to the new recruits; 

it must also give its present workers the same increase. 

Also, it will be difficult to offer workers in a particular 

region or occupation an increase without giving a similar 
/increase 
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increase to all employees. As wages are inflexible down- 

wards a firm will want to be sure that its high demand will 

continue and be sufficient to meet the higher wage. costs 

before it makes a wage rate increase. Also, as with trade 

unions on the supply side, the existence of monopsony, 

employers1collusion etc. distort the market forces. 

It 
I 
is clear then that wage rates are unlikely to be used as 

a means of speedily ensuring movement towards equilibrium 

in each sector of the labour market - the 'instrument' qosts 

are much too high. However, this does not mean that there 

is no long-run tendency for wage rates in different 

sectors to move slowly towards levels which would equili- 

brate the underlying forces of demand and supply. Whilst 

trade unions can maintain wage differentials in the short- 

run it is not likely that they can be maintained in dis- 

equilibrium for ever. In a region or occupation where there 

is a labour shortage, trade unions will be in a strong 

bargaining position and wage increases may even be encouraged 

by employers. In the opposite position of excess supply, 

employees will be in a weaker position and increases will 

be actively opposed by employers. Thus wage rates should 

move generally towards equilibrium, though the forces affect- 

ing demand and supply will obviously be changing over time 

so that the equilibrium wage rate for each sector will be 

continually changing. 

The hypothesis put forward in this section is that the 

sectors of an industry labour market are sufficiently homo 

genous for them 'all to be demand-determined or all to be 

/supply-determined 
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supply-deter: mined at a particular point in time. Underlying 

this hýpothesis is the assumption that the variables which 

affect employment demand and supply levels move in a similar 

way in all sectors. For instance, if demand for the, 

industry's output increases we expect output to'rise in all 

the sectors. Consequently, each sector's demand for labour 

curve will shift to the right and, due to inflexýbility of 

wage rates, excess demand will occur in all sectors i. e. 

all supply-determined. Of course, many other factors 

besides product demand affect demand and supply but, assum- 

ing underlying forces towards equilibrium, changes in these 

factors if reasonably homogenous will cause each sector 

to be in a similar state of imbalance. 

The above hypothesis would probably be untenable if 

our labour market covered widely varying types of industry 

but, as we consider a single S. I. C. industry producing 

similar types of product for the same broad market, then it 

may be reasonable to put forward the above hypothesis as a 

vlable approximation to reality. 
0 
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If demand for the industry's output could be considered 

to be the major factor causing the demand for labour to shft 

and if the supply curve could be considered to have littl6 

movement then when product demand is high we expect excess 

demand for labour, X in Fig. 7.1, and hence supply- D 
determination of employment in each sector. Consequently 

aggregate employment will be supply-determined. Similarly 

when product demand is low, the aggregate employment should 

be demand-determined with an excess supply of amount XS 

present. We could then use a measure of the cyclical 

pattern of output to split our observations into demand- 

determined and supply-determined 'regimes' and estimate the 

two separately. This process would represent the further 

hypothesis that, in addition to 'homogeneity' of sectors, 

output demand change is the dominant cause of shifts in 

the labour market. However, to test the central hypo- 

thesis we would need to look at all other factors as well as 

output and consider which are causing shifts, how great the 

shifts are and whether demand-determination or supply- 

determination is present at any point in time. This would 

in fact require full knowledge of the magnitude of parameters 

which will only be known after estimation of demand and 

supply functions. However, as it is a labour market which 

we are considering we do have available lexogenous' measures 

of excess demand and supply which can give an indication 

of whether employment is demand-determined or supply-determined 

without requiring knowledge of which of the underlying 
/factors 
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factors are causing it. The measures available are such as 

the number unemployed and the number of vabancies un- 

filled. Also information is available about the direction 

and magnitude of wage changes which may serve as an 
I indicator of excess demand or supply. 

I 

The use of such measures in discerning and estimating 

demand and supply regimes is developed and pursued 

empirically in Chapter 9 and compared with a purely statis- 

tical method of regime separation and estimation. 

7.4 A non-homogenous labour market in disequilibrium 

In this section we relax the homogeneity assumption of 

the previous section. We recognise that the product demand 

may have varying cyclical patterns in different industrial 

sectors and so may cause wide variations in labour demand 

in different labour market sectors. 

It has been pointed out by several writers 
(2) that, 

dependent on the type of product being produced by an. 

industrial sector - whether that product is a consumption, 

investment or intermediate good, whether for 4omestic or 

export use - the relationship of product demand to overall 

economic cycles will vary widely. The implication of this 

for the sectors of our labour market is that, at a point in 

time, some sectors may have excess demand, i. e. their employ- 

ment is supply-determined, whilst other sectors have excess 

supply i. e. employment is demand-determined. Aggregate 

observations will be neither wholly supply nor demand but 

some mixture of the two with the underlying functions very 

difficult to distinguish. - 
/We. " 

e. g. Lund (1974) 
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We-can also relax the assumption that changes in 

output are the only factois liable to cause substantial 

shifts in the demand and supply interactions and allow the 

other determinants of demand and supply to play their part 

in shifting the functions and causing disequilibrium. 

Thus there is now a greater likelihood of some sectors 

being demand-determined whilst others are supply-determined. 

The more realistic nature of this situation where, in 

aggregate, excess demand and supply co-exist (though not 

in any individual sector, of course) can be readily 

supported by the fact that we have aggregate data for an 

industry showing the simultaneous existence of vacancies 

reported but remaining unfilled (excess demand) and people 

registered unemployed and looking for work. Some of the 

vacancies and unemploymen't are undoubtedly due to 

frictional imbalances, rather than 'true' demand and supply 

excesses but there are good reasons to suspect that vacancies 

and unemployment data do, in fact, understate the extent 

of excess demand and supply due to non-registering etc. 

Their existence is certainly not an indicatioý of equilibrium- 

in all sectors or of luni-directionall disequilibrium. 

If statistics on vacancies and numbers unemployed were 

reliable measures of excess demand and supply respectively 

then we could measure aggregate demand by adding the number 

of vacancies to the level of employment actually observed 

and similarly for unemployment and supply. We could then 

use these measures of our dependent variables to estimate 

the aggregate demand and supply functions in a straight- 

forward manner. This is attempted in Chapter 8t but due to 

/serious 
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serlous mIsgIvings about the accuracy of vacancy and 

unemployment*data, the validity of the results from this 

procedure is questionable. 

However, If the. aggreqate observation of employment is 

always a mixture of the demand and supply functions then 

the possIbility of separating and estimating aggregate 
. 

functions will be virtually zero without a large amount 

of disaggregated data for the individual labour sectors 

defýned-not just by regions but by skills, etc. If it is 

the case that aggregate demand and supply functions cannot 

be derived from aggregate data then the approach developed 

in this section and Chapter 10 will be futile in explain- 
(3) ing employment, but this comment applies equally well to 

the vast amount of work that has been carried out in specify- 

ing and estimating aggregate employment functions. They will 

be tnvalld both because they ignore supply and because they 

do not, and cannot, observe employment demand. Disaggrega- 

tion will be the only means of understanding the workings of 

a labour market'but this desirable step will be severely 

hindered by a dearth of data. 0 

Rather than abandon aggregate employment explanation 

altogether we prefer here to take the view that, whilst 

demand and supply functions may often be intertwined, 

there will be times during a reasonable span of observations 

when virtually'all the sectors 'of the labour market are 

demand determined or virtually all are supply determined. 

/At 

(3) Although, for forecasting aggregate einployment, aggre- 
gate equations may still be more efficient than the sum 
of many disaggregate models (see e. g. Grunfeld and 
Grilithes (1960)). 
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At such times we 4,11 be observing the appropriate aggregate 

functions and so estimation should be possible. This seems, 

to the author, a reasonable assumption to make, with the 

most likely causal factor-being output demandS43 When a 

boom or recession is particularly strong/severe or long- 

lasting then it seems fair to assume that all sectors will 

be similarly affected and an aggregate function will be 

observed. No attempt is made in this model to specify 

these prior to estimation and to constrain the points in 

time when aggregate demand or supply should be observed 

since many other factors may be affecting the 1 abour market, 

but the consistency of estimation can be checked by refer- 

ence to prior beliefs or exogenous measures. 

From a consideration of aggregation we can state that 

observed employment will always be less than or equal to 

aggregate demand and less than or equal to aggregate 

supply. In the extreme case of all sectors being demand- 

determined the observed employment will be equal to aggregate 

demand but much less than aggregate supply (high excess 

supply) and oppositely in the other extreme ca se. At 

all other times observed employment is less than both demand 

and supply. 

This feature enables us to place restrictions on the 

parameters. of the demand and supply functions-as they must 

take values which, given the data series of our explanatory 

variables over the estimation period, never yield a 

level of employment demanded or supplied lower than that 

actually observed. 

(4) As we are aggregating over an industryl product demand 
may be expected to be somewhat homogenous. 
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Further restrictions on the parameter estimates are 

desirable for reliable results and the type of information 

which would seem useful would be not simply that demand 

and supply were greater than observed but also by how 

much they are likely to be greater. it is here that our 

indicators of excess demand and supply, that is vacancie's 

and unemployment, may be useful. Whilst they are thought 

to be poor cardinal measures of excess demand and supplyr 

it is more reasonable to expect them to be fairly good 
(5) 

ordinal indicators, perhaps allowing for some margin of 

error. Thus comparisons can be made between different 

points in time. 

A more rigorous analysts and formulation of this 

approachr the restrictions involved and the resulting 

estimation procedure are left to Chapter 10. 

(5) In this,, we extend Dow and Dicks-Mireaux's (1958) 
treatment of vacancy data to the unemployment data. 

f 
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B. 

8.1 

An Aggregate Labour Market in Equilibrium 

Introduction 

In this chapter, we first discuss the assumptions 

required to enable us to consider the aggregate labour 

market to be always at, or close tor equilibrium. We 

then proceed with an empirical investigation of the demand 

and supply functions in the engineering industry (S. I. C. 

VI) labour market consequent upon these assumptions. 

8.2 Requirements. for aggregate'equilibrium 

The first requirement which is vital not only to this 

chapter but also to earlier and subsequent work is that 

industry aggregate labour demand and supply functions do 

exist and are meaningful descriptions of economic behaviour. 

This has been discussed at length in the appendix to 

Chapter 

The further assumption required for aggregate 

equilibriumf relaxed in later chapters, is that all 

sectors of the labour market are in equilibrium. An 

industry labour market is made up of many sub-markets which 

through occupational or regional immobility can be 
, 

considered as separate labour markets whilst subject to 

the same demand and supply forces. This assumption implies 

that the market-equilibrating behaviour of wage rates must 

be sufficiently local and fast-acting for each sub-market 

to be always at, or close to, equilibrium. 

This is a strong assumption. It is not sufficient 

simply for the aggregate wage to be at its equill rium 

level. If some sectors had excess demand whilst others 

had excess supply we could hardly consider the aggregate 

market / 
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market to be in equilibrium. However, there is no 

necessity for wages to be at the same level in each sectorp 

as the wage in each sector must be such as to equate 

labour supply and demand. It is wage rates which must 

be the equilibrating factor, rising when excess demand is 

present and falling when there is excess supply. This 

implies not only flexibility of wage rates but also a 

readiness of response to changes in wages in the levels of 

employment demanded and supplied. 

The situation required is thus a perfect Walrasian market 

in each sector and, whilst it is hard to think of labour as 

a perfect commodity, it may be that the above assumption 

can give a picture of the labour market which is a fair 

approximation to reality. It certainly enables painless 

estimation procedures, in that, in this perfect caser 

aggregate demand and supply functions should be always 

observable and hence directly estimable. The plausibility 

of such estimation should give an indication of the 

usefulness of the 'sector equilibrium' assumption and it 

is to this empirical investigation that we now turn. 

8.3 Empirical investigation of the aggregate labour market 
in equilibrium 

If the previous assumptions are valid then the levels 

of employment observed for an industry such as engineering 

are observations both of labour demand and of labour supply. 

Given data series on the various explanatory variables, 

we can use the 'full' equations (6.3) and (6.9) or the 

'short' equations (6.10) and (6.11) to estimate aggregate 

demand and supply functions and so to understand the 

workings / 
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workings of the industry labour market. The two functions 

can either be estimated directly by ordinary least squares 

(OLS) or account can be taken of the endogeneity of the 

wage variable in equilibrating the market(') by estimating 

via two stage least squares (2SLS) or instrumental 

variables. 

Estimation was carried out using annual data for the 

years 1949-71t with the sources and construction of data 

series explained in the data appendix. Estimation was 

repeated for the years 1952-71 for consistency with 

estimation in later chapters and any fundamental differences 

in the two sets of estimates is commented on. Such 

differences would suggest instability in the function in 

question. The demand results are reported fully in 

Tables8.1 and 8.2 and the supply results in Tables 8.3. 

and 8.4. 

i) The full demand function estimated by OLS for 

1949-71, is reported as equation (1) in Table 8.1. 

The signs of the estimated (short-run) parameters are as 

expected from the theory though only the parameters on 

outputt real wage and lagged employment are significantly 

different from zero in the expected direction at the 5% 

significance level. This fact supports consideration of 

the short demand function later and was expected due to the 

high multicollinearity present. The corrected R2 indicates 

a high degree of explanatory power and the Durbin-Watson 

statistic / 

(1) Note that the presence of adjustment lags in the 
demand and supply functions means that the equilibrium 
will be short-run rather than long-run in general. 
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I 

statistic would suggest no strong autocorrelation present. 

However, - the inclUsion- of. the lagged dependent variable 

means that the D. W. statistic is, biased towards 2. The 

Durbin (1970) test was attempted but collapsed as it 

involved the square root, of a negative number. A 

practical alternative suggested by Kenkel (1974) is to 

use the upper limit of the D. W. statistic as the critical 

value. As the du value is 1.90 in this case, 

autocorrelation cannot be discounted and this problem will 

be pursued shortly. Moreover, due to the small number of 

observations i. e. 23 there is the possibility of bias 

due to the presence of the lagged dependent variable even 

when autocorrelation is not a problem though this bias is 

unlikely to be severe. 

Taking the estimates at 'face valuelt the coefficient 

on log Et_l implies that just over 40% of the desired 

change in employment takes place within a year, though 

this value is not quite significantly greater than zero 

at the 5% level. Allowing for the adjustment lag, the 

0 
coefficient on log Qt implies that a 1% change in output 

would cause a 1.4% change in employment. 

The estimated coefficient on log Q is, in fact, an 

estimate of x(a(1-1/) +1. /, ) 
vv 

and represents the short-run 

effect of an output change on employment demand. It is 

fairly simple to derive an estimate of V. the returns to 

scale parameter by using estimates of x and a from the 

other coefficients. It is worth noting the difference in 

interpretation of the output coefficient from the Ball 

and / 
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and St. Cyr model in Chapter 3. 
I 

However, it is more difficult to obtain a standard 

error for the' derived estimates, particularly V, which is 

required if anything definite is to be concluded about 

the plausibility of estimation. Whilst this problem is 

present in any model with composite estimates of param6t. ers, 

as with models including an adjustment process, the above 

expression is perhaps particularly complex. it is 

possible to specify the equation in terms of its parameters 

and estimate them directly, taking account of the restrictions 

implied between the coefficients on the variables. This 

involves non-linear least squares estimationt LSQ, which 

is available on the TSP, Time Series Processorr econometric 

package. This procedure was carried out for this equation 

and for all the other OLS equations reported in Tables 8.1 

and 8.3. 

The procedure proved successful in quickly converging 

on parameter estimates consistent with the corresponding 

I)LS estimates. The standard errors reported are derived 

from the linearised model on convergence and 
ýre 

asymptotically equivalent to non-linear least squares 

standard errors. With a data set of twenty or so 

observations, these values will not be fully reliable. 

An estimate of returns to scale of 0.34 was obtained which 

is very low relative to neoclassical theory and usual 

empirical results. However, a standard error of 0.81 

suggests a very imprecý-se estimate. The coefficient 

on log (w/p)t implies an elasticity of employment with 

respect to the real wage of 0.80. Whilst not implausible, 

this value for the elasticity of substitution of capital 

for labour is high relative to the value of o. 5 often 
obtained / 
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obtained in time'series stuclies. 

Estimation for-the years 1952-71, reported as (2), 

yield a similar-speed of adjustment of 42% but an even lower 

and again imprecise estimate of returnp- to scale of 0.21. 

Howevery an F-test value of 0.4 indicates no statistical 

evidence of instability between the two sets of estimates. 

These results can be compared to those in the 

quarterly study for the period 1959-71, reported in Chapter 

3 where adjustment of 13% per quarter is reasonably similar 

but returns-to, scale were 1.24 and the elasticity of, 

substitution was much higher at 1.79, possibly due to the 

absence of a time trend in the quarterly specification. 

ii) Estimation of. the. full. demand function, by 2SLS to 

allow for endogeneity of wage determination is complicated 

by the fact that the wage variables in the two functions 

are defined differently. Other elements besides the 

industry wage rate appear iln the wage variables and, if 

they can be treated as exogenously determinedr then they 

should be separated out and used as instrumental variables 

to improve efficiency of'estimation. To do this in 

the demand function, labour overheads are expressed as 

a proportion, e, of average hourly wage ratesr 6, and 

assumed exogenous to the firm. Then; - 

109 (w/P) -"ý 109 (4ý(l + e) /p) = log w+ log (1 +e) /p (8.2) 

where (1 + e)/p can be treated as exogenous. 

'In the supply function, weekly wage rates can be expressed 

as the multiple of average hourly wage rates, 4)-, and average 

weekly hours of work, H, so that: - 
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log W= log (wH/; R) = log w+ log H/71 (8.3) 

where the bar indicates an average of all industries and 

H/wH is treated as exogenous. 

If there is doubt about the exogeneity of either 

e)/P or H/: R to employment demand and supply then 

it is possible to omit-these variables from the instruments 

used in the belief that there will be sufficient instruments 

remaining, but in practice goodness-of-fit and plausibility 
(2) 

were lessened by this omission 

The resulting full demand function, estimated by 

2SLS for 1949-71, is reported as (3) in Table 8.1. 

As can be seen, the estimates are not drastically 

changed from OLS. The coefficients on t and log H 
ot 

remain insignificant, the speed of adjustment is higher at 47% 

and the returns to scale is also higher but still implausibly 

low at 0.56. The standard error of the regression is 

identical and DW almost identical. 

Estimation for 1952-71, reported as (4), yields a 

similar adjustment speed of 49% but a lower returns to 

scale of 0.30t with no statistical evidence of instability. 

iii) The main problem with the results so far is not a 

lack of plausibility but a lack of precision in the derived 

parameters stemming from large standard errors on the 

estimates of the lagged employment and output variables. 

(2) Ideally.. any endogeneity, either from this source or 
from the variables which appear as exogenous to suPPlYr 
but are likely to be influenced by demand, in 
particular hours of work,, and unem-Dloyinentr should be 
jointly ex-)lained but-this was felt to be beyond t, e 
scope of the nresent--model. Even so, theix use as 

cor reporting exogenous is ýubiods and strengthens the-case , 
the shor. t 7. iiodel results, where the's-e -variables are omitted. 
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The returns to scale parame ter is found to be lower than 

expected but cannot be shown to be significantly less 

than unity.. In an attempt to get away from this 

inconclusive situation, the short-demand-funct-ion was 

estimated, firstly by 2LS for 1949-71, and is reported 

as (5) in Table 8.1. 

The expected increase in precision is achieved and 

all estimates are strongly significant at the 5% levelt 

without any loss of explanatory power and without drastic 

changes in the implied short-run parameters. The adjustment 

speed is increased to 50%, the returns to scale becomes 0.89r 

a more plausible value, though LSQ estimates a standard error 

of 0.46, and the elasticity of substitution takes a value 

of 0.72. The Durbin test no longer collapses and its value 

of 0.931tested as N(O,, l),,, suggests no problem of autocorrelation, 

though the Durbin test is intended as a large sample test. 

The du critical value is 1.66 in this case, so autocorrelation 

is just rejected by the Kenkel test. 

Estimation for 1952-71p reported as (6), yields a 

higher speed of adjustment of 56% p. a. and a lower returns 

to scale of 0.71. 

iv) To allow for endogeneity of wage determination, 2SLS 

was used as before but with the short version of both 

demand and supply functions. The short demand function, 

results, estimated by 2SLS for 1949-71, i. s reported as (7). 

Again, little change results from using 2SLS with 

identical explanatory power, an adjustment speed of 53% 

and lower returns to scale of 0.78. Simultaneity bius 

from the wage variable does not seem to be a serious problem. 

Results 
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Results for 1952-71, reported as (8), follow the usual 

pattern of a higher adjustment speed of 61% and much lower 

returni to scale of 0.51. 

In summary-thent the full demand function yields low 

but imprecise estimates of the returns to scale parameter 
I 

whilst the short models yields more precise short run 

estimates and more pla usible but still imprecise values for 

returns to scale. Simultaneous estimation has little effect 

but a change in the estimation period suggests that the 

relationship is not completely stable, though instability 

cannot be shown statistically. 

In view of the inconclusive nature of the attempts to 

test for the presence of first-order autocorrelation of 

the error term, it was decided to re-estimate each equation 

on the assumption that the error term was first-order 

autocorrelated. In this way it should be possible to 

estimate the degree of autocorrelation, -. o, its significance 

and the robustness of the OLS estimates. The Hildreth-Lu 

(1960) techique, HILU, was used to estimate tlLe equatIons. This 

involves a grid search of values of P betwedn zero and 

(3) 
unity for stabler positive autocorrelation For each 

value of P, the data was transformed and the equation re- 

estimated, with the optimal value of P. being chosen as 

the one which minimizes the standard error of the regression. 

A stepsize of 0.05 was chosen for P, to avoid missing 

any 'spike' minima without undue extent of estimation. 

(3) Negative and unstable values were also searched 

-where thought appropriate but no such minima were 
found. 
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The results are reported for the demand functions in 

Table 8.2. 

HILU estimation of the full demand function for 

1949-71, to be compared with (1) of Table 8.11 yields a 

high p of 0.90 with a reported t- value of 9.7 implying 

strong significance, though explanatory-power is only 

slightly increased. Parameter estimates are considerably 

changed, with an increased adjustment speed of 66%, 

returns, to-scale of 1.43, i. e. very high rather than very 

low, and a very low a of 0.12. Interestinglyr the short- 

run estimates of the effect of normal hours and the time 

trend on employment demand become much larger and significant 

with correct signs, at the 5% level. A similar pattern 

emerges for the period 1952-71, to be compared with (2) 

of Table (8-1), with ap of 0.85, faster adjustment of 

66%, a mugh higher and more plausible returns-to-scale of 

1.08 but an even lower of 0.015. 

The HILU technique can be app*lied in conjunc-ti6n with 

2SLS, TSHILU, and the results compared with (3) and (4) of 

Table 8.1. The effect is similar to that in the HILU results 

-a high P, faster adjustmentimuch higher returns-to-scale, 

much lower elasticity of substitution and normal hours and 

time trend significantly negative. 

'The overall effect of allowing for first-order 

autocorrelation in the full demand model is considerable 

but whilst it may be said to improve some aspects of the 

model with more significant or plausible values, it does 

so at the expense of the real wage variable and hence the 

estimate / 
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estimate of the elasticity of substitution. 

In the short demand model the effect of autocorrelation 

is much less drastic, supporting the Durbin-test results. 

A-value of P of 0.20 or 0.30 is found which is not 

significantly positive (t = 1.0 and t=1.4). Speed of 

adjustment is increased but only by 7 or 8%,, returns-to.: qcale 

and elasticity of substitution are little changed. 

Since, first-order autocorrelation is likely to 

indicate the omission of important explanatory variables, 

or other mis-specification, it seems curious that the full 

model has much stronger autocorrelation than the short 

model and that the two omitted variables are insignificant 

in the OLS results but significant in the HILU results. 

v) A similar treatment was then given to the supply side 

of the market. Firstly, the full, supply function was 

estimated by OLS, again for the years 1949-71. The results 

are reported as equation (1) in Table 8.3. 

All estimated coefficients have the signs expected but 

only lagged employment and relative unemployment have short- 

run estimates which are significantly differeni from zero 

at the 5% level. The two parameters expected to be most 

influential, i. e. those of total labour force and relative 

wages have. very low t- values, which is confirmed by LSQ 

estimation. Overall explanatory power is high and the 

Durbin test does not indicate that autocorrelation is present. 

Taking the estimates at face value, despite insignificance 

where presentr indicates an adjustment speed of 22% P. a., 

much slower than demand, a long-run elasticity of supply 

with respect to total labour force of 1.10 and an elasticity. 

with / 
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with respect*to relative wages of 0.57. 

Estimation for the'period 1952-71 gives results 

reported as (2)f which are similar in terms of significance . 
but implying a lower adjustment speed of 13% p. a. and a much 

lower elasticity with respect to labour force of 0.34. The 

latter is not surprising in view of the lack of significance 

of the estimate. But the elasticity of supply with respect 

to relative unemployment which is based on a significant 

short-run estimate changes from 0.65 to 1.26. An F value 

of 0.2'again indicates no evidence of overall instability 

between the two estimation periods. 

vi) The results from estimating the. full supply function 

by 2SLSy as described in the demand section, is reported as 

(3) in Table 8.3j, for-1949-71. 

Allowing for simultaneity causes the estimate of the 

total labour force and relative wages parameters to be 

negative and that on relative hours to be positive, contrary 

to 'expectat'ions but still insignif icantly dif f erent f rom 

zero. The adjustment speed is higher at 29% though its 

standard error is considerably increased from 6.107 to 

0.246. Explanatory power is reduced and the DW is lowered 

to a value which'suggests that autocorrelation is present. 

For 1952-71l reported as (4), the effect is not so 

great. Explanatory power and DN are unchanged and 

estimates maintain the correct sign though lacking in 

significance. " The main effect of 2SLS is to considerably 

increase the elasticity with respect to labour force to 

0. ý77 and with respect, to relative wages to 1.60 with a 

slight / 
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slight-change in adjustment speed to 15%. 

vii) Aq with thd demand model, estimates are generally 

lacking in precision and this is likely to be due to 

multicollinearity. Because of this, the short supply 

function was estimated. In this case the omission'of 

relative hours and unemployment is less defensible since 

relative unemployment has been seen to have a significant 

effect whilst labour force and relative wages have not. 

The choice is made on a priori rather than empirical 

grounds. 

Estimation of the short supply function by OLS for 

1949-71 is reported as (5) in Table 8.3. 

Explanatory power is significantly reduced but the 

DW statistic and h-test do not suggest that the omissions 

are leading to autocorrelation. Adjustment speed is 

considerably increased to 44% and a strongly significant 

labour force coefficient estimate yields a long-run 

elasticity of 2.98, a considerable increase, with an LSQ 

estimate of 0.31 for the standard error. The relative 

wage estimate remains insignificantirthough with a 

larger elasticity of 0.95. 

Estimation for 1952-71, reported as (6), is not much 

different from the above with a slightly higher adjustment 

speed of 47% and lower elasticities. 

viii) Estimation of the short supply function by 2SLS 

for 1949-71 is reported as (7) in Table 8.3. 

Explanatory power and Durbin Watson are little changedr 

but allowing for endogeneity of wage determination appears 

to 
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a 

to remove the effect of. relative wages on supply leaving 

a very weak negative effect, Adjustmentzpeed is 

slightly increased to 52% and long-run elasticity with 

respect to labour force reduced to 2.65.1 

Estimation for 1952-71, reported as (8) gives quite 

different r, esults with an adjustment speed of 71%, a 

stronger negative but still insignificant relative wage 

effect and a long-run elasticity of supply with regard 

to labour force of 2.04, with inferior explanatory power. 

The results of estimating the supply functions by 

HILU,, to allow for possible autocorrelated errors, are 

reported in Table 8.4. The full supply model yields 

a high and strongly significant Ps, both for 1949-71 and 

1952-71. The estimate for 1949-71 is unity, suggesting 

that a 'first difference' formulation-is optimal. The 

speed of adjustment-is increased considerably to around 

65%. and the elasticity of supply with respect to total. labour 

force is lowered to 0.69 for 1949-71 and 0.27 for 1952-71. 

The elasticity with respect to wages which was, quite close 
0 

in the OLS estimation forthe two periods is raised to 0.65 

for 1949-71 and lowered to 0.08 for 1952-71. 

For TSHILU estimation, the odd results Of (3) in 

Table (8.3) are removed and the results are quite similar 

to'HILU with a .p 
close to unity. 

The extent of autocorrelation in the short supply 

model is very dependent on the estimation period - 0.15 for 

1949-71 and 1.00 for 1952-71. The effect on OLS estimates 

is similar with little effect for 1949-71 but a considerable 

increase / 
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increase in adjustment speed for 1952-71 to a'value of 

1.14, implying over adjustment-within a year, and a 

corresponding reduction in a Again, simultaneity has 

little effect on the estimates except the wage coefficient 

for 1949-71. 

So,, first-order autocorrelation certainly seems to be 

present in the supply functions but taking it into account 

appears to emphasise rather than reduce differences between 

the two estimation periods. This suggests that a reliable 

representation of economic behaviour has not been found. 

In summaryl whilst having good explanatory power, the 

results are generally lacking in precision. A high degree 

of multicollinearity exists between the many explanatory 

variables which is reduced but not removed by adopting the 

'short' versions of the demand and supply functions. 

Comparison of the two estimation periods indicates some change 

in the estimates but this cannot be confirmed statistically. 

Derivation of key parameters, in particular returns to scale 

yields implausible values but again such implausibility 
0 

cannot be confirmed statistically. Autocorrelation of 

error terms is generally present. 

The consequence of this situation for research 

strategy in the succeeding chapters is deferred until the 

end of this chapter after a preliminary attempt to relax the 

assumption of equilibrium. 

8.4* Adjusting demand. for vacancies -and supply for unpr%ýDýoe 

Finally, in this chapter, estimation is reported of 

a model which perhaps belongs to the later chapters in 

that / 
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that the equilibrium assumptions of 8.1 are notzssumed 

to hold. However, the method of estimation is consistent 

with that used in this chapter and its assumptions- 

represent a preliminary and simple step along the path 

to a disequilibrium model. Consequently it is worth 

reporting here since evidence of improvement over the 

equilibrium model would indicate whether further 

complexity was desirable or not. 

The model follows a suggestion of the previous 

chapter in trea. ting-statisticsý"of vacancies unfilled 

and numbers unemployed as measures of excess demand and 

excess*supply respectively. Their existence is an 

obvious indication that individual labour sectors are not 

in equilibrium i. e. that wages are not adjusted 

immediately to remove any excess. However, whether the 

extent of excess demand and supply is enough to completely 

invalidate the estimation of the previous section is 

really an empirical question. 

Whilst vacancies and unemployment data are known 

to underestimate excess demand and supply, perhaps 

seriously, without knowledge of the extent of underestimation, 

the simplest procedure is to take the data at face-value. 

The vacancies figures can then be added to actual employment 

to give a measure of aggregate employment demand which can 

be used as the dependent variable in estimating (6.9) and 

(6.11). Similarly, the unemployment figures can be added 

to employment to give a measure or aggregate employment supply 

which can be used as the dependent variable in estimating 

(6.3) / 
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(6.3) and (6.10). The equations were estimated by OLS 

only. not by 2SLS since-if. the wage level is not adjusted 

immediately, it is, not*endogenously determineq. vacancies 

data was not available for the S. I. C. VI classification 

prior to 1952 and so the demand functions are reported for 

1952-71 only, whilst the supply functions are reported . 
for 1949-71 and 1952-71. The full results are reported 

in Tables 8.5 and 8.6. 

Estimation of the full demand function for 1952-71, 

reported as (1) in Table 8.51 can be compared with (2) 

in Table 8.1. The explanatory power is very simila4 as 

is the DW statistic. Short-run estimates are changed 

but not drastically so and the long-run parameter estimates, 

derived from the OLS results and hence without LSQ standard 

errors, show a slightly higher adjustment speed of 48% but 

are otherwise almost identical, with an implausibly low 

returns to, -scale estimate of 0.20. 

Estimation of the short demand function for 1952-71, 

reported as (2) in Table 8.5 bears a similar relation to 

(6) of Table 8.1, with changes in the short-ru 
0n estimates 

being counteracted by a faster adjustment speed of 66% to 

give very similar long-run parameter estimates. 

On the supply side, the full supply function is 

estimated first-for 1949-71, repqrted as (3) in Table 8.5 

and comparable with (1) of Table 8i3. 

Explanatory power and DW statistic are identical. 

However, differences in short-run estimates, whilst not 

drastic are carried over to the long-run estimatestwith a 

lower / 
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lower adjustment speed of 19% and lower elasticities 

with respect, to labour force and relativ e wages. This 

pattern is also found for the 1952-71 period-domparing 
I 

(4) in Table 8.5 with (2) in Table 8.3.1 

Estimation of the short supply function for 1949-71 and 

1952-71 reported as (5) and (6) respectively in Table 8.5 

can be compared with (5) and (6) of Table 8.3, with similar 

conclusions though the long-run elasticity with respect 

to labour force is little changed by the change of 

dependent variable. 

The results obtained allowing for first-order auto- 

correlation are reported in Table 8.6. As before, the 

results are not very different from the equivalent 

regressions in Tables 8.2 and 8.4, without the adjustment 

of the dependent variable. The exception to this is the 

short model for the period 1949-71 reported as (5) which 

is much closer to the estimation for 1952-71, with aP of 

0.95 than it is to the corresponding regression (5) of 
A 

Table 8.4, with a ýp of 0.15'. 
JI 

The overall impression is that the inclusion of 

vacancies and unemployment data in the dependent variables 

of employment demand and employment supply does not 

greatly affect the estimation results. it cannot easily 

be said that the results are a definite improvement or 

deterioration. This disappointing empirical finding 

suggests. either that e. xcess demand and supply are 

unimportant and that the equilibrium model is close enough 

to reality to be useful or that the data on vacancies and 

unemployment so seriously underestimates and mis-measures 

excess / 
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excess demand and supply that their use is inappropriate 

and other methods of estimating demand and supply must 

be found. 

In view of the poor-quality of the results in terms 

of lack of precision and implausibility of key parameter 

estimates, the latter conclusion is preferred. The 

imprecise nature of the results may be due to incorrect 

specification of the functions or lack of variability in 

the data series as well as the assumption of equilibrium. 

The next two chapters, in addition to improving the 

realism of the model by removing the equilibrium 

assumption, also bring to bear additional exogenous 

information about the state of the labour market. In 

doing so, it may be possible to compensate for the lack 

of variability mentioned above. The specification of 

the functions is not changed and any estimation procedures 

pursued are necessarily subject to the validity of the 

model specification. 
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9. A 'Homogenous' Aggregate Labour Market in Disequilibrium 

9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we first discuss the assumptions 

required to enabld aggregate employment to be considered 

as demand-determined or supply-determined at a point in 

time, in accordance with section 7.3. This is followed 

by a brief survey of attempts to specify and test this 

type of situation. We then develop techniques of 

empirical investigation which are thought suitable for a 

model of the labour market and finally pursue the consequent 

estimation. 

9.2. Requirements for 'homogenous' disequilibrium 
behaviour of the aggregate labour market. 

In the last chapter, we assumed that each sector of the 

labour market was always at, or very close to, equilibrium 

so that aggregate equilibrium was observable and demand and 

supply functions could be estimated accordingly. Each 

sector was assumed to be equilibrated by the sector's wage 

rate changing readily-rising to remove excess demand for 

labour and falling to remove excess supply. The different 

sectors' wage rates were assumed to be insulated from 

each other due to immobility of labour, by region, 

occupation etc. r and so wage rates need not be equalised 

throughout the industry. 

This assumption of perfect flexibility Of wage rates 

seems somewhat unrealistic. In section 7.3, we discussed 

several reasons to suggest that sectors1wage rates were 

not sufficiently flexible to achieve equilibrium in the 

short runr though there may be a long-run tendency for 

wage rates to move towards their equilibrium levels. 

However, / 
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However, the factors affecting demand and supply will be 

changing over time, and so the demand and supply functions 

for each sector, will be shiftin4 and changing the 

equilibrium levels of employment and wage rate. 

Therefore, each sector will generally be in dis- 

equilibrium. If the wage rate is above equilibrium level, 

then employment will be equal to the demand for labour 

and excess supply will be present, as shown in Fig. 9.1. 

If the wage rate is below equilibrium then employment will 

be equal to the supply of labour and excess demand will be 

present, as shown in Fig. 9.2. 
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Consequently, for us to be able to observe the 

aggregate demand for labour, at a point in timp, it 

is necessary for all sectors to be demand-determined and 

hence to have their wage rates at or above equilibrium. 

Similarly for aggregate labour supply to be observed 

at a point in time, all sectors must have their wage 

rates at or below equilibrium. The hypothesis put 

forward in this chapter is that the sectors of the industry 

labour market are sufficiently homogenous for them 

all to be demand-determined or all to be supPlY- 

determined/ 
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determined, at-a point-in time. Underlying this 

hypothesis is the'. assumption that-the variables, ' which 

affect employment demand and supplyr move in a similar 

way in all'sectors. 

If there is a long-run tendency for employment and 

A, 

the'wage rate to move towards equilibrium in each sectore 

then a change in one of the variables affecting demand or-. 

supply, willcause a shift in the corresponding function. 

This will create an imbalance between demand and supplye 

given wage inflexibility. Provided that the variable 

which changes does so for each sector in the same directionr 

then the resulting imbalances will be in the same direction 

in each sector, i. e. either all sectors will have excess 
.f 

,ý supply and be demand-determined or they will all have 

excess demand and be supply-determined. The resulting 

aggregate position will be that observed aggregate employment 

will lie either on the aggregate demand function or on the 

supply function but not generally on both. 

A particular hypothesis, which we hope to test, is that 

it is changes in the demand for the industry'S'OutPut 

which are the major cause of shifts in the labour market. 

When product demand is hight the demand for labour curve 

shifts to the right and excess demand results, with'supply- 

determination of employment* When product demand is 

low, the demand for labour curve shifts to the left and 

excess supply results, with demand-determination of 

employment, as shown in Fig. 7.1. 

9.2 / 
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9.3 A survey. of regime-r-switching and. disequilibrium models 

a) .. Estimation . 

If it were. known prior to estimation, -in which periods 

the aggregate employment level is demand-determined and in 

whi th it is supply determined, then it would be a simple 

matter to separate our observations into the two 'regimes' 

and estimate the two functions separately. Where this 

prior knowledge is not available then estimation becomes 

much more complicated. A substantial body of literature 

has developed concerned with the theoretical and-empirical 

econometric problems of estimating and testing 'regime- 

switching' models. 

A pioneering article in this area was Quandt (1958). 

Quandt considered the situation of a single switch from 

one regime to another at an unknown point in a time series 

of T observations. He derives a likelihood function 

which for given T, is dependent solely on t, the location 

of the switch point. Since t is a discrete rather than a 

continuous variable, he suggests that the likelihood function 

be maximize'd with respect to t by evaluating, -it for each 

possible value of t 
land 

then choosing the global maximum. 

Parameters of the two regimes are estimated by ordinary 

least squares for each value of t. 

Whilst this procedure can b6 generalised to more 

than one switch of regimesr the type of situation where frequent 

switching is li'kely to occur would involve impossibly 

cumbersome computational work, 

of the likelihood function. 

with order 2T evaluations 

This 
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This method can only really be practical where 

observations can be arranged in such a way that a single 

switch of regimes'takes'place. 

Quandt (1972) suggests an alternative procedure for 

dealing with the situation of many possible switches. 

He assumes that. there is an unknown probability x of an 

observation being generated by regime 1 and probability 

(1 -%) of being generated by regime 2. A complicated 

likelihood function is derived which is to be maximized 

with respectto'thL- parameters of the two regimes, their 

standard errors and x, with x restricted to lie between 

zero and unity. Thus estimation is difficult andrin 

sampling expdriments, the non-linear maximizing algorithm 

failed to converge in 22 per cent of all replications. 

Furthermore, a disadvantage of this procedure is that it 

does not allow individual observations to be identified 

with particular regimes, even after estimation. 

A feature of both Quandt's estimation methods is. that 

they require no exogenous information about when a switch 

is likely to occur. Where such information ifs not 

available then this feature is clearly an advantage. 

However, where information is available, as is often the case 

with economic studies, which can indicate whether a particular 

regime is likely or unlikely. to be observed, a method 

which incorpotates this information should lead ýo improved 

estimates of the two regimes. 

Fair and Jaffee (1972) put forward several methods which 

impose varying degrees of restrictiveness in their use of 

additional information. 

A/ 
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A. trade-qff-between the variance and bias of 

estimates is li. ke. ly since the. more restrictive the. 

assumpti. oris are,, -the less likely they are, to be valid ones. 

Fair and Jaffee's basic model consists of demand 

and supply equations both of which include price, P, as a 

determinant but P is not assumed to adjust each period 

to equate demand and supply. The assumption that 

observed quantity will be equal to the minimum of 

quality demanded and quantity supplied is also treated 

as a basic requirement and corresponds to the assumption 

made about the labour market in the previous section. 

Further assumptions concern the strength of relationship 

between changes in price (observed) and the state of 

excess demand (unobserved). Their'directional methods' 

involve the assumption that the sign of the price 

change will be the same as that of excess demandibased 

on the rationale that demand greater than supply will 

cause price to rise and demand less than supply will, cause 

price to fall. Whilst the latter rationale may seem 

plausible enoughr the use of price change asa 'signal' 

for excess demand is in effect a reversal of the relation- 

ship and will only be valid if price is not influenced by 

other factors than excess demand. For this to be true 

the demand and supply equations will clearly need to be 

fully specified. 

Fair and Jaffee point out that even if the above 

assumption is valid, the estimation of the demand and 

supply functions may still be subject to inconsistency. 

Large values of the non-stochastic element of demand 

and / 
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an, d. supply are-, likely to be associated with 'small positive 

or mbgzýtive errors sinde 'large values plus large -positive 

errors are'unlikely to be observed in either regime. 

This problem. is, mostly likely where demand and supply 

quantities are close in magnitude. To 'minimize this 

problem of incondistendy, Fair and Jaffee recommend using 

price informatibn to alloca*te observations to a regime 

where the excess demand statUs is in little doubt and 

then to evaluate all'possible likelihood functions 

associate Id with the other 'doubtful' observations to 

find the maximum. The order of the computational work 
T should be considerably reduced from 2 

Fair and Jaffeels'quantitative method'goes a stage 

further and assumes a direct proportional relationship 

between the price change and the extent of excess 

demand. This assumption allows observed quantity to 

be adjusted by the price change multiplied by the constant 

proportional factor,, - yrto give (unobse'rved) demand or supply 

depending on the sign of the price change. As the 

proportional factor is unknown, the price change variable 

is transferred to the right-hand side of the equationr 

where y, can be estimated along with the other parameters 

ofthe demand and supply equations. The price change 

variable appears in'the demand equation only when price 

change is positive i. e. when excess demand prevails, and 

is zero otherwIse and vv.. for the supply equation. 

Whilst-this procedure appears to make estimatable, 

relatioriships which are partly uncibserved, it'does so 

at / 
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at the expense of astrong, and perhaps invalid assumption. 

Furthe'rmor'e',: several, estimation problems remain. Firstly, 

the factor appears -in both equations -and -so should be 

constrained, to beýthe same in both equations. Secondly, 

not only the price level but price changes will be 

endogenotis-variables and methods such as two-stage least 

squares are complicated by the fact that the price change 

variable is zero for many observations. Fair and 

Jaffee are not able to deal with both of these elements 

together and are left with a trade-off between 

efficiencyri. e. constraining the ypstimate, and consistencyr 

i. e. allowing for simultaneity. 

Fair and Jaffee apply their demand and supply model 

together with the different directional and quantitative 

methods to the U. S. housing market, with the price 

variable being the mortgage rate. They first estimate 

demand and supply equations using all observations of 

quantity in each equation, as if in equilibrium, as d 

benchmark. Then they attempt to use a number of 

algorithms to obtain the general maximum of-the 

likelihood function of the basic model with no additional 

assumptions., These. attempts proved unsuccessful. 

Directional method I yields a better fit and lower standard 

errors than the benchmark equations, though without 

changing the coefficients drastically. Directional 

method II, which involves searching for the optimal 

allocation of those periods whose state of'excess. demand 

is doubtful, ' tends -to make the coefficient estimate of 

the / 
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the price variabld. in the demand equation inplausibly 

large. - The, quantitative method'. yields resultsvery 

similar to the'. (overall)' benchmark regressionsithough 

the price change variable -is generally significant and of 

correct sign. ' This does suggest that disequilibrium 

is a feature of. -the housing, market,, though it is dis- 

appointing or-comforting (depending on one's viewpoint) 

to note thatlittle bias seems to be introduced by the 

assumption of equilibrium. 

Whilst the use of price information in regime 

separation clearly has some appeal to it, it is not 

necessarily a complete or even the best indicator of excess 

demand or supply in a particular market. Other authorst 

e. g. Fair and Kelejian (1974) and Goldfeld and Quandt 

(1975), have attempted to allow other factors to influence 

price changes by specifying a stochastic relationship 

between price change and excess demand and other factors, 

to be specified in particular situations. However, 

allocation of an observation to a particular*regime becomes 

probabilistic rather than deterministic and estimation 

involved the maximization of complicated likelihood 

functionstwith empirical difficulties experienced. 

Rosen and Quandt (1978) have attempted to apply 

such a disequilibrium model to an aggregate labour market. 

The. labour demand function, is obtained from the marginal 

productivity of labour condition in the context of 

a neoclassical production function,, e. g. CESr-90 that demand 

is dependent upon wage, output and a time trend., No 

lag / 
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lag is allowed in adjusting labour demand to its desired 

level. Labour-supply, at the economy level, is 

postulated to depend upon net wage,. unearned income 

and a 'potential labour input' variable, to allow for 

changes in the population of working age. 
I 

Together with the usual assumption, that observed 

quantity of labour will be equal to the minimum of demand 

and supplyp Rosen and Quandt also assume adjustment of the 

real wage stochastically dependent on excess demand and 

an additional factor to account for non-competitive 

effects on wagesfe. g. union influence. They estimate the 

model using maximum likelihood without any apparent 

difficulty. Empirical results are found to be generally 

plausible. Whether the maximum likelihood estimation 

technique- is always well-behaved is an empirical question 

not answered from a sample of one, particularly as the 

demand and supply equations contained no adjustment 

processes in the form of lagged dependent variables. ' 

Also there is the question of whether there is further 

information available in the case of the labour market, 

which might help in the separation and estimation of 

demand and supply, to be pursued in the next section. 

Testing 

If it proves possible to estimate a disequilibrium 

model of a particular market then it is desirable that 

we be able to rigorously test the disequil ibrium hypothesis 

against the more usual equilibrium hypothesis. The 

disequilibrium model clearly involves much more 

specification / 
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specificatiori and computational effort so that'a clear 

case Ior' -its superiority over the -equilibrium model is 

needed to discourage use of the 'easy optiod' in appropriate 

situations. Quandt addresses himself to the testing of 

'regime' hypotheses as well as the estimation Of them. 

In Quandt (i. 958), a likelihood ratio test is first. 

suggested, where the numerator of the ratiot is 

the value of the likelihood function when the optimal 

separation of the two regimes has been carried out 

(alternative hypothesis) and the denominator is the value 

of the likelihood function when no switch is allowed so 

that all observations obey one regime (null hypothesis). 

Quandt shows that this ratio can be expressed simply in terms of 

the standard errors of the two separate regime regressions 

and the overall regression. Under certain conditions, 

which this model does not really satisfyi, -2 log -, X can be tested 

as a Chi-squared distribution. 

Alternatively. a classical (variance) Chow test can 

be carried out. comparing the sum of the residual sum of squar@s 
0 

of, the two regime regiýeqs. Lqns j with the overall regressionr 

based on the maximum likelihood split into regimes. 

However, there will be a problem with the significance of 

this IF-test' since the switch point is not exogenously 

determined. Consequently, the sum of the squared residuals 

from the two regimes will be lower than it should be, 

leading to more frequent rejection of the null hypothesis 

than significance levels would suggest. 

Toavoid this problem, the split into regimes may be 

made exogenously but such a split would be ar itrary, e. g. 

centralt / 
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central, and if. incorrectly positioned would lead to 

'contaminatioril'of one or other of the regimes. This 

could weaken the, F-test, power,, leading to less frequent 

rejection of the null hypothesis. If possibler some 

central observations could be omitted to lessen the 

risk of contamination, but this omission of observations. 

lessens the degrees of freedom in estimation and may 

still leave an inaccurate F-testrif the true switch 

point is not central. The above considerations appear 

to favour the likelihood ratio test but Quandt (1960) 

sets up an (artificial) sampling experiment which 

indicates that -2 log X does not obey a Chi-squared 

distribution even for samples of size 60. 

Another test is put forward in Quandt (1960) based 

on the use of the estimates of one regime to predict 

values of the dependent variable for observations from 

the other regime ia. predictions of the values of the 

dependent variable that would have occurred had the 

regime not switched. Residuals between predicted and 

actual values can then be calculated and their mean and 

variances calculated. If the null hypothesis were 

correct then this mean would have an expected value of 

zero. Hence a t-test can be performed which tests 

whether the sample mean is significantly different from 

zero. As with the F-test suggested above, this test is 

influenced by the endogeneity of the switch point selection. 

More recently, Quandt (1978) explicitly considers a 

supply and demand disequilibrium model similar to that of 

Fair / 
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Fair and Jaffee, wi-th a price adjustment equation relating 

pric e changes to 'excess demand with the possibility 

of other. =f4c . tors and'optionaýly stoc4cýptýq! 
_ 'Under- 

certain assumptiohý, in particular that-the price adjust- 

ment equation be validoin the sense that some adjustment 

be taking place due to excess demand, and that it be a 

stochastic relation, the equilibrium hypothesis can be 

seen to be a nested hypothesis of the disequilibrium one. 

The parameter on. excess demand in the price adjustment 

equation represents the speed of adjustment and, as this 

approaches infinity, the disequilibrium model approaches 

the equilibrium one. Thus a test of whether the inverse 

of this parameter estimate is significantly different 

from zero is a test of the equilibrium hypothesis. 

Hpweverl it must be noted that this test is subject 

not only to correct specification of demand and supply 

equations, but also to correct specification of the price 

adju! ftment equation. Minor changes in specification could 

lead to loss of the 'nesting property'. In such situations, 

Quandt recommends use of a likelihood ratio, not as a 

rigorous theoretical test but as a practical means of 

discriminating between conflicting hypotheses* 

Rosen and Quandt, in estimating their labour market 

model. also setup an equilibrium version where labour 

demand and supply are equal to actual labour. This- 

equilibrium versiori is non-nested by the disequilibrium 

model but is found to be inferior in terms of likelihood 

value and plausibility of parameter estimates. Wage levels 

seem / 
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seem to take several-years to approach equilibrium. Thus 

the estimation oflabou'r markets in ditequilibriumirather 

than assuming equilibri'um. does appear to be a worthwhile 

and feasible pursuit. - we now consider possible ways 

of carrying out such a pursuit for the aggregate industry 

labour market-. 

9.4. Methods, of estimation 

Most of the models surveyed in the previous section 

have concentrated on the use of price-information to 

determine the regime of an observation. In our case, 

considering a labour market. there are good reasons to 

modify this approach. Firstly, as will be discussed 

shortly, changes in the price of labour are unlikely to 

simply reflect excess demand and secondly, we have 

available exogenous measures of the extent of excess 

demand-data unique to a labour marketsuch as unemployment 

and vacancies figures. The regime selection process 
, 

should be considerably improved by judicious use of this 

information. 
JI 

If we can obtain enough extraneous information to 

enable us to. rank our observations by the degree of their 

excess demand or supply then we can assign those with the 

highest excess demand or lowest excess supply to the 

supply 'regime' and those with highest excess supply or 

lowest excess demand to the demand regime. Our problem 

then becomes essentially one of locating the single switch 

point from one regime to the other, though there remains 

the problem of'whether middle observations could belong 

to both regimes or should be omitted from both regimes to 

lessen the problem of inconsistency mentioned earlier. The 
location / 
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. 
location of a singlei'switch point-was considered in the 

basic Quandt-(1958) model and the maximum likelihood 

split is obtained by maximizing the -sum of the log-likeiihood 

values from separate O. L. S. estimation of the two regimes, 

for all possible splits of the data intq the two regimes. 

Various ways of using extraneous information to perform. 

the ranking*, of observations presented themselves: - 

i) the level of unemployment relative to the level of 

employment is a straightforward indicator -(referredto. 

-irrthd tables as U-BASED) of the extent of excess supply 

which should be high when employment is demand-determined 

and low when supply-determined. Its usefulness as a 

ranking will be limited by the fact that measurement 

errors in reported unemployment, due to non-registration 

etc.,, may cause its rank to differ from that of 'true' excess 

supply. 

ii) similarly the level of vacancies remaining unfilled 

relative to the level of employment-can be used as an 

indicator (V- BASE])) of the extertof excess demand and the 

ratio should be high when employment is supply-determined 

and low when demand-determined. Non-reporting of 

vacancies is likely to cause larger errors in this ratio 

than in the excess supply one, weakening its use as a sole 

indicator of excess demand. 

Of course, it is possible to combine the information 

on unemployment'and vacancies to obtain one measure of 

excess demand/supply. However, any composite measure 

which involves subtraction of one from the other or 

division of one by the other, is likely to compound the 

measurement/ 
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measurement errors, of the two separate measures and make the 

resulting ranking-more, -unreliable, particularly if the measure- 

ment errors are negatively correlated. Consequently, this 

wasý. -not done. 

ii, i). the direction of change of the price of labour may 

be taken as an indicator of whether excess demand or excess 

supply is present, as suggested by Fair and Jaffee for 

the housing market. However, if the price of labour is 

taken to be the hourly money wage rate then its direction 

of change would appear to be of limited use as an 

indicator of excess demand. The wage rate has increased 

monotonically throughout the estimation period but this 

is unlikely to be due to continuing excess demand. Whilst 

we do not believe that the money wage rate is rapidly 

adjusted to remove excess demand due to any shift in 

demand or supply schedules, there must be some factors 

affecting demand or supply which are quickly adjustedfor, to 

explain the path of the wage rate, without continual excess 

demand. In particular, we may expect the price of output 

on the demand side and the aggregate wage rate on the 

supply side to have a rapid effect upon the money wage rate, 

such that wage rate changes occur before excess demand 

can develop due to these factors. 

The strongest rationale for the above phenomena is 

on the supply siderwhere workers or their trade union 

representatives are readily aware of wage increases 

occurring in other industries and are rapidly able to 

obtain comparable increases in their own industry wage 

rate. / 
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rate. Other factors affecting supply and demand are assumed 

less easily perceived or acted upon. These other factors 

do cause excess demand or supply to occur and wageýrates 

will-slowly adjust-in the-right direction to remove the 

excesses. He nce, if we use the direction of change of 

the industry wage'rate relative to the aggregate wage 

rate,,, this maylýe a viable indicator of the excess demand/ 

supply present. -where the simple money wage rate is not. 

A. similar argument might be made on the demand side, with 

employers reacting to price changes, but it is felt that 

the supply reaction will dominate. 

The procedure, thenis to calculate percentage changes 

in the ratio of industry wage rate to the aggregate wage 

rate and to rank observations accordingly. ThQse 

observations with the highest percentage increases indicate 

excess demand and are thus exýected to be supply-determined 

and vice versa. 

Clearlyr the resultant measure (W-BASED) is subject 

to the validity of the above hypothesis concerning employees' 

reaction to aggregate wacp changes. Because oýf thist 

the measure should be applied cautiously and, as with the 

other measures, it will be used only as a ranking variable 

and not as a continuous variable or as a means of a priori 

separation, i. e. the 'cut-off' point between demand and 

supplY-determination is treated as unknown. 

Peel and Walker (1978) adopt a similar method for 

the aggregate U. K. labour market. However, they specify 

the direction of change in expected real wage, i. e. the 

change / 
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change in money wages over and above the expected change 

in pri-ces, as the indicator of excess demand or supply. 

Whilst, thi's seems a reasonable hypothesist it does 

involve the further specification and estimation of 

expected inflation, a considerable task in itself. 

Furthermore, Peel and Walker do not specify a supply 

function but-esýimate separate demand functions for the 

two regimes, one of which is meant to be supply-determined. 

Thus, it is difficult to assess the success of their 

separation method. 

iv) Finally, 'as suggested in 9.2, changes in demand 

for the industry's output may be the major cause of imbalance 

in the labour market. If this is the case then a 

measure of the pattern of output can be used as a means 

of splitting our observations into demand and Supply 

regimes. Such a measure was developed for the engineering 

industry, and for other industries, in Briscoe and 

Roberts (1975) by de-trending a quarterlyr seasonally 

adjusted, output series and smoothing it by taking moving- 

averages. The resulting series (O-BASED) shows a 

definite cyclical pattern which can be used to rank 

observations - those with highest output values being 

allocated to the supply regime and those with lowest 

values to th e demand regime. Again the switch-point is 

unknown. 

Thus we have four ways of'ranking our observations, 

all'intended to be by degree of (unobserved) excess demand 

or supply. Each will yield different demand and supply 

regimes / 
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regimes and it is worth noting the rank patterns which 

these measures impose. Table 9.1 indicates the rankings 

of the four measureq, with that of the unemployment ratio 

reversed so that for. all four, a low number, represents 

high excess demand and is thus likely to belong to the 

supply regime and a high number represents low excess 

demand and is thus likely to belong to the demand regime. 

Vacancy data, at the SIC level, was only available from 

1952 onwards and so, for consistency, regime separation 

was performed for the period 1952-74 for all four measures. 

The earlier years,, 1949-5l, can then be allocated to demand 

or supply regimes on the basis of 1952-7l, regime estimates. 

As can be seen, the four measures are by no means perfectly 

correlated. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient 

is always positive between pairs of the rank measures, 

taking a value of just over 0.60 for the three pairings 

which involve the vacancy-based ranking, about 0.34 for 

the other two pairings- which involve the wage-change 

ranking but only 0.14 between the output and unemployment 

based rankingsil) As we have no strong a priori preference 

for one measure rather than another and no grounds for 
(2) 

combining them into one composite measure, the empirical 

procedure adopted was to investigate the use of each 

measure separately; then to attempt to choose between them 

on the basis of both statistical and economic plausibility 

criteria. 

The statistical criteria-for choosing the demand and 

supply regimes split have already been discussedt i. e. 

maximizing 

(1) The 5% critical value for 20 observations is approx. 0.45 
(2) Factor analysis could be used to combine the various measures, 

but this was not done. 
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maximizing. 11'keli'hood'values. This should also 

serve as a means of comparison, if not a rigorous 

statistical'test. - between alternative rank measures. 

Alsor it, was felt to be worthwhile to de'velop, as a 

benchmark, a regime split based put I on maximizing likelihood. 

This is now described. 

V) Whilst a complete evaluation of the likelihood values 

for all possible splits was not feasible, a sequential 

procedure was adopted in which each step taken was on 

the basis of maximum likelihood. Firstly, a regime was 

estimated using all twenty observations; then each observation 

was dropped in turn and the regime estimated for the other 

nineteen observations. The estimation which resulted 

in the highest likelihood value indicated the (omitted) 

observation 'least likely' to belong to the regime. 

This process can be repeated, dropping each of the 

remaining nineteen observations in turn and again choosing 

the maximum likelihood omission and so on until there are 

enough observations omitted to enable them to be used to 

estimate the other regime. The above procedure can then 

be continued estimating both regimes and selecting 

on the basis of highest sum of the two log-likelihood values. 

This can continue until the number of observations in the 

original regime is only just sufficient to estimate it. 

In this waywe obtain a series of, possible regime 

splits and can choose the one which-yields the highest 

likelihood value, as with the 'rank measures' method. 

In 
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In fact., since we can start with either the demand or 

thesupply regime., we have two such series for-the full 

model and two for the short model. No claim is made 

that the above procedure achieves the global maximum 

likelihood though if the two series yielded the same 

split of observations then this would strengthen 

confidence in the method. 

Finally, the resulting regime splits can be judged 

on the basis of economic plausibility. In addition to 

an assessment of the signs, magnitudes etc. of the 

coefficients, more demanding criteria can be 

developed from consideration of the nature of the demand 

and supply model. If we have estimated the demand 

equation from observations in the demand regime we can 

use the estimates to predict the level of employment 

demanded in those periods when supply rather than 

demand was observed. If these periods were supply- 

determined then predicted demand should be greater than 

actual observed employment i. e. the residual between 

actual and predicted should be negative as sh8wn in 

Fig. 9.3 . 

w 
ACTUAL 

PREDICTED 

Figure 9.3 

D 

rcg E 

The / 
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The size of the residual would depend upon the difference 

between the demand and supply equations for the particular 

levels of the wage-rate and other variables. Small 

residuals, possibly even positive ones, could be 

expected near the intersection point where stochastic 

elements may dominate the non-stochastic ones. but several 

large negative predicted residuals should be obtained if 

regime separation is likely to be meaningful, and large 

positive residuals would be an indication of incorrect 

regime separation. 

This process can be repeated for the supply equation, 

predicting the level of employment supply where demand 

was the constraining factor. Again large negative 

predicted residuals are expected and large positive 

residuals suggest incorrect regime estimation. 

As well as being used to check the plausibility of 

maximum likelihood regime selection, this procedure can 

be used to augment likelihood in the location of the 

'cut-off' value which splits the two regimes. These, 

residuals I criteria are felt likely to prove quite 

strict requirements. 

9.5 Empirical investigation of demand and supply regimes 

i) Unemployment-based ranking, (U-BASED) 

As in the previous chapter, both 'full' and 'short' 

equations were used to estimate the regimes - (6.3) and 

(6.9) together, (6.10) and (6.11)'together, for each 

possible split of the sample into regimes, in accordance 

with the ranking of the unemployment-employment ratio. 

The / 
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The range of the possible splits was limited by the 

minimum number-of observations required for estimation 

of a regime-tomaintain non-zero degrees offreedom; seven 

observations-for the full model and five for the short 

model. Estimation took place for the years 1952-71, rather 

than 1949-71, for comparison purposes with regime selection 

by the vacancy-based ranking (not available before 1952) 

and later estimation. 

Table 9.2 a), i) in the Appendix indicates that for the 

full model, maximum likelihood is achieved with eight 

observations in the demand regime and twelve in the 

supply regime. 

The regression results, as reported in Table 9.3 

a) and b), 2-ý, are considerably'weakened by the low number 

of degrees of freedom particularly for the demand regime. 

Real wage and normal hours take positive signs, contrary 

to expectations, though neither is significantly different 

from zero at the 5% level. output has a positive sign 

as expected but interpreta'tioh of its magnitude in terms 
0 

of returns to scale is hampered by the estimated coefficient 

on lagged employment being greater than unitYr though not 

significantly so. This value implies negative adjustment 

of employment demand toward its desired level. On the 

supply side, adjustment of supply tovýards its d9sired level 

of approx 50% per annum is estimated and this is significant 

at the 5% level. In addition, only relative unemployment 

has a significant effectl with relative wage taking an 

unexpected / 
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unexpected negative sign. 

The resldualsý-obtained by subtracting the predicted 

value of'. employment-demand from actual employment for 

'supply' observations and similarly with the predicted 

value of employment supply for 'demand' observations are 

reported in Table 9.4. a), i) and compared with actual 

regression residuals. As already discussed, if correct 

specification and separation has been achieved then the 

predicted residuals should be predominantly negative and 

large relative to the regression residuals. One or two 

exceptions could indicate the need for slight adjustment 

of regimes or could be within the bounds of the stochastic 

error element. gowever, in this case the residuals would 

seem to deny any confidence in the regime selection processr 

as the predicted demand residuals, with one exceptionf are 

positive and mostly much larger in magnitude than the 

regression residuals. The mean absolute error is some 

nine times larger. Some of the predicted supply residuals 

are negative but many are again large and positive. 
f In view of the overwhelming evidence of incorrect 

signs of predicted residuals, it was not felt to be 

worthwhile investigating marginal changes in regime 

separation, about the reported 'optimum'. It was thought 

very unlikely to yield the massive changes in predictions 

needed. The unemployment-based ranking was thus found 

to be unsuccessful in yielding acceptable regimes for 

the 'full model' specification. 

The / 
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The above exercise was repeated for the 'short 

model', in the hope that estimation with more degrees 

of freedom and with, more 'precision' could improve the 

separation process., Maximum likelihood separation 4 

occurred at quite a different split with eleven demand 

observations and nine supply. The signs of coefficients 

and their significance is generally improvedt particularly 

in the demand function, as can be seen in Table 9.3 c), i). 

In the supply functiont an adjustment speed of greater than 

unity is indicated, though not significantly so. 

However, a predominance of positive and large 

residuals were predicted for demand and several similar 

residuals predicted for supply. The general conclusion 

was reached that the unemployment-based ranking was not 

acting as a good demand and supply regimd separator. 

ii) Vacancy-based ranking (V-BASED) 

With the regimes split in accordance with the 

ranking of the vacancy-employment ratio, maximum 

likelihood is achieved for the full model with only 

seven observations in the demand regime and thirteen in 

the supply regime. The successive log-likelihood values 

are given in Table 9.2 a), ii), and it can be seen that 

the optimal value is somewhat lower than that obtained 

with the unemployment-based split i. e. a 'less likely' 

regime separation. Seven observations represents the 

minimum number of observations required to estimate a 

full demand or supply equation and so we have, in effect, 

a 'corner solution'. 

The regression results, reported in Table 

9.3 a) and b),, ii), are again weak. The demand regime, with one 

degree / 
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degree of freedom, has no coefficients significant at 

the 5%.. 'level and totally implausible estimates on outputt 

real wage and'laqged employment. The supply regime 

again has only lagged employment and relative unemployment 

significant, with expected sign, at the 5% level. Adjust- 

ment of supply of almost 14% p. a. is implied. All other 

estimates IMM very low significance. 

Despite the lack of promise in these estimatest 

predicted residuals were obtained, as before and are 

reported in Table 9.4 a), ii). As can be seen, the 

predicted demand residuals are mostly negative for 

the earlier years but become large and positive for the 

later years, contrary to expectations. The supply 

regime is much more successful in its predicted residuals, 

with all the 'demand regime' residuals being negative and 

with a mean absolute error twice as large as that of the 

regression residuals. The predicted residuals for the 

years 1949,1950 and 1951, the pre-estimation observations, 

are all positive. but no greater in magnitude than the 

regression residuals. This suggests that thýse 

observations should belong to the supply regime. 

In view of the plausibility of the predicted supply 

residualst some changes in the regime separation were 

tried, in an attempt to improve estimation of the demand 

regime. The plausibility and significance of the 

estimates were increased by increasing its number of 

observations but predicted demand residuals remained 

predominantly positive. The 'one-sided' nature of the 

results / 
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results could not-be improved upon for the full model. 

For the'shor. t model, with more degrees offreedom, a 

similar regime split is obtained with eight demand 

observations and twelve supply. Again the jog-likelýhood 

value is below that of the unemployment-based-split. 

The demand regime again yields implausible and 

insignificant estimatesthough the estimates of the 

supply function are-somewhat improved in significance. 

An adjustment speed of 41% p. a. is implied for supply 

which is quite different from the full model estimate. 

All the predicted demand residuals are positive except 

for 1949 and the mean absolute predicted error is 

some six times larger than the residual error. This is 

strong evidence against a correct regime separation. but 

again the supply regime proves much more successful. All 

predicted supply residuals are negative and the mean 

absolute error is twice the mean absolute residual error. 

Again, some experimentation was made with small changes in 

the regimes, without great improvement in the predicted 

demand residuals. Use of the vacancy-based regime split 

remained one-sided in its success. 

Wage-change ranking (W-BASED) 

With the regimes split in accordance with the 

ranking of the size of change in relative wage rates, 

maximum likelihood is again achieved for the full model 

with only seven observations in the demand regime and 

thirteen in the supply regime. The likelihood values, 

reported in Table 9.2 a), iii) can be seen to be similar 

to / 
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to those-obtained with the vacancy-based ranking. 

The-regression results, reported in Table 9.3 a) and b), 

iii)-i are mord' plausible for the demand regime than with 

the vacancy-based ranking, though negative adjustment is 

implied and again, with one degree of freedom, individual 

estimates are insignificantly different from zero. The 

supply regime estimates have signs a!; expected but only 

lagged employment is significant at the 5% level. The 

adjustment speed implied for supply is 33% p. a. 

Predicted residuals are reported in Table 9.4 a),, 

iii). As can be seen, the predicted demand residuals are 

mainly negative and large relative to the estimation 

residuals. This includes the predicted residuals for 

1949,50 and 51, suggesting that they should belong to 

the supply regime. However, five predicted residuals 

are positive and large, which is contrary to our theoretical 

expectations. Similarly, the supply regime predicts 

several large positive residuals as well as several 

negative ones. Marginal changes in the regime separation 

showed no sign of removing the positive predicied residuals. 

For the short modelt with more degrees of freedom, 

the same regime split is obtained i. e. seven demand 

observations and thirteen supply. Estimates, particularly 

of the demand equation, are more plausible and more 

significant than those of the full model. Adjustment 

speeds of 62% p. a. for demand and 66% p. a. for suppl y are 

implied. However, both sets of predicted residuals again, 

contain several positive and large values. 

The / 
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The wage-chahge ranking does not seem to yield a 

plausible, regime-separation and shows little promise 

of doing so. 

iv) Output-býased rank, ing-(O-BASED) 

With the regimes split in accordance with the 

cyclical position of output I ranking, maximum likelihood 

is achieved for the full model at quite a different split, 

with twelve demand observations and eight supply. The 

likelihood values, reported in Table 9.2 a), iv), can be 

seen to be somewhat lower than those obtained with the 

other rankings. 

The regression results, reported in Table 9.3 a) and 

b), iv), are improved for the demand equationt with more 

degrees of freedom, estimates mainly of correct sign and 

the output and real wage ýerms significantly so. However, 

the supply estimation is weakened correspondinglyrwith 

signs mainly contrary to expectations, negative adjustment 

implied and no estimates significantly different from 

zero at the 5% level. 

Predicted residuals are reported in Table 9.4 a), iv). 

The predicted demand residuals are predominantly negative 

and generally large relative to estimation residuals, with 

the exception of 1961 from the estimation period and 1949 

and 1950 from the pre-estimation period. These pre- 

estimation years could be. taken to be demand- 

determined, but the residuals are substantially greater 

than any estimation residuals. The magnitude of the 1961 

residual is less than the average estimation residual, suggesting 

demand / 
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demand determination. Predicted supply residuals are 

also predominantly'negative and largewith the exception 

of 1960 and 1965 frorri the estimation period and 1949 and 

1950, which are again large and positive. It seems more 

likely that 1949 and 1950 belong to neither regime than 

that they belong to both, with such large residuals. 

The magnitude of the 1960 and 1965 residuals is much 

larger than estimation residuals. 

In view of the closeness of the predicted residuals 

to the negativity being looked fort it was felt to be 

worthwhile to experiment with small changes in the regime 

separation about the maximum likelihood value. It was 

found that ten observations in the supply regime yielded 

an improvement in the predicted residuals, with only one 

positive, for 1960, and that smaller than the average 

estimation residual. Furthermore, the corresponding 

demand regime, with ten observations yielded predicted 

residuals which were all negative for the estimation 

per. iod, but the residuals for 1949 and 1950 remained 

positive and very large in relation to estimation residuals. 

Looking at Table 9.2 a), iv), it can be seen that the 

likelihood value associated with this regime separation 

is very close to the maximum value. In view of the 

residuals, this, separation seems preferable. However.? 

the corresponding demand and supply-functions estimates 

(not repqr. te. d)., tqo`not show a similar improvement in 

plausibility. 

For the-short model, maximum likelihood is again 

achieved with twelve demand and eight supply observations. 

Estimates / 
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Estimatesof, the demand function are improved in 

significance, though not greatly changed in magnitude.. 

Estimates of the. supply function are improved-in plausibility, 

though remaining insignificant except for the lagged 

dependent-variable. Adjustment speeds of 76% p. a. 

for demand and 31% p. a. for supply are implied. 

Predicted demand residuals correspond to those 

from the full modellwith all being negative except 1961, 

and 1949 and 1950, which are again large. Predicted 

supply residuals are all negative except for 1960,1965 

and 1971. The 1971 residual., is very small but 1960 

and 1965 are roughly one and a half times the average 

estimation residual. Changes in the regime separation 

did not improve the situation for predicted demand or 

supply residuals. 

Overall, the output-based ranking has proved to be 

the most su7. cessful of the four 'economic criteria' 

rankings adopted, in terms of predicted residuals. 'With 

one or two exceptions the residuals are consistent with 

theoretical expectations. Its weakness lies in the 

actual estimates of demand and supplyr which are not the 

most successful. 

V) Demand-based -statistical xank-ing- (STAT D-BASED) 

As. described in Section 9.3. v)j a purely statistical 

regime split can be obtained by commencing with all 

observations in the demand regime and then removing 

observations to form a supply regimer one by one, on the 

basis of maximum. likelihood. Table 9.2. a), v) shows 

the / 
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the-likelihood values which are, obtained for each 

regime spli"t, -fQr. -the full model. As can be seen, the 

values areýgenerally higher-than those achieved by 

the four-economic criteria' already discussed. 

Maximum likelihood is achieved with twelve demand 

observations and eight supply. 

The regression results are reported in Table 9.3 

a) and b), v), for completeness. Whilst they are strong 

in terms of explanatory power and significance of 

coefficients, they are generally weak in terms of signs 

and plausibility, particularly the supply function. 

Predicted residuals are reported in Table 9.4 a), v). 

Most of the predicted demand residuals are positive and 

large in relation to the estimated residuals. On the 

supply side, the earlier predicted residuals are negative 

but the later ones are strongly positive. Thus, whilst 

a superior likelihood value. has been achievedr the 

economic support for such a statistical regime separation 

is lacking. 

Forthe. short modelf high likelihood valýies are 

again achieved and the maximum is with five" demand 

observations and fifteen supply. The regression results 

for demand suffer from lack of degrees of freedom but do 

yield estimates of expected sign and apparently strong 

significance. Supply estimates are'also of correct sign 

though less dramatic in significance. Predicted residuals 

fdr demand are predominantly'p6g-l-tive7'and,, whilst mostly 

negative for. supply,, are positive for 1965 and 1966,, 

though / 
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though no larger. -than estimated residuals. No strong 

economic support., for the demand-based statistical 

regime separation can be cladmed. 

vi). Supply-based. statist: izal'. -ranking- (STAT S-BASED) 

In a similar manner to the above, a statistical 

regime split can be obtained commencing with the supply 

base. As can be seen in Table 9.2 a),, vi).,, the 

likelihood values are not quite as high for the full model 

as achieved with the demand base, though still much 

higher than for the other regime splits. The maximum 

value. --. is achieved with seven demand observations and 

thirteen supply. This is quite different from the 

demand-based split. The regression results, reported 

in Table 9.3 a) and b), vi), are again high in explanatory 

power but the demand function is lacking in degrees of 

freedom and in plausibility. In particular, strong 

negative adjustment is implied. The supply function is 

more satisfactory, apart from the sign of the wage term. 

The predicted residuals are reported in Table 9.4 a), vi). 

The predicted demand residuals are predominantly positive 

and four of the predicted supply residuals are also 

positive and large relative to the estimation residuals. 

For the short model, a higher likelihood value than 

the demand base gives an opposite split of fifteen 

demand observations and five supply. Regression results 

are plausible in sign and strong in significance but 

weakened by lack of degrees of freedom in the supply 

estimation. Predicted demand residuals are mostly 

positive / 
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positive again andý whilst most predicted supply 

residuals are-*negative, the three later ones, for 1969-71, 

are. pos'itive and large. 
& 

conclusion is that the supply-based statistical 

separation method is no more successful than the demand- 

based one in obtaining economic support for the regimps 

derived. 

In addition, it was suggested in Section 9.4, that 

confidence in the method would be improved if the two 

bases' achieved a similar regime separation. This is 

clearly not the case in terms of numbers of observations 

in each regime, for either the full or the short model. 

Furthermore, the rankings of observations derived by the 

statistical methods can be correlated to see how close 

they are to each other. For the full model the two 

rankings show a weak positive relationship with a 

Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.26. The short 

model indicates a stronger correlation of 0.52, just 

significant at the 5% levelbut the two rankings are 

by no means identical. Nor are any of the'statistical 

rankings obviously consistent with any of the 'economic' 

rankings considered earlier. Little confidence can be 

held in the purely statistical method of regime selLsction. 

9.6 Conclusions, 

The estimation and testing of demand and supply 

regimes was generally unsatisfactory. This was due 

either to a lack of plausibility and significance in 

the estimates or to implausible prediction of residuals. 

The / 
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The. two occurrences were often substi. tutes rather than 

complementst as might be expected. Undoubtedly 

the-empiricalwork is hampered by the loWnumber of' 

degrees of* freedom. - It is difficult to reject or 

accept hypotheses rigorously in this situation. 

Howeverr this problem could occur even with a large 

number of observations, since the optimal split could 

easily produce one regime with a small number of 

observations. 

The negativity of predicted residuals was felt to be 

the most stringent requirement for plausible regime 

separation and, on this basis, the output-based ranking 

proved most successful. However, in terms of likelihood 

value, this ranking proved least successful for the 

full model and, whilst its demand estimation yields the 

only plausible adjustment speedl its supply estimation 

yields the only adjustment speed lying outside the 

plausible range. 

The significance of estimatqs can be strengthened 

either by more observations in each regime 6r by 

the imposition of more a priori information. The lack 

of plausibility implies a lack of applicability of the 

model being tested. In particular, if the sub-sectors 

of the labour m6rket are not sufficiently homogenous 

for them to be all demand-determined or all. supply- 

determined at a point in time, then the regime 

separation process is unlikely to yield plausible or 

significant results. In the next chapterthe. 

assumption/ 
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assumption of. homogeneity is relaxed and, a different 

method of-estimation, which allows the imposition 

of more a priori information, -is developed. 
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TABLE 9.1 RANKINGS OF THE FOUR INDICATORSr 1952-1971 

Year i) U- 
Based 

i i) V- 
Based 

iii) W- 
Based 

iv) 0- 
Based 

1952 7 4 1 12 

1953 14 13 7 18 

1954 10 6 8 9 

1955 2 1 16 2 

1956 1 5 4 11 

1957 6 15 18 13 

1958 11 19 11 20 

1959 16 16 17 19 

1960 9 10 10 14 

1961 4 9 2 7 

1962 8 17 15 16 

1963 15 18 20 17 

1964 12 7- 5 8 

1965 5 2 9 10 

1966 3 3 6 3 

1967 13 14 12 5 

1968 19 11 13 6 

1969 18 8 3' 1 

1970 17 12 14 4 

1971 
. 
20 20 19 I- L 
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TABLE 9.2 LOG OF LIKELIHOOD VALUES FOR REGIME SEPARATIONS 

a) Full model 

SPLIT 
DEM. /SUP. 

i) 
ý 

U- 
BASED 

ii) V- 
BASED 

iii) W- 
BASED 

iv) 0- 
BASED 

v) STAT 
D-BASED 

vi) STAT 
S-BASED 

13/7 69.84 62.46 60.14 62.14 104.31 *95.44 
12/8 69.70 60.14 62.46 *64.51 ! *106.76 94.56 
11/9 77.19 60.34 63.99 63.74 91.76 92.11 
10/10 71.61 66.82 66.39 64.33 92.09 88.66 

9/11 76.70 65.38 68.57 63.94 84.36 87.32 
8/12 *79.04 67.46 69.42 63.95 87.20 88.76 
7/13 77.23 *73.26 *74.45 63.06 92.59 90.98 

denotes maximum likelihood value. 

b) Short Model 

SPLIT 
DEM. /SUP. 

U- 
BASED 

ii) V- 
-BASED 

iii) W- 
BASED 

iv) 0- 
BASED 

v) STAT 
D-BASED 

vi) STAT 
S-BASED 

15/5 62.19 60.57 57.16 56.33 76.91 85.11 
14/6 63.54 56.70 57.98 59.23 75.35 76.80 
13/7 62.15 56.92 56.35 59.44 70.17 76-65 
12/8 64.64 57.08 57. S2 *61.91 64.70 75.87 
11/9 *68.61 57.37 58.98 61-11 63.91 74.95 
10/10 63.12 59.45 59.70 61.31 67.66 71.33 

9/11 65.00 60.26 59.87 60.20 68.25 70.65 
8/12 64.73 *60.78 59.86 60.23 71.58 70.61 
7/13 64.51 58.93 *62.91 59.67 73.93 71.02 
6/14 63.44 58.13 59.30 60.28 76.59 75.30 
5/15 66.20 58.25 62.32 61.67 ý80.94 *87.73 

denotes maximum likelihood value. 
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10. A Non-homogenous Labour Market in Disequilibrium 

10.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we relax the assumption that the 

sub-sectors of an industry are sufficiently homogenous 

to be all demand-determined or all supply-determined 

at a point in time. The requirement,, that the forces 

affecting the demand and supply of labour cause each 

sector's labour market to be in the same direction of 

imbalance, is somewhat restrictive. We now allow the 

more realistic situation where, at a point in time, some 

sectors are demand-determined and have excess supply 

whilst other sectors are supply-determined and have 

excess demand. The implications of this relaxation for 

aggregate observation are discussed in the second section 

of this chapter; a method of analysis of the aggregate 

labour market is developed in the third section; this 

method is pursued empirically in the fourth and fifth section. 

10.2 An aggregate non-homogenous labour market 

In the last two chapters we have stated and attempted 

to test various assumptionsy of doubtful validity, required 

to make the ensuing empirical analysis reasonably' 'simple. 

In this chapter we relax these assumptions and are 

left with a more realistic situation with, initiallyr 

little to be justified by way of assumptions. The main 

requirement which we make is that the sub-sectors are 

defined so that labour is homogenous and mobile within 

the sector but not between sectors. This does not imply 

equilibrium in the sub-sectors as wage rigidity is likely to 

exist / 
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exist. What it does imply is that in each sector the 

level of employment will be equal either to the amount 

demanded or to the amount supplied whichever is the 

lower, as shown in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2. Ideally we should 

like to examine these 'local labour markets' individually 

but it is difficult to define, let alone measure, labour 

markets which satisfy our assumptions. In this workr 

the concept of local labour markets can be viewed merely 

as an aid to the bulding of an aggregate model. 

This approach is somewhat different from Hansen 

(1970) who, whilst accepting the concept of homogenous 

frictionless submarkets, prefers to consider observable 

submarkets with some degree of friction. In consequence 

Hansen's submarkets contain unemployed men and vacant 

jobs simultaneously. He then implicitly assumes the 

extent of friction to be related to the degree of excess 

demand and supply and hence to the wage rate. This 

enables him to draw a smooth curve relating actual 

employment in the ith submarket, Ei,, to demand and supply, 

as shown in Fig. 10.1: - 

Wi 

D. 
1 

Figure 10.1 Ei 

Hansen/ 
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Hansen even goes on to suggest that observations may 

occur outside the 'left-hand quadrant' if overstaffing 

or over-employment is possible. 

In the present study, adjustment in labour demand 

and supply is allowed for and so the latter phenomena 

should not occur. Furthermorer the purpose of the study 

is quite different in seeking to explain aggregate employ- 

ment rather than to derive a Phillips curve type of relationship. 

The approach adopted here is more in line with Muellbauer 

(1978) where "if a market does not clear then,, since neither 

buyers nor sellers can be forced to sell more than they want, 

the quantity transacted is the minimum of supply and demand. 

The very notion of a market means that unsatisfied buyers or 
I 

sellers cannot co-exist on a single market. In a true 

micro labour market, true unemployment and true vacancies 

cannot both be positive" 

The implications of non-homogeneity of sectorst for 

aggregate demand and supply, can most easily be analysed 

by the consideration of an aggregate labour market made 

up of two sectors, homogenous within themselves. if 

both of the sectors are demand-determined then the 

aggregate observation will be demand-determined, with 

positive excess supply and zero excess demand. If both 

sectors are supply determined then'the aggregate 

observation will be supply-determined, with positive excess 

demand and zero excess supply. These two situations 

correspond to the 'homogenous' analysis of the last chapter. 

However, if one sector is demand-determined and the 

other / 
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other is supply-determined then the aggregate observation 

is neither demand nor supply-determined and there is 

both excess demand and excess supply present. Extending 

the analysis to the n-sector labour market, the general 

situation will be an aggregate observation which lies on 

neither the aggregate demand function nor*the aggregate 

supply function and with both excess deifiand and supply 

present. Only in extreme cases when all sectors are -,. 

determined by the same force will one of the aggregate 

functions be observed. 

This is a more realistic situation than our earlier 

assumptions. Measures such as the number of vacancies 

unfilled and the number of people unemployed indicate 

that excess demand and excess supply do exist together in 

an aggregate labour market 
(1 1) 

suggesting that some sectors 

are supply-determined whilst others are demand-determined. 

However, the implications for estimation of aggregate 

demand and supply are serious. If we never observe 

either of them then their estimation becomes exceedingly 

difficultrif not impossible. This problem is not 

limited to the analysis of this thesis. The multitude 

of studies which take employment to be solely demand- 

determined are assuming that observed aggregate employment 

always lies on the demand function. As we have suggestedr 

this may not generally be the case. 

For estimation of aggregate demand and supply functions 

to be at all viable it is necessary to make a specific 

assumption 

(1) Search behaviour is a reason for such co-existence 
within a sector, but it is felt that this will be unimportant 
relative to structural imbalancesat an aggregate level. 
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assumption. This is that over a long time-span of 

observations there will be times when virtually all the 

sectors of the labour market are demand-determined and 

times when virtually all the sectors are supply-determined. 

At these times, one particular aggregate function is 

observed and estimation may be possible. This assumption 

would seem reasonable when the aggregate under consideration 

has been suitably classified, so that sectors of it have 

features in common. In particular, if fluctuations in 

product demand are an important determinant of whether 

sectors are in excess demand or excess supplyr then when 

an industry-wide boom or recession is quite strong or 

long-lastingr all sectors should have the same direction 

of labour imbalance, and aggregate demand or supply 

should be observed. 

Such points could be specified a prioripfrom 

knowledge of the cyclical pattern of product demand, but 

in the method of empirical analysis to be developed 

shortly, only their, existence and not their location is 

required. Rather, it was felt that a comparison, between 

the estimated levels of excess demand and supply and the 

cyclical pattern, would be a useful means of assessing 

the plausibility of estimation. 

10.3 Method of analysis and estimation 

The basic feature which follows from the above 

analysis is that at all times. observed aggregate employ- 

ment will be less than or equal to aggregate demand and 

less than or equal to aggregate supply;. equality only 

occurring 
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occurring on the rare occasions when all sectors are 

demand-determined or-all supply-determined. This 

information can be used in the form of inequality 

constraints to impose restrictions on the parameter 

values of the demand and supply functions. These values 

must be such as to always yield a 'predicted' level 

of aggregate demand or supply greater than'or equal to 

actual employment. 

The type of restrictions to be imposed suggests 

a programming approach to the estimation of demand and 

supply functions. Some consideration is needed of the 

objective function that should be maximized or minimized 

in estimating these functions, subject to the inequality 

constraints. The standard practice in estimating a 

single function would be to minimize some measure of the 

residuals, e. g. the sum of squares of residuals, but this 

is in a situation where observations are hypothesised to 

deviate from the function. due to random errors alone'. 

In our case, in addition to all errors being of the same 

sign, the size of an error in estimating demand is due 

to the extent of supply-determination in the market at 
(2) 

that time and the size of an error in estimating supply 

is due to the extent of demand-determination in the 

market. These errors can hardly be considered random 

and yet, without disaggregate informationt we cannot 

easily separate out the random and 'systematic' elements 

of the error term. Whilst it may be reasonable to 

minimize with respect to the random elementr there is no 

reason / 

(2) This can be seen in Fig. 9.3 
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reason to aim to-minimize the systematic element. 

A possible means of lessening this problem would be to 

formulate an objective I unctionr which gave large 'weight to 

small errors and less weight to large errors. The ration- 

ale for this is that large errors are likely to be mainly 

due to the systematic element,, i. e. estimating the 

demand function when most of the sectors are supply- 

determined and vice versa, and so should not be mini- 

mizdd in estimation. However, such a weighting 

process, achieved for instance by minimizing the sum of 

the square roots of residualstas an objective functiont 

would yield a complicated non-linear programming estima- 

tion problem, for which the author did not have a computer 

programme available. A more convenient alternative 

is to specify a linear programming formulationtwhere 

the objective is the sum of residuals, i. e. each residual 

is given equal weighting. This, at least, avoids giving 

greater weight to large residuals, as OLS does. The 

sensitivity of the resulting estimates to the particular 

specification of the objective function can be ascertained, 

at a later stage. It is hoped that, once sufficient 

constraints have been imposed, the demand and supply 

functions estimated will not be too sensitive to the 

particular objective function weightings chosen. 

If more information about the aggregate labour 

market can be incorporated into the estimation process, 

in the form of further restrictions on the parameter 

valuesithen this should serve to improve the parameter 

/estimates 
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estimates by making them more precise and less. dependent 

on thd'obj'ective specification. In addition to the 

basic constraintswhich'state that aggregate demand 

and supply must always be greater than or equal to 

observed employment, i. e. that excess demand and supply 

aregreater than or equal to zero, it would be useful 

to be able to say by how much demand and supply are 

greater than actual i. e. how great excess demand and supply 

are. It is here that exogenous measures of excess 

demand and supply can be very useful. 

As discussed earlier, if statistics on the number 

of vacancies, reported and remaining unfilled, accurately 

measure excess demand and if statistics on the number 

people registered unemployed accurately measure excess 

supply, then there'should be little difficulty in 

measuring the levels of employment demanded and supplied. 

Unfortunately, as pointed out by Dow and Dicks-Mireaux 

(1958) and others, there are good reasons why the 

statistics on vacancies and unemployment will not 

accurately measure excess demand and supply. 

Data on vacancies records the number reported to 

employment exchanges but remaining unfilled. There has 

generally been no requirement that firms must report 

vacancies to the local exchange, but firms may well do 

so if they cannot recruit elsewhere. However, it is 

likely that firms' behaviour in reporting vacancies 

will vary according to the extent of excess demand. 

When excess demand is high, then firms will be unable 

/to 
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to obtain all thd labour they require. This. m. ay cause 

th4m eithdt not to rejýort vacancies, in thd belief that 

no labour will be-forthdoming, or to rep*ort more'vacancies 

than thdY actually require, 'in thdhopethdt this will 

encourage'labour to apply. When excess dexhand is low, 

reported vacancies may represent excess demand more 

closely, but reasons for their deviation could easily be 

postulated. Consequently, data on reportedvacancies 

are not expected to measure excess demand accurately, 

th6ughthere'sh6uld obviously be some relation between 

the two. Thd'suggestion of Dow and Dicks-Mireaux, 

that such data may be a good ordinal indicator of 

excess demand,, will be developed shortly. 

Data on unemployment for an industry records the 

number of people-registered as unemployed, who previously 

worked in that industry. 'This data might be reasonably 

'hard' in measuring what'it purports to, in that there 

should be no double-counting and minimal non-reporting 

of'people actively wanting employment. However, it is 

less definite that it serves as a good proxy for excess 

supply to an industry. I By excess supply we wish to 

measure the number of people willing to work in the 

industry, in addition to those already employed in 

that industry, if the opportunity arises (assuming all 

other labour market conditions are constant). This will 

include, not'only the unemployedwho previously worked 

in the industry, but also*some'of the unemployed from 

other industries, some secondary workers n_otlregistered 

/unemployed 
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unemployed'an'd some'pe6ple currently working ýn. other 

industries,, ' but wtshIng to workIn thd 'industry in quedtion, 

if jobs weke'available. ' Conseq'uen'tlY, it is asking a 

lot Of industry-specific unemployment data to accurately 

mea sure ex . ces .s supply. Yet, as withvacancies and 

exceds'demand, there"should be some*relationship between 

the - 'ý3 tWO. ) Thdpossibility of, using uneniployment data 

as an ordinal indicator-of excess supplyis developed 

shbrtly. 0 

First, * it shoUld behoted that,, in addition to data 

on va'cancied-and unemployment, thete'is also available 

data on, over-time'and sh. ort-time working. These can be 

th. ought of as indicators-of-excess demand or supply. 

However, it is likely that-the extent of, both over-time 

and'sh6rt-time'are determined largely by firms' aesires, 

rather than-by theInfluence of supply., Furthermore, 

whilst, they represent demand for more-or less labour 

input, measured in man-hours, -it is not clear that-they 

represent a-desire'on the part of employers-to change 

their number of'employees. It has been argued, e. g. 

by Knight and Wilson (1974),, -, that their existenceýis due 

to thei desire of employers to adjust their labour input 

to medt fluctuations in product demand, 'vithout incurring 

thd higher' costs*of adjusting employment. In the 

present situation, -the latter argument, is followed and 

attention is concentrated on thd use of-unemployment and 

vacancies data', in thd medsurement-of excess supply and demand. 
/Dow 

(3) The other elements of excess supply might be expected 
to move in the same direction as unemployment. 
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Dowand Dicks-Mire-aux define excess demand as the 

diffetence'beýtwedh employme I nt demanded and employment 

supplied. They thdri attempt to derive'a measure of 

ekcess deniand based on thediffererice between vacancies, 

adjusted by a Istatemerit-'error ratio' if such is available, 

and unemployment. Thiisthdy have 'the 'problem of taking 

the differericebetween tw6 measures whose accuracy is 

seriously que! sýtioned and then treating this as an 

ordinal measure. ' 'This-seem: s a much'stronger, and less 

plausible,, hypoth&'Si. -s than using vacancies as an ordinal 

measure of excess demand, defined as employment demanded 

minus actual employment, 
land 

unemployment as an 

ordinal measure of excess. supply, defined as employment 

supplied minus actual. Not only is the ordinality 

hypothesis of the latter less demanding; also the 

concepts of excess demand and supply seem more meaningful 

than that of Dow and Dicks-Mireaux. it is not much 

comfort to firms to have excess demand reduced by an 

increase in the unem'ployed pool of labouro, if this 

labour is in another location or is of a type they do 

not want - the Dow and Dicks-Mireaux 'maladjustment' 

problem. 

In fact, for our purposes, we, hypothesize that the 

ratio of vacancies, V, 
_, 

to actual employment, EA,,, is an 

ordinal measure of excess demand,, where excess demand, X DI 

is defined as the ratio of_employment demanded, ED, minus 

actual employment to actual employment., 

Ae. 
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X ED, - EA f (V/EA) with. f>0 (10.1) 
D EA 

This proportional form, in kedping with'othet work on 

excess derýand, Allows*for changes-in thd'scale'of 

employment and is convenient for useIn estimation, where 

the'formulation, is in logs. The residualsin the demand 

function estimation, -RD, Are equal to the difference 

between the'log of employment demanded and the log of 

actual employment, i. e. * :- 

RD= log ED - log EA *0000 (10.2) 

It can easily be shown that RD is monotonically related 

to X Do Thiis theresidual can be expressed as: - 

-R D' ý g(V/EA) with. gl >0.... (10.3) 

(10.3) states that the higher the ratio of vacancies to 

employment, the-greater the residual in the demand 

function should be. Given a time series of observations 

of vacancies and actual employment, all points can be 

compared by the magnitude of their V/EA ratio. For 

each comparison, a constraint on the relative size of the 

corresponding residuals of the linear program can be 

derived, serving to further restrict the estimation of 

the parameters of the demand function. in principler 

the number of possible constraints is large as each 

observation can be, compared with all others. If n 

is the number of observations, then there are n(n-l)/2 

/possible 
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possible constraints. However, due to the transitivity 

of inequality constraints,, thi's number is greatly 

reduced. initially to (n-1)'. 

A similaýr hypothesis is formulAted for excess 

supply. The ratio of unemployment, u'Ito actual e 
employment is postulated as an ordinal measure of excess 

supply, where'excess, supply,, XV is defined as the ratio 

of employment-supplied, ES, minus actual employment to 

actualemployment ie: - 

X ES-EA 
s EA = f(U 

e 
/EA). with V>0 see. (10.4) 

The residuals in the supply function estimation, Rs, are 

equal to the difference between log ES and log EA. Thus 

Rs is monotonically related to XS and can be expressed 

as: - 

Rs=h (U 
e 

/EA), with hl. > 0 90*0 (100 

(10.5) states'that the higher the ratio of unemployment 

to employment, the greater the residual in the supply 

linear ptogram should be. 'Again n(n-l)/2 comparisons 

can be made of the. size of the U/EA ratio, at different 

points in time and'each comparison yields a constraint, 

which can be, imposed on the-estimation of the supply 

parameters. 

Whilst it is felt that the hypothesesýare quite 

plausible / 
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a 

plau'sibld theoretically, it may be the case that data 

on vacancies and/or*undmployment'is too inaccurate to 

merit'a strictly ordinal relzitioriship, over, time. if 

this is the case then incorrect constraints could be 

imposed, leading to invalid or infeasible parameter 

estimates. An attempt can be made to avoid this 

occurrence by allowing for a margin of error in the 

data. Constraints are then only imposed when the 

difference between the V/EA or U/EA ratios for two 

observati'ons exceeds the margin of error. In this way, 

if the correct margin of error can be located, incorrect 

constraints can be removed, hopefully without removing 

too many valid and useful ones. The required margin 

of error is not known a priori. In aiming to remove 

invalid constraints but to keep valid ones, there is 

likely to be a trade-off'between precision and bias. 

However, the bias'May'appear as infeasibility and 

hence yi'eld no esti'maýes. 

Of course' there is an alternative reason why the 

procedure developed above may be unsuccessful. The 

constraints produced by the ordinality hypotheses 

might be'quite valid but the specification of the demand 

and supply functions may be inadequate to deal with them. 

Incorrect specification''is*always a possibility in 

empirical-work,, but the use of vacancies and unemploy- 

ment data with known inaccuracies', as indicators of excess 

demand and supply, should be the prime area for amendment, 

if / 
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if unsuccessful. 

It should be noted from the development of' the. 

technique and constraints thatt whilst the procedure 

is very similar-for both demand and supply functionsr 

their_,, estimation is essentially independent. In the 

empirical workr the basic functions are estimated in 

section 10.4t for the 'full' and short models and 

then the-lordinalityl constraints are added in section 

10.5. 

Before proceeding to the empirical analysis it is 

worth comparing the proposed usage of linear programming 

with'that of previous studies and with the more usual 

regression methods. As far as the author is aware, 

very little applied economic research has made use of 

such programming techniques. , Those that have, have 

tended tobe concerned with planning the allocation of 

resources.. For, example, Bowles (1967) is concerned 

with the allocation of resources to the different 

levels of schooling in Nigeria. The costs and benefits 

are calculated for, each. type of schooling and a function 

of enrolments, weighted according to net benefitst is 

maximized over_ time subject to constraints. The 

constraints'are. on the availability of resources, 

particular grades of teachers etc. via a fixed coefficient 

production function. SimilarlyrOlivier and Sabolo (1973) 

describe a model for the joint planning of employmentr 

production and educationt with the objective to be 

maximized / 
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maximized. dependent upon specific planning priorities, 

subject to the constraints of. labour supply, production 

capacities etc. 

These studies, and indeed the many uses of linear 

programming which the author has searched in the 

operations research literaturer were concerned with 

choosing the optimal values of variables subject to 

constraints, where the parameters of the model are taken 

as known. In contrast, the present study follows the 

usual applied economics path of observing the values 

of the variables and trying to discover the parameters 

of the model from-them. It is the constraints which 

are of interestrin indicating how the level of 

employment results from the underlying parameters of 

the model and the values of other variables. The 

optimizing element. which is crucial to most linear 

programming studies, is incidental to this study. 

Where the objective functic? n, to be-optimized and 

the constraints to be met are clearly and precisely 

identified, then the application of the programming 

techniques can, no, doubt, be a reasonably straightforward 

affair. Where, the objective is not clear-cut and 

where constraints can have a 'margin of error', such 

application is by no means straigýtforward, involving 

the repeated Use of the program, with small changes in 

objective or constraints, as will be detailed in the 

next two sections. 
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Thd main'difference between the use of' prog*ramming 

techniqu'es and the more usual regressiod methods is 

that the ldtter-is'designed to incorporate a stochastic 

element, - whilst-the-former-is not, requiring constraints 

to be satisfied deterministically. Regression analysis 

will atitomatically generate confidence intervals for 

the estimates of the parameter values, which establish 

the precision of the esti: mates. In using linear 

programming to estimate parameter values, one has to 

undertake sensitivity-analysis to get an impression 

of the stability-of the solution. With the 

programming packages available to the author this 

proved to be a lengthy and repetitive process., 

10.4 Estimationof the bas-ic demand. and suPPly 
functions- a. 1-inear programming approach 

a) full demand 

As developed in the last section, a linear program 

was set up, the'object of which was to impose the 

constraint on the (full) demand function parameters 

that aggregate employment demandedr ED, always be 

greater than or equal to actual employmentr EA. This 

can be expressed in logs as: - 

log-EDt. >, , for all t. 
. 

log EAt 9*e9 

The 
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The li'near program also constrains all the 

parameters to take ndn-ýnegative valties. For-thos'e 

variables where a negative parameter is expecteda 

priori ie. on ldg*H, t and log HI the negative of the 
p0 

original data is usedto allow for these extra constraints. 

Thus all parameterst except the*constant, are constrained 

to take their a priori expected sign (or be zero). The 

E", '' constant is included as both- positive -Cýand negative, since its 

sign is not predictable. The program chooses the sign 

and value of the constant. In principle, a similar 

procedure could have been followed for all parameters. 

This would have allowed parameters to take implausible 

values and was not pursued. 

Substituting the demand function specifiedlin general 

form,, as (6.9) into (10.6) yields 

00 +a1 log Qt -ý02 log, 
-(W/P)t - 03 t-04 log H 

ot 
+ 

a5 log Et_l log EA t 
(10.7) 

for t=1....... n; where n is the number of 

observations, in this case twenty three,, for, the years 1949-71. 

These twenty three expressions are the basic constraints 

on the demand function estimation. 

The objective given to the linear program was to 

minimize the sum of the residualsImeasured as the 

difference between the log of employment demanded and the 

log / 
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log of actual'empl6yment., The sum of the residuals 

is equivaldnt to the sum of'the 'left-hand sides' of 

the basic constraints (10.7) minus the'sum of the 

'right-hand sides' i. e: - 

00 n+ß1 rlogQ t- ß2 £log (w/p) t-e3 Et -0 4 _r10gH ot 
ElogE Elog EA .... (10.8) 

The basic results are reported in Table 10.1 a) as 

The value of the objective function is 0.47 which 

indicates that the average value of the residua3s is 0.02. 

This can be interpreted as excess demand and, on 

manipulation, it implies that there is an average excess 

demand of 40,000 employees out of a labour force of 

about two million people. This figure is higher than 

the average number of vacancies reported, of almost 30jOOO- 

We would expect a somewhat higher figure if vacancies data 

does underestimate the extent of excess demand, as is 

frequently asserted. The individual residuals indicate 

zero excess demand in the years 195OF 58,60,62 and 70, 

with their 'shadow prices' indicating that the 1960 and 

62 observations are most 'binding' on estimation. it 

is a feature of the linear programming technique that 

as many constraints will be binding as there are non-zero 

parameter estimates so that several years will be bound to 

exhibit zero excess demand. However, the necessity for this 

pexhaps 
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perhapsunrealistic feature may be removed by the addition 

of further constraints. 

The behaviour of the residuals can be compared with 

reported statistics of excess demand. In this, it is- 

more relevant to consider the ratio of vacancies to 

employment, rather. 'than absolute levels of vacancies. As 

this is the ratio to be used as an ordinal indicator of 

excess demand-, in the next section, it is useful to 

consider how well it correlates with the residuals from 

this basic estimation. A Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient was calculated and took a value of 0.27, 

suggesting quite a weak relationship. 

The parameter estimates can be interpreted in the 

same manner as in Chapter 8. An adjustment speed of 68% 

per annum is somewhat higher than the value obtained 

earlier by OLS, but similar to that obtained by HILU. 

However, an elasticity of substitution of 0.95 and returns 

to scale-of 0.28 are closer to the OLS estimates and the 

latter is implausibly low. Unfortunately, the line. a-r-program 

does not provide'standard errors for these coefficients 

and so, it. is useful to discover how sensitive the 

estimates are to the, objective-specification and constraint 

values, etc.,, -to 
be able, to say how reliable- these 

estimates are. 

The 'sensitivity' analysis concentrated on the 

objective function since, as discussed earlier, this is the 

aspect with least theoretical support. The constraints 

were not experimented, withsince they are, founded on our 

/basic 
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basic theoretical postulates. The procedure adopted 

was to allow each objective value to vary in turn by plus 

or minus 5%(4)ti. e. giving each variable a 5% higher or 

lower weightin the objective function to be minimized. 

The results show considerable changes in the parameter 

estimates. In fact, of the twelve separate linear 

program 'runs', six proved to be unboundedý5) The remaining 

six are reported in Table 10.1 (a). It can be seen that 

only one solution is identical to the basic one and that 

is obtained by changing the objective value of the parameter 

whose estimate is zero in the basic solution. Implied 

speeds of adjustment vary from unity (complete) to -0.5 

and all parameters have an estimate of zero in at least 

one solution. 

The conclusion-must be that our basic estimates are 

very much dependent on the objective values assigned. 

Indeed, we did not expect the estimates to be very precise 

at this stage. We have only imposed the basic constraints 

and we have extra constraints to impose on estimation. 

This will be developed in the next section. 

full SUPPlyý 

The procedure adopted in this section is similar to 

that-of the demand-function estimation. The objective-, 

function to'be minimized is the sum of the residuals 

between the logs of employment supplied and. actual 

employment. The basic constraints ard that, employment 
/a uppl Jed 

(4) Whilst 5% is an arbitrary valuer it seemed a reasonable 
value to choose in an employment context and in 
relation to other LP studies. 

(5) This may have been due to the precision setting of the 
program but changes in this did not improve the situation. 
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supplied always will be greater than or equal to actual 

employment, i. e. non-negative residuals, with the supply 

function specified in general formas (6.3). We ; ninimize: 

E(109ES t- logEA t)= aon + a, ElogLt + a2E'OgWrt 

3E logH 
rt -a4E logurt 

+cx5ElogE t-l -E log EA t .... (10.9) 

subject to the constraints: 

a0+ (X, logL t+a2 logw 
rt -a3 logHrt -a4 10gUrt 

5 logE t_j >,, logEAt 

for 

Again. the negative of the original data is used for 

logH 
r andIlogU r, where a negative sign is expected, and 

constants of both sign are included, due to the in-built 

non-negativity of parameters, imposed by the linear program. 

The initial results are reported in Table lo. 1 b) as(*). 

The value of the objective function is 0.43t indicating 

average excess supply of almost 40,000 which is 50% higher 

than the average number unemployed of 26,000. Again, we 

would expect this higher figure since, for the various 

reasons discussed earlier, unemployment data will under- 

estimate the extent of excess supply. Consequently, the 

40,000 figure may not be unrealistic. Zero excess supply 

is indicated, in '1951,55,60,69 and 71, with 1955 and 69 

having large shadow prices. 1971 seems very unlikely to 

have no excess supply as' it'was the year with the highest 

unemployment of the period in engineering. It is worth 
/noting 
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noting the extent of correlation between the basic 

residuals and the excess supply measure, which is to be 

imposed i. e. the ratio of unemployment to employment. 

The rank correlation coefficient between the two series 

was -0.13, suggesting no positive relationship. 

The parameter estimates indicate a much slower adjust- 

ment of supply than demandwith only 12% adjustment towards 

desired within a year. The other parameters, allowing for 

the speed of adjustment, indicate that a 1% change in the 

total labour supply, relative wages, relative hours and 

relative unemployment would cause +3.3%, +7.8%, 0 and 

-0.7% changes in - -supply respec. tively. - . -- 
Again, sensitivity analysis was undertaken, allowing 

each objective value to vary by plus or minus 5%. The 

results,,. reported in Table 10.1 b) are more successful 

than with demand, in. that nine of the twelve runs provided 

solutions. However, considerable changes in the parameter 

estimates again- occur., Two of the solutions are identical 

to the basic solution, and two are close to it. but the others 

are quite different, with the speed of adjustment varying 

from unity to, zero. The conclusion must be that the. 

basic estimates, of the full supply function are also very 

much dependent on the objective values assigned and that 

further restrictions could-be useful. 

c) short demand 

A -linear program. can be set up to estimate the 'short' 

version of the demand function in similar fashion 
/to 
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to the full version, using equation (6.11) rather than 

The basic constraints to be imposed become: - 

ßo +ß1 logQ t- ß2 log(w/p) t+ß5 logE t-i >e 

log EA t 00000 (10.11) 

and the objective function to be minimized becomes: - 

ßo n+ß1E logQ t- ß2 E log (w/p) t+ß5E 
logE t-1 - 

ElogEA t oeose (10.12) 

The basic results are reported in Table lo. 1 c) as(*). 

The value of the objective function is 0.52, slightly 

higher than for the full model, implying average excess 

demand of approximately 45,000 employees. Zero excess 

demand is indicated in the years 1949,60,62 and 70, 

with 1960 and 62 having the strongest shadow prices, i. e. 

similar to the. full demand model, but not quite the same. 

The estimates imply a similar speed of adjustment 

of 66%, an elasticity of substitution of 0.85 and returns 

to scale of 0.51. Sensitivity analysis, with 5% variation 

of objective values, produced the results reported in 

Table 10.1 c). only four of the eight runs produced 

solutions. Of these four, none are identical to the 

basic solution and they differ considerably from each 

other. Again, the conclusion is that we can have little 

confidence in the basic estimates, without further constraints. 

d) short supply 

To estimate the short version of the supply function, 

(6.10) is used in place ofý(6.3)- The basic constraints 

to be imposed are: - 

/ao 
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a0+a1 logL t+a2 logWt + a. logEt_l >, logEAt .. (10.13) 

and the objective function to be minimized becomes: - 

a0n+a, ElogL t+a2 ElogWrt + C'5 ElogEt_l - 

E logEA t 00000 (10.14) 

The basic results are repo rtid in Table 10.1 d) as(*). 

The value of the objective function is 0.43, identical 

to the full supply solutionand so with the same implica- 

tions for average-excess supply. Zero excess supply is 

found for the years 1951,55,60 and 1970. Again, 

similar to the full model, but slightly preferable in not 

having 1971 as a year of no excess supply. 

The parameter estimates indicate a faster adjustment 

speed of 32%, a similar elasticity of industry supply with 

respect to total labour supply of 3.7 and a lower elasticity 

w. r. t. wages of 3.3. The results from successively 

varying the objective value. s by 5%, are reported in 

Table 10.1 d). Five of the eight runs produced solutions, 

one of which was close to the basic solution, but the 

others were quite different. Again, the estimates are 

impreciser without further restrictions. it is to these 

further restrictions that we now turn our attention. 

10.5 Estimation ofthe demand and suPPlY functions' with 
additional-constraints 

a) f ull, demand 

As our data on'the number. of vacancies. unfilled in the 

engineering industry is available for the years 1952-71 and 

/not 
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not for the earlier years 1949-51, we have twenty observa- 

tions of our excess demand ratio. In accordance with 

the discussion of Section 10.3 and equation (10.3), this 

gives a possible 190 inter-year excess demand comparisons 

and each of these can yield a constraint i. e. if the 

excess demand ratio is greater at time i than at time 

then the constraint imposed is: - 

logED logEA 

i. e. 109ED logED > 

logED logEA 

logEA logEA 

which in parametric form is: - 

al (logQ i logQ j) - 02 (log (W/P) i- log (W/P) 
i)- 

a3('-j) ý4 (logH 
oi - logH 

oi) 
+ a5 (logE i-i - 

logE j-1 >, logEA i- logEA i 00*00*0000 
(10.15) 

Initially, because of the transitivity of these 

inequality constraints, only the 19 adjacent pairs of 

the 190 extra constraints need be included in the 

linear program. in addition to the basic constraints. The 

program was found to be infeasible, indicating that the 

extra constraints were so restrictive that there is no. 

combination of non-negative parameters which will satisfy 

them all. ' This implies, at the two extremes, either that 

the vacancies/employment ratio does capture excess demand 

accurately, but that our employment function is not 

specified well enough to reflect this information, or that 

the constraints, misrepresent excess demand to some extent, 

and hence cannot be all satisfied by our correctly-specified 

/function. 
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function. Due. to serious misgivings, concerning the 

quality of'. vacancies data,, we prefer to accept, the latter 

explanation.. 

We can now proceed to eliminate those constraints 

which we are least sure of, in the hope that the removal 

of invalid constraints will leave a feasible solution, 

which is sufficiently precise,, due to the remaining 

constraints. 

The method adopted, in the absence of a priori 

information, is to allow a margin of error for the 

vacancies/employment ratio and to remove those constraints 

whose ratios differed by less than this margin. In 

this way we retain the constraints we have most confidence 

in. The magnitude of the margin of error required is 

unknown beforehand and so increasing values were tried. 

First a margin of plus or, minus 10% was tried. This 

removed all of the original 19 constraints, to be 

(6)j, 
replaced by 55 'weaker' ones but the solution 
remained infeasible. A margin of 20% imposed 66 weaker 

constraints in the programr but the solution was 

still infeasible. ' . Howeverr when the margin was raised to 

25%, with all the remaining 54 of the original 190 

constraints being imposed, a feasible solution was 

achieved. The value of the objective function is 

0.83, i. e. almost twice as large as the. basic estimationj 

implying / 

(61 Removing adjacent inequalities loses some of the 
transitivity and so more constraints have to be 
explicitly imposed rather than being implicit- 
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implying an average excess demand of about 80,000 people 

- alrhost, three. times the average number-of vacancies. 

Zero excess demand isfound in 1949,58f 62 and 71, 'with 

1962 particularly strong. 

The results are reported in Table 8.2 a) as 

The estimated parameters indicate an adjustment speed of 

95% per annum, i. e. almost complete, and returns to scale 

of 0.44. This value is much in line with the earlier 

results but the speed of adjustment is faster. it 

suggests that firms would adjust their labour force 

almost completely within a year to their desired levelr 

with adjustment costs being unimportant. The fact that. 

earlier results indicate much slower adjustment, perhaps 

suggests that it is supply that hinders adjustmentr 

rather than the hiring and firing costs. This could be 

an important difference in the determination of employment 

demand, from that provided by traditional employment 

functions. However, since we do not have standard 

errors for the linear program estimates, it would be 

dangerous to place much confidence in this finding. 

-Sensitivity- analysis was attempted. but prove. d. uhsuccesýpf ul 

Whereas the original estimation minimizing the sum of 

residuals subject to (10.15), was undertaken some time ago, 

the sensitivity analysis has only been attempted recently, 

using a different linear programming estimation package. 

Most of the original results were replicated quite closely, but 
I 

this particular estimation proved impossible to replicate. 

The solution remained unbounded. As before, this may have 

been / 
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been due to the precision setting of the program, but 

could not-be corrected for. Hence, sensitivity analysis 

has not'been'undertaken fot this section. 

Furthermore, the extent. to-. --which-we. have. had to relax the. excess 

demand constraints to obtain feasibility is disappointing. 

Obviously, many of the constraints which have been removed 

did not cause the infeasibilitybut unless we have other 
Ile rt criteria for-selection than tý'e margin of error, we have 

no choice but to remove them - it-is difficult to 

postulate that vacancies are relevant to the extent of 

excess demand-in some years but not in others and not 

advisable to remove them on an ex post basis. The 25% 

margin of error, for example, means that we do not impose 

the constraint that 1955, the year with highest vacancies/ 

employment ratio, has more excess demand than 1957, which 

ranks fifteenth, even though there are almost 14,000 

less vacancies in-1957 - 23,000. as against 37rOOO. 

-full 
supply 

For comparability with the demand estimation we use 

observations of the unemployment/employment ratio for 

the years 1952-71, which, via equation (lo. 5), gives a 

possible 190 inter-year excess supply comparisons. The 

corresponding constraints are that, if the excess supply 

ratio is greater*at time 

0 

i than at time j, then: - 

logES i- logEAi >/ logES i- logEA i 

which 
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which, for use. in the linear program, is written as: - 

(log Li - '109L a2 (logWri'- logw 
rj) 

. 

3 
(109H 

ri - logH 
rj a4 (logu 

ri 
logu 

ri) 
+a (logE 7logEj_l) >, logEA logEA (10.16) 

The inclusion of, the 19 'adjacent pair' constraints 

caused-infeasibility and so the margin of error is again 

applied. The program remained infeasible until a margin 

of 25% was allowed. At this point, 64 of the extra 190 

constraints are, imposed. 

The value of the objective function was 1.09, two 

and a half times theývalue of the basic supply estimation, 

and implying average excess supply in-the region of 

100,000 compared with average unemployment figures of 

26rOOO. 1955 is-now the only year whose excess supply 

is zero and the, constraint has a strong shadow price., 

The extra constraints--are, clearly, having the effect of 

making estimation more 'difficult'-for the program. 

The estimates are xeported iri-Table 10.2 b) *as.; -(*) The 

adjustment speed of supply, which already seemed low at 

12% p. a., is further reduced to 6% p. a. and the elasticities 

wrt-. to relative-vages and unemployment both take 6 value of 

zero. Elasticities wrt. t6tal'labour supply and relative 

hours of work'are estimated at 3.2and -5.5 respectively. 

Sensitivity-analysis was, attempted to see, -how 

dependent the above estimates were on the objective 

function / 
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function values. This exercise was certainly more 

successful*than with the previous demand estimation and 

indeed, than'the'basic supply estimatiori. ' All'twelve 

runs provided solutions reported in'Table 10.2 b) and 

six qf them were identical to the above results, though 

four of theseýcorrespond to the variables with zero 

parameter estimates. The other solutions show less 

variation than in the basic case, with the fastest 

adjustment speed being 12% and only one being implausibly 

negative,, at -13%. 

Consequently, ' it would seem that the precision of the 

estimates is improved with the extra constraints. Whether 

the actual estimates are improved is debatable. Taken 

at face value, they imply very slow adjustment of 

labour supply towards its desired level and do suggest 

that labour supply constraints are not a factor to be 

ignored in the determination of employment. 

-Again, a-disappointingly large-'margin 
. 
6f, -error has had to be 

allowed. For instance, 1968, which has the second highest 

excess supply, ratio (unemployment of 35,000) can only just 

be constrained to have a larger supply residual than 1958 

which ranks tenth (unemployment of 18,000). 

C) short demand 

Extra constraints can be imposed upon the short 

version of the demand function using equation (10-11), 
0 

taking the form of (10.15) with the 03 and 04 coefficients 

equal, to zero, and hence omitted. When the extra constraints 

were imposed the program was again found to be infeasible 

and / 
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and theInfeatibility persisted even when margins of 10%r 

20%.. and 25%. wer-e all6wed. Whilst'it is possibleto 

further-indrease the margin'of, errorl, to 30%., or, moret* 

as was pointed outýabove, this is already a considerable 

margin. To extend it further would allow us to say, 

very little about excess demand in relation to vacancy 

figures, Consequently, this was not done and no 

solution'or sensitivity analysis is reported for the 

short demand-model. - 

d) rhort-supply 

Extra constraints are imposed upon the short version 

of the supply function using equation (10.10) and they 

take the form of (10.16) with the a3 and a4 terms omitted. 

Again a margin of error of 25% is needed before the LP 

solution becomes feasible, with the 'weakest' 64 of the 

extra 190 constraints imposed. The value of the objective 

function is 1.09, identical to the full supply value and 

implying average excess supply of about 100,000.1955 

is again the only year whose excess supply is zero and 

this constraint has a high shadow price 

The estimation results are reported in Table 10.2 

c) "as The adjustment speed is estimated to be 

even lower. at 4% p. a. The elasticities of the labour 

supply wrt. total labour supply and relative wages are 

5.9 and 0 respe I ctively. Sensitivity analysis was attempted 

as befbre and, as with full supply, - all of the runs (eight) 

produced solutionsreported in Table 10.2c), - Only two 

of / 
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of these were identical to the above solution, but most 

were not*too far-removed. In particulAr, - the adjustment 

speed varied between 5%. and -13%,, 'so that again very 

slow (or-zero) adjustment of labour supply towards its 

level is found. 

10.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter? *the unrealistic assumptions 

about the behaviour of labour markets. adopted in earlier 

chapters.. were dropped. It was not assumed that wages 

were. sufficiently flexible to equate demand and supply in 

all parts of the industry, nor even that, given wage 

rigidity, all parts have the same type of imbalance. 

The basic assumption remained-that wc-.: can define 

conceptually, if not measure, local labour markets within 

which labour is perfectly mobile. Consequentlyr given 

inflexibility of wages, these sub-sectors are either 

demand-determined or supply-determined. The implication 

for aggregate observations of employment was that they 

are rarely completely demand-determined or completely 

supply-determined. -In general, actual aggregate 

employment isýless-, than, the-levels demanded, and, 

supplied and so positive excess demand and excess supply 

co-exist.. Furthermore, the-difference between actual 

and demand, can be related to data indicating the extent 

of. excess demand; -in particular the number of vacancies 

unfilled. Similarly, the difference between actual and 

supply can be related to data on the numbers unemployed, 

as / 
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as a proxy for-excess supply. 

The above requirements do not-seem too stringent, 

or unreasonable, a prior'i. However, when they were 

formulated as constraints in a linear programming context, 

neither the full models nor the short versions of the 

demand and supply functions were capable of dealing with 

them adequately. The basic constraints proved to be 

not restrictive enough to obtain precise parameter 

0 estimates. The additional constraints proved to be 

too restrictive to allow LP estimation at all. The most 

obvious source of deficiency appeared to be the inaccuracy 

of vacancies and unemployment data as indicators of 

excess demand and supply. The use of these indicators 

to impose the extra constraints was relaxed, but had 

to be relaxed considerably before most of the functions 

became feasible. At this pointr the estimates were found 

to have improved stability, to the objective function 

minimized, but to be disappointing in terms of plausibility. 

Several variableswhich were felt to be, important in the 

determination of labour demand or supply, were found to have 

zero coefficients. 

The only empirical finding that could be reported 

with anything approaching confidence, was the difference 

in the value of the lagged dependent variable between 

the demand functions and the supply functions. If this 

can be interpreted as the speed of adjustment towards 

desired levels of demand and supply, then it does suggest 

that / 
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that demander. s of labour. adjust their demands much 

faster than 'the* 'suppliets of labour adjust the'ir supply. 

The'implication forýthe adjustment of. actual-employment 

appears-to'be that it is supply that'is the constraining 

factor which should, not be ignored., it would be difficult 

to be more definite than this without stronger evidence 
v. 

in support. 

There are several reasons why the results might have 

been unsatisfactory. The first may still lie with the 

accuracy of the vacancies and unemployment data - perhaps 

it is too unrealiable to use as any type of excess demand 

or supply indicator. The second reason may be the data 

used in general. As discussed in Section 6.51 annual 

data was used because of the improvement in conceptual 

quality of several variables over the data available on 

a quarterly basis. However, the extent of variation in 

the annual data was limited and hence the problem of lack 

of precision of estimates was ever present in the later 

chapters. Where quarterly data shows more variation, 

other than purely seasonal patterns, the improvement in 

precision may outweigh the conceptual quality of the data, 

though errors of measurement in the variables, resulting 

in biased estimates, may become more of a problem. 

The specification of the demand and supply functions 

themselves are obviously a possible reason for unsatisfactory 

results, though this is difficult to assess unless a 

superior specification is postulated and tested. Finally, 

the / 
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the technique chosen for estimation, i. e. linear programming 

is a possible reason. The imposition of constraints seemed 

a natural consequence of the minimal theory postulated, 

but whether the constraints should be imposed deterministic- 

ally, in a programming context, or be imposed stochastically, 

remaining within a statistical framework, is not clear. 

Whilst the latter would seem to be desirable in terms of 

the interpretation of the results, i. e. confidence 

intervals and comparability with earlier results, the 

difficulty lies in the combination of sampling information 

from the data with the Itheoreticallinformation from the 

constraints. It is not at all obvious how to weight 

these two separate and, to some extent, conflicting pieces 

of information, to obtain the 'mixed' estimates. 
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General. Conclusions 

Inthefirst half. of, the thesis, the demand-orientated 

employment functiod models were 

Chapter 1 presented an 'ideal" 

then analysed the various types 

been put forward, in relation to 

2 examined the same models used 

their original-Istudies and on a 

thoroughly considered. 

employment function and 

of model which have 

this theory. Chapter 

empirically, both in 

consistent data base 

(U. K. manufacturing sector). Whilst the models generally 

performed well in the original studies, they were less 

satisfactory for the U. K. manufacturing sector. 

Chapter 3, applied most of these models to quarterly 

data for the S. I. C. Orders of the U. K. engineering 

industry 1959-71, and their performance was even less 

satisfactory. Models. frequently seemed to explain well 

for one SIC but not for others or to have different 

parameter values from earlier studies. Since the models 

were designed to have reasonably general applicability, 

this finding casts doubt on the models usefulness. The 

models were developed in various ways, attempting to 

move towards the ideal model without major revisions, but 

the implausibility or instability tended to, persist., An 

attempt to allow the speed of adjustment to depend upon 

labour market tightness showed some evidence of 

significant effect, suggesting. importance of supply 

considerations, but proved difficult to model satisfactorily. 

Chapter 4 attempted, to improve, the employment function 

specification 
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specification*. in'terms of, desired output,? again based 

on the idealmodel. The aim was to distinguish between 

actual'and desired output-by allowing excess demand 

for-the-product to influence a firm's desired output. 

Various measures of the 'backlog' of orders-on-hand were 

suggested and tried-as measures of this excess demand 

with some-success but'again general: applicabilitY cannot 

be claimed,, due to lack of appropriate data. 

Chapter 5 took a different approach in trying to 

relate employment to investment, in a putty-clay frame- 

work. Despite-the theoretical appeal, such an 

approach was severely constrained by data availability. 

The resulting estimates did not plausibly support the 

putty-clay hypothesis, but hardly*constituted a rigorous 

given the simplifying'ýassumptions which had to be 

made. 
I 

The, general conclusion from the first half of the 

thesis was that a'demand-orientated model, which yielded 

plausible and stable estimates for all three SICs, could 

not be, found. This'led to the consideration of supply 

factors and the development of a supply-function for an 

industry, in Chapter 6,, to analyse in'conjunction with a 

demand, function. ' This analysis'and consequent estimation, 

constituted the second half of the thesis. 

- Chapter 7 set, out the various levels of assumptions 

about the operation, of, -. the'industry labour market which 

were pursued in-the following chapters. The analysis was 

based / 
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based on, con: tider. ation of the sectors or local labour 

markets. which made up the industry labour market. * Labour 

was assumed perfectly mobile within sectors-but immobile 

between themodue to geographical and occupational barriers. 

The degree of, wage flexibility was also-considered to be 

important. No attempt was made to observe these local 

labour, markets, but the implications of their existence 

for aggregate observations, was analysed. 

Chapter 8 assumed flexibility of wag. es, within a 

sectorl so that each sector was inr or close tot 

equilibrium. The aggregate, employment'was then taken as 

equal to both aggregate demand and supply and the two 

functions were estimated. separately and simultaneouslyr 

using annual data, for SIC6,1948-71. The resulting 

estimates were lacking inplausibility and stability but 

also lacking, -in. precision, so, that the validity of the 

underlying assumptions, could not be confidently rejected. 

Chapter 9j assumed-a degree of inflexibility of 

wages which meant that sectors were not generally in 

equilibrium., The further assumption of, homogeneity 

implied that aggregate employment was either demand- 

determined or supply-determined but not generally both-. 

The problem. was to determine-which observations belonged 

to which regime, in, order, to estimate them separately. 

Several ways of ranking the observations were suggested 

so that a single cut-off point could be searched for . 

between demand and supply-regimes. The average number 

of 
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of observations of a function was effectively halved 

from the eatimatiori'of Chapter 8. and so degrees of* 

freedom were 164. None of. the'rankinqs.. yielded demand 

and supply functions which were plausible.. aAd able to 

predict values of employment, in excess of actual - 

employment, for those observations which did not belong to 

the particular regime. 

Chapter 10 dropped the assumption of homogeneity, so 

that aggregate employment could not be taken as an obser- 

vation of demand or supply. Estimation of the functionsr 

subject to the constraints of non-negative excess demand 

and supplyr took a linear programming approachr but was 

hampered by a lack of definite objective to optimise. 

Quite imprecise estimates resulted. Further constraints, 

which ranked demand and supply residuals according to 

vacancies and unemployment data, proved too restrictive 

to be fully accommodated. Relaxing these constraints 

considerably enabled estimates to be obtained, which 

were reasonably robust but, with several coefficients 

estimated to be zero, generally unsatisfactory. Employment 

demand appeared to adjust quickly to its desired level, 

while supply seemed to adjust very slowly. 

The results of the last three chapters were 

disappointing. The benefit of allowing for supply factors 

could not be demonstrated in terms of more plausible and 

stable estimates. Furthermorer it could not be claimed 

that the relaxation of unrealistic assumptions led to 

superior / 
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superiorýestimation. 

However., - it., is still felt that supply factors have 

an important-part to play in the'determindtion of 

employmentrwhich should not be neglected. It is hoped 

that further development and testing of the final model 

could produce stronger evidence to support this claim. 
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DATA APPENDIX 

a) Quarterlyr.. 1959.! -1971 (Ch. 3-5) 

(geparate series are obtained for each of the 1958 SIC. 

Orders VI, VIII and IX, unless otherwise stated). 

1. 
_, . 

Employment . 

. The number-of employees in employment series are 

quarterly averages of monthly figures supplied by the 

Department of Employment on a consistent basis (despite 

changes in SIC definitions, etc. ) 

Output 

The production series are quarterly averages of monthly 

figures, in index formt from the Monthly Digest of Statistics-s 

The series are not seasonally adjusted, except in Ch-4 

for SIC6. 

3. - Wage., and. average hours. worked 

The wage series are of average hourly earnings and 

are in index form. -They are derived by dividing an 

average weekly earnings-series, by an average weekly hours 

worked series.. Average earnings series are available for 

all employees monthly-in the Department of Employment 

Gazette (post, 1963) but only bi-annually prior to 1963. 

The quarterly series interpolate the earlier observations 

and'average the, later monthly ones. Series of average 

weekly hours worked by operatives is. available monthly 

(post 1963) and about. six times a year prior to 1963, for 

SIC8 and for 'engineering, electrical goodst metal goods' - 

the latter was used for boýh SIC's 6 and 9. Quarterly 

series / 
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series were derived. 

Price , 

The price series is of wholesale prices for 

'engineering and allied industries' (one series for all 

three SIC's). Quarterly averages are derived from data 

in monthly index form in the Monthly Digest of Statistics 

(post 1965 and the Boardý of Trade Journal (pre-1965). 

S. Normal. hours 

Normal hours series are quarterly averages of monthly 

indices from the British Labour Statistics - Historical 

Abstract and Yearbooks, 

Capital stock 

The capital stock series are derived from annual 

capital formation figures in the National Income and 

Expenditure Book. Depreciation is allowed for by the 

'perpetual inventory method'. The annual figures are 
(1) 

interpolated linearly to give qqar. terly series. 

Capital. (capacity). -, utilization. 

Series for capital utilization are derived by the 

Wharton School capacity-method. This involves the 

selection of peaks in output-during the estimation period, 

taken to be periods of full capacity utilization. 

Interpolation between these peaks gives potentiaLcapacity 

output at each point in 'time and actual output can be 

expressed as a percentage of this amount to give a figure 

for 
oe (1) Theoretically, interpolation by investment expenditure 

is preferabler but in practice this made little 
difference to the stock series. 
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for capacity utilization. Variations in this series 

clearlyýdepend on labour usage variations as well as 

capital usage changes. In using this series as a proxy 

for capital utilization, this deficiency should be noted. 

8. Price. of. capital. and. rental. cost, 

Series for. the price of capital goods can be 

derived from data on fixed capital expenditure in the 

Monthly Digest, of Statistics. This data is given at 

current prices and at constant-prices so that-a price 

index is obtained by division. Unfortunatelyr for the 

SIC's, the constant price series is seasonally adjusted 

whilst the current price series is not. . 
The division 

p rocess would then yield a false seasonal pattern 

to prices, which proved difficult to remove. To avoid 

such errors a price series for total manufacturing was 

used for all three SIC'ssince both constant and current 

price data were available unadjusted for total manufacturing. 

However, the price of capital goods is only one 

element of the rental cost of capital. The rate of 

depreciation, rate of, interest, corporate tax rate, income 

tax rate, investment grants_and initial allowances for 

tax should all be taken into account. Initial 

experimentation with. such calculations did not suggest any 

empirical improvement over the straightforward use of the 

price of capital, since its variations tended to dominate; 

and so the simple price series was used in the reported 

empirics. 

9. / 
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Unemployment. 

Unemployment series are quarterly averages from 

monthly data on the number of people registered as 

unemployed having previously worked in the particular 

industry (within the last year). This data is available 

in the Department of Employment Gazette. 

10. Vacancies 

, 
These series, derived similarly to unemployment, 

measure, the number of. job vacancies reported to the 

Department of Employment and remaining unfilled. 

Total orders-on-hand 

A series-of total orders-on-hand is available in 

seasonally, 'adjusted volume index form in the Monthly 

Digest of'Statistics for SIC6. When output is added 

to an (unknown) proportion of orders on hand, in Chapter 4, 

it is necessary for output to be seasonally adjusted and 

for the relative magnitudes of orders and output to be 

known. The information to do this was supplied by the 

Department of Industry: in 1970, the value of average 

quarterly sales was E21224M and the value of total orders- 

on-hand was 25,466M. Their respective index numbers were 

100 and 155.5. For consistency in addition the orders- 

on-hand series is multiplied by 1.58 (i. e. 5j, 466 x 100 -*. 

2,224 x 155.5). 

12. Work-in-progress 

A series of quarterly changes-in the constant (1970) 

price / 
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prices value of 'work-in-progress' stocks was supplied 

by the Department of Industry together with an end of 

year (1972) figure for the. stock of work-in-progress. 

From these a full series of work-in-progress can be 

constructed. 

13. Investmentý 

Data on 'fixed capital expenditure, is available 

quarterlyr seasonally adjustedr at constant prices in 

the Board of Trade journal. However, whilst there is 

a separate series for SIC8, SIC's 6 and-9 are combined 

with SIC7 in an 'engineering, shipbuilding and metal goods' 

series. To obtain separate series for each SIC, data on 

annual net investment (current prices) by SIC was used. 

The quarterly investment expenditure was allocated according 

to the proportions of annual investment undertaken by these 

three SIC's. 
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b) 

1. 

Annualt 1948r7l (Ch. 6-10) 

(for the 1958 SIC Order VI, unless otherwise stated) 

Employment 

The number of employees in employment'series is 

available for the U. *K. in the British Labour Statistics 

Historical Abstract (Table 132) and later Yearbooks. 

The figures are mid-year estimates. 

Various links in the series had to be made due to 

changes in classification and method of calculation. 

The most important of these are the SIC classification 

changes in, 1959 and 1969 - figures for these years are 

given in both the earlier and the later classifications. 

Some of the changes involved the 'clearcut ' movement of 

complete M. L. H. s, from one SIC to another, or the sub-division 

of one SIC into several. Before 1959, shipbuilding 

(and repairing) and marine engineering were included in 

the equivalent of SIC6, whilst instruments and watches 

and clocks (manufacture and repair) were not. Post 

1969, SIC6 has been split into the three new SIC's of 

mechanical, instrument and electrical engineering. Alsoj, 

"engineers' small tools and gauges" has been moved from 

SIC6 to SIC9 (1958 Order). 

Where these definite changes took placer adjustments 

of the series to the 1958 order classification were made 

by use of MLH data on employment (Tables 138 and 139). 

Any remaining differences, due to reclassification of 

parts of MLHIs or to changes in the method of calculation, 

were / 
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were small in magnitude and were removed by a correction 

factor, in the absence of further information. This 

method is unlikely to cause much error in the figures, 

unless the particular sector neglected behaves very 

differently from the rest of the SIC and islarge 

enough to influence the 'true' aggregate appreciably. 

This is unlikely. 

2. Total.. labour force 

Figures of the number of employees (employed and 

unemployed) for all industries and services are available 

in the'B. L. S. Historical Abstrac It (Table 125) and Yearbooks 

in similar form to the employment figures. 

" Some linking is necessary for changes in the method of 

calculation of the figures. 

Normal Hours 

A series of normal weekly hours of manual workers 

is derived for 'all metals combined' by averaging the 

monthly figures available in the B. L. S. Historical Abstract 

(Tables 25 and 26) and Yearbooks. The figures are not 

available for SIC6 along but variation between industries 

within 'all metals combined' is likely to be small. 

Output 

An annual index of industrial production is available 

in -the Annual Abstract of Statistics. The index changed 

base several times over the period but could be linked 

to give a series with the common base of 1970=100. Post 

1969 / 
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1969 are derived via a weighted average of the 

three component SIC's mechanical, instrument and 

electrical engineering with the given weights. 

5. 
, 
Average, weekly. earnings 

-Data on the average weekly earnings of manual workers 

(men and women separately) are available in the B. L. S. 

Historical-Abstract (Tables 41 and 42) and Yearbooksf 

biannually for SIC6 and for all industries. Annual 

series_are_derived by averaging the biannual figures and 

the (small) base changes in 1959 and 1969 are corrected 

for, by a multiple factor asIbefore. The series for men 

and women are aggregated using male and female employment 

series (Tables 133 and 134) as weights. Post - 1969, 

SIC6 is again reconstituted, aggregating using employment 

weights. -, Non-manual earnings are assumed to move in 

proportion to manual earnings. 

6ý., Average weekly. hours, 

Data on the average'weekly hours'of manual workers 

(men and women separately) are available in the B. L. S. 

Historical Abstract (Tables 44 and 45) and Yearbooks, 

biannually for SIC6 and for all industries. Annual 

series are derived-as with average weekly earnings. 

Labour. cost ,. 

series of average labour costs can-be obtained 

which includes both the over-time premia element and-the 

direct overheads associated with the employment of labour. 

0 

The -/ 
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The Department of Applied Economics at Cambridge, 

"Programme for Growth: 12". includes an 'income from 

employment' series for, the years 1948-68 (Table 23). 
1 
This series comprises wages and salaries and employers' 

.I 
contributions. - The annual data on wages and salaries 

is directly obtainable from National Income and Expenditure 

'Blue-Books'. However, employers' contributions are 

only available as an annual series for all manufacturing. 

The D. A. E. used more detailed information on employers' 

contributions by industry, from the 1963 Census of 

Production, to allocate the contributions between industries 

for all other years. A similar procedure is followed 

in-extending the series to 1971 and in revising recent 

D. A. E. figures for data. revisions which occur in later 

copies of the Blue Book. 

A series for the total wage bill is thus derived. 

To-obtain a series of average labour cost per man-hour, 

this is divided by the number in employment and the 

average hours worked series, already obtained. 

ValUe-added. Price 

This series is again based on data published by the 

D. A. E. 'For the years 1948-58, 'net output''figures 

are presented in the D. A. E. 'series 'A Programme for 

Growth: 41, obtained for"'the'various'SIC's from annual 

censuses of production. Since 1958, these net output 

statistics are no longer available. Howeverp 'A 

Programme for Growth: '121 includes data series on 

I income / 
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'income from employment' (Table 23) and 'gross income 

from property and self-employment,, - 1954-1968, excluding 

stock appreciation' (Tabld 25). Adding these two 

series together gives a net output series (excluding 

stock appreciation) for the years 1954-68 - stock 

appreciation data was not available before 1954, and so 

the original series is used for these years. 

This series then required extending to 1971 to be 

used for estimation purposes and. in doing thisboth data 

revisions in more recent Blue Books and the change in SIC 

classification'were alloWed for. The derivation and 

extension of the"income from employment'- series has 

already been dealt'withýý The other-series is made up 

of gross profits of, companies, gross trading surpluses 

of public corporations, other trading income and income 

from self-employment. Company profits' are available in 

the Blue'Book for engineering but the industry definition 

corresponds to the Inland Revenue classification. rather 

than- the'usual one. 'CI orrection to the normal I basis is 

made by'the'D. A. E. -wi-th reference to Census of Production 

information*-''Data on income from self-employment and 

other trading'income, is'only; available in the Blue Book. 

for all'manufacturing. The D'. A. E. allocate this to the 

various industries by reference to Inland Revenue Reports. 

Data on stock-appreciation-is a'vailable-in the Blue Book 

for an ag'greg , ate of all engin ee ring and changes in the 

book value of stocks are known for Census Of Production 

years, and for sample censuses in other years. These 

enable stock appreciation to be allocated to SIC6 on the 

basis / 
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basis of, its, value of stocks (assuming stock prices will 

be the same in all sectors of engineering). 

T4ese data series were extended to 1971rusing more 

I recent information from the 1973 Blue Book, r, evising the later 

D, A. E. figures and applying allocation factors etc* consistent 

with those of the D. A. E. 

The resulting series gives the net output or total 

value added for SIC6. To obtain a value added price series, the 

figures in the aboveseries are divided by the volume of output 

figures already discussed. 

9. Unemployment (as a security factor) 

The unemployment measure felt to best represent this 

factor is the number of people registered as wholly 

unemployed, having previously worked in SIC6. However, 

this data is available for Great Britain but not for the 

U. K. 7 the U. K. data includes those temporarily unemployed, 

(both sets of data are available monthly in the Department 

of Employment Gazette). A series for U. K. wholly 

unemployed - is obtained by 'inflating' the G. B. wholly 

unemployed series by the ratio of U. K. to G. B. 'unemployed: 

wholly and temporarily'. The implicit assumption is that 

lay-offs form the same proportion of unemployment in* 

N. Ireland as in G. B. 

erroneous. 

This is unlikely to be too 

The monthly figures are then averaged over the year 

from July to June so that an average information lag of 

six / 
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six months is produced. 

for 'all-industries'. 

similar series is derived 
.11.1 

10. Unemployment (as an excess supply indicator) 

A monthly siýries for the number of people registered 

as'unemployedp both wholly and temporarily, having 

previously worked in SIC6, can be obtained from the 

Department, of Employment Gazette. The figures were 

averaged over calendar years. 

11. Vacancies 

Similarly, a monthly series of the number of vacancies 

remaining unfilled in SIC6r can be obtained from the 

Department of Employment Gazette, from 1952 onwards. Annual 

averages were calculated. 
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S. I. C. (SIC). 
- 

M. L. H. 

W. i. p. 

C. E. S. 

OLS' 

RILU 

2SLS 

LSQ 

TSP 

LP 

List. of Abbreviations 

Standard Industrial Classification Order. j 

Minimum List Heading 

work-in-progress 

constant elasticity of substitution 

ordinary least squares estimation 

Hildreth-Lu estimation procedure 

two-stage least squares estimation 

non-linear least squares estimation 

Time Series Processor 

linear program estimation 

U-BASEDj, based on a, ranking of the unemployment/employment ratio 

V-BASED, v based on a ranking of the vacancies/employment ratio 

W-BASED, based on a ranking of changes in industry/aggregate 
wage ratio 

O-BASEDr based on a ranking of actual/trend output ratio 

STAT D-BASEDr statistically-determined ranking based on 
demand regime 

STAT S-BASED, statistically-determined ranking based on 
supply regime 
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List of Symbols 

L the labour-input 

E the number of employees 

H the' average number- of'hours worked per 
employee 

Q ýhe level of output 

K the capital stock 

U the rate of utilisation of capital 

W the marginal labour cost 

p the product price 

c the cost of capital 

H normal hours 

a measure of excess labour 

S(t) a trend proxying the extent of market 
imperfections 

Ue the level of unemployment 

V the level of vacancies 

denotes 'desired' 

denotes the expected value or an estimate 

a the elasticity of substitution 

V the returns to-scale 

0 the level of orders-on-hand 

OT' total orders-on-hand 

OB the backlog of orders-on-hand with: - 

OBD a direct measure 

OBC a measure based on a constant ratio 

OBT a measure based on a trending ratio 

w/r 
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W/r the wage-rental ratio' 

the labour-capital ratio 

the age at which capital is scrapped 

U the age at which capital is laid-up 

the average age of capital 

denotes aggregate or average 

ED the demand for employees 

ES the supply of employees 

EA actual employment 

L the total labour force 

Wr relative average weekly wages 

H 
r relative average weekly hours worked 

Ur relative unemployment 

XD the excess demand for labour 

Xs the excess supply of labour 

RD a demand function residual 

R a supply function residual s 


